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Global warming in the Southwest: An overview
B M L

projections, observations, and impacts
described in GWS. If anything, they
Global warming will impact different
heighten the cause for concern. The
regions and sectors in different ways,
case for the Southwest facing extensive
creating many losers and even a few
drought has gotten stronger. Similarly,
winners around the world. Unfortunate- more research concludes that the West
ly, it looks like the Southwest will be on faces future water shortages because
the losing side.
of changing climate. The connection
between hot weather and widespread
Losing water. Losing cool summer nights. tree die-off has been established more
Losing plant and animal species to
explicitly, as has the link between large
changing climate patterns. Losing homes, wildfires and rising temperatures.
forests, and Sonoran Desert to wildfires.
Temperature rise
These are some of the impacts associThe warming trend that took hold
ated with the gains in temperature the
during the past century, particularly
Southwest has faced in recent decades–
since the mid-1970s, has gotten even
and is projected to continue experiencmore entrenched since the article series
ing for decades to come. The degree
started in 2003. The year 2005 went on
of the temperature rise will depend on
to surpass 1998 as the world’s hottest
whether society manages to curb the
year in the instrumental record. By the
greenhouse gas emissions spurring on
end of 2006, the 10 hottest years on reglobal warming.
cord all had occurred within the past 12
years, based on World Meteorological
The ways global warming and its asAssociation records from 1861.
sociated climate changes are likely to
affect the Southwest include higher
It’s unlikely that every year ahead will
temperatures, with more heat waves;
continue on this record-setting trend.
more droughts and, paradoxically, more A large volcanic eruption could cool
floods; less snow cover, with more strain things down globally for a year or two,
on water resources; and an earlier spring as the Mount Pinatubo event in 1991
with more large wildfires.
briefly slowed the temperature rise
in the early 1990s. Annual variability
Many of these projected and sometimes could provide temporary relief. Overall,
already observed climate changes have
however, temperatures are expected to
been described in a series of Southwest
continue shifting upward throughout
Climate Outlook articles on global
the century, as long as society continues
warming that ran from December 2003 to add heat-trapping greenhouse gases
through this month. The series has been to the atmosphere.
pulled into a compilation, with additional contributions from other UniThe Intergovernmental Panel on Cliversity of Arizona (UA) researchers. The mate Change (IPCC) projects average
book, Global Warming in the Southwest
annual temperature in the Southwest
(GWS), is available at http://www.ispe.
could rise by about 4½ to 7 or more
arizona.edu/climas/pubs.html. This article degrees Fahrenheit during this century
serves as an introduction to the book as
(IPCC 2007 Summary for Policymakers).
well as an update on materials published
More details about the IPCC projecsince the articles were initially written.
tions, considered the most reliable
because they involve the consensus of
The latest research papers and reports
hundreds of scientists, will be released
generally support the global warming
in May.
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Arizona and New Mexico’s average annual temperatures could both rise by
7 degrees Fahrenheit throughout this
century, based on another projection
that applies information from 18 global
climate models to the climate division
scale (Southwest Hydrology, January/
February 2007). That amounts to
roughly 1 degree Fahrenheit every 14
years. Summer temperatures could rise
even more than winter temperatures by
these projections, making parts of the
Southwest even more intolerable between
monsoon rains (see GWS, page 7).
A 1-degree Fahrenheit rise every 14
years may sound dramatic considering
it took a whole century for the world’s
average annual temperature to rise by
1 degree. But this projected rate of increase is actually slightly slower than the
rise Arizona experienced since the mid1970s, and only slightly higher than the
increase New Mexico registered in that
time frame (Figure 1). These observed
values include warming from the urban
heat island effect as cities expand.
The number of extremely hot days is
also projected to rise over the decades,
leaving parts of the region with heat
waves lasting an extra two weeks by the
end of the century (Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences, November 1, 2005). Hot summers boost the
demand for water and electrical cooling
(see GWS, page 69). Even worse, heat
waves can create health risks, especially
among the frail elderly and young children living in inner cities (Environmental
Health Perspectives, May 2001).
Drought
Drought has further extended its grip
on the Southwest in recent years, despite occasional excursions into times of
plentiful precipitation, such as the winter of 2004–2005 and the summer of
2006. The latest projections for Southwest precipitation offer no relief in sight.
continued on page 3
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GW overview, continued

The area under the Hadley Cell’s descending air is projected to widen in
years to come. As a result, the jet stream
that transports rain and snow during
winter and spring is expected to move
poleward. In theory, the poleward pattern could mean El Niño events might
often fail to bring hoped-for rain and
snow to the Southwest. In practice, that
pattern might look a lot like this past
winter, when Denver received record
snowfall while Arizona’s dry winter
pushed much of the state back into
drought. This projection adds another
element to the debate over the future of
El Niño, one that was not addressed in
the original article on page 17 of GWS.
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The mechanism behind the updated
projection relates to a global atmospheric pattern known as Hadley Cell circulation (Figure 2). Globally, rising hot air
from the tropics eventually descends
in the subtropics. The high pressure of
the descending air makes it difficult for
clouds to form. This helps explain the
seemingly endless supply of sunny days
found in subtropical regions like the
northern Africa, southern Australia and,
of course, the U.S. Southwest.

b) New Mexico Temperature
55.5

1930–2005 average
annual values
5-year average

1940

The IPCC also projects dry areas will get
drier—in the Southwest and throughout the subtropics (IPCC Summary for
Policymakers, 2007). This is a reversal of
earlier projections in the 2001 IPCC
summary that the Southwest might receive more rainfall as climate warms.

a) Arizona Temperature
63.0

1930

The Dust Bowl years of the 1930s
could become the new norm, based on
results from 19 global climate models
considered by Columbia University researcher Richard Seager and colleagues
(Science Express, April 5, 2007). The
projections suggest that the Southwest’s
immediate future would look much
like the peak years of 2000–2003 in the
Southwest’s current drought. Things
would only get worse in time, by this
projection.

Figure 1. Southwest temperatures have been rising, above. Since 1976, the average annual
temperature increased by 2.5 degrees Fahrenheit in Arizona a) and 1.8 degrees Fahrenheit in
New Mexico b), or 0.8 degrees and 0.6 degrees Fahrenheit a decade, respectively. Data was
averaged from the respective states’ climate divisions by Ben Crawford, CLIMAS.

Floods
A more northerly jet stream in summer
theoretically might make it easier for
the monsoon to reach the Southwest,
on the other hand. The jet stream can
present a barrier to the monsoon’s
northward progression from its origin
in tropical Mexico (see the two chapters
starting on page 20 of GWS).
The monsoon operates at a scale smaller
than that modeled by global climate
models, making its future difficult to
predict. No trend toward increased
rainfall during the Southwest’s monsoon season shows up in records for
1950–2001, but there are a few reasons
to suspect the monsoonal rainfall tallies
could increase as land and sea temperatures rise (see GWS, page 20). The
projected shift in the jet stream could
strengthen that case. A strong monsoon
can increase the potential for flooding
during this annual summer event.

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

However, even a strong monsoon generally does little to break long-term
drought in the Southwest.
The stronger hydrological cycle that
comes with global warming can produce seemingly paradoxical effects, including more drought and more floods.
Southwestern springs, for instance,
have been featuring both heavier rains
and drier soils, based on a trend analysis of data from the past half century
(Journal of Hydrometeorology, February
2004). Higher temperatures increase the
atmosphere’s ability to hold air moisture,
as described in the climate regimes section of GWS. Evidence indicates this
projected increase in air moisture and
extreme precipitation events already is
occurring globally, as noted in the 2007
IPCC Summary for Policymakers.

continued on page 4
Southwest Climate Outlook, April 2007
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GW overview, continued
The IPCC summary also acknowledges
a correlation since the 1970s between
rising sea surface temperatures and an
increase in intense hurricanes in the
Atlantic, and possibly in other regions,
although it notes the data is less reliable
for other parts of the world (see GWS,
page 26). Remnants of hurricanes from
the East Pacific affect the Southwest, as
described on page 29 of GWS. These
tropical storms can blanket the region
with days of rain, increasing the risk
of large-scale floods compared to the
smaller scale monsoon thunderstorms.
Impacts on water supply
The growing consensus that the Southwest faces extensive drought in coming
years leads to an increasing conviction
that the region’s water resources will be
strained. The GWS chapters on water
resources generally reflect that concern.
However, two relevant publications
worth noting have surfaced since then.

Figure 2. Hadley Cell circulation, above, illustrates how the rising air in the superheated tropics
descends in the subtropics, which include the U.S. Southwest. The descending air creates high
pressure zones that increase evaporation rates while restricting the development of clouds and
rain. This circulation pattern is projected to intensify with global warming. Credit: Barbara Summey, NASA Goddard Visualization Analysis Lab

GWS, page 36). Their 2006 analysis has
a somewhat more positive conclusion.
Researchers Martin Hoerling and Jon
Eischeid of the National Oceanic and
The paper by Niklas Christensen and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Dennis Lettenmaier projected modest
paint a dire picture of future Colodeclines in Colorado runoff for the near
rado River flow (Southwest Hydrology,
future, through about 2040. By the
January/February 2007). The authors
end of the century, they projected the
note that the Palmer Drought Severity
Index (PDSI) explains nearly two-thirds Colorado’s flow would drop by 8 to 11
percent, depending on the IPCC emisof the variability in the Colorado’s
sions scenario used (Hydrology and Earth
reconstructed natural flow near Lee’s
Ferry. They used the average of 18 glob- Systems Sciences, 2006).
al climate models to model future PDSI
“Everybody is consistent that there will
values, then applied these estimates to
be a downward trend, it’s just a matter
predict future river flow. They conclude
the Colorado’s annual flow could drop by of how much,” Lettenmaier elaborated
half, on average, by about mid-century— in April, referring to theirs and others’
latest projections.
dire news, especially considering that
almost every drop of the river’s current
The differences from the 2004 paper
flow is already promised to somebody.
relate mainly to differences in seasonal
precipitation in the Upper Colorado
On a brighter note, two of the lead
River Basin as projected by the climate
researchers whose 2004 paper had suggested the runoff trickling and streaming models they employed, which they selected from the IPCC archive as approinto the Colorado River might decline
priate models became available. While
by an average of 16 percent in the comthe 2004 climate model they used
ing century updated their results (see
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

projected a slight shift from winter to
summer precipitation, the 2006 models
projected a slight shift in the opposite
direction, from summer to winter. Such
seemingly minor differences have a major impact because the fraction of precipitation that ends up in streams and
rivers is much higher in winter than in
summer, Lettenmaier noted.
Impacts of warming temperatures on
groundwater resources remain even more
difficult to model or project than those
on surface water supplies, but researchers
worry about ongoing trends linked to
snow cover decline (see GWS, page 39).
The earlier snowmelt that had been
projected already has been observed at
many western sites, as described in a
2005 article that documents how this
change has been shifting the timing
of rivers’ peak flows forward in time
throughout much of the West (Journal
of Climate, April 2005). The fraction of
precipitation falling as rain rather than
continued on page 5
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GW overview, continued
snow also has increased, although some
peaks in northeastern New Mexico have
managed to evade this overall trend
(Journal of Climate, September 2006). A
January 2007 review article in the Intermountain West Climate Summary goes
into more detail about recent research
regarding western snow cover and water
resources (for link, see box at right).
Landscape impacts
The telltale signs of spring, including
melting snow, have been arriving earlier
in time around the world (see GWS,
page 56). The earlier arrival of spring
could disrupt life cycles between paired
species, such as plants and their pollinators, or birds and their prey. The premature snowmelt can allow soils to dry out
sooner, increasing the risk of drought,
insect invasions, and large wildfires.
Temperature has the potential to spur
on wildfires for many reasons, some
of which are described in the chapter
starting on page 62 of GWS. In 2006,
researchers reported that the number of
large western wildfires tends to move
up and down with spring and summer temperatures based on U.S. Forest
Service and National Park Services data
from 1970–2003 (ScienceExpress, July
6, 2006). The ground-breaking paper
by Anthony Westerling and colleagues,
including the UA’s Thomas Swetnam,
linked the earlier snowmelt during
warmer-than-average springs and summers to an increase in large, western
wildfires especially since the mid-1980s.

National Academy of Sciences, October
18, 2005).
Striving for sustainability
And now for the good news. As the evidence grows that the Southwest and the
rest of the world face dire disruptions
from global warming, politicians have
joined scientists and activists to push for
policy changes to reduce the greenhouse
gas emissions behind the temperature
rise and other chaotic climate changes.
Governments from local to state levels,
including Arizona and New Mexico, are
setting goals for reducing greenhouse
gases emissions. The last section of the
compilation describes some of these efforts, (as well as some things individuals
can do to reduce their own contributions to global warming). Employing
wind energy, solar power, energy and
water conservation, water harvesting,
and forest mitigation all can increase the
odds that society will be able to weather
global warming.
The move to renewable forms of energy
can even help the economy, as the chapter in GWS on solar and wind energy
illustrates. Regional efforts to tap into
alternative energy markets might help
restore some of the U.S. presence in
the solar and wind markets. Currently,
these forms of renewable energy are so
popular around the world that production is not keeping up with demand.

The world market is gearing up for alternative energy production and other
Researchers had also suspected high
“green” business ventures. Also, compatemperatures were linked to barknies have been reaping savings by pursubeetle outbreaks that damaged more
ing conservation efforts. Recently Walthan 3.5 million acres of southwestern
Mart has found that putting sky lights
ponderosa and pinyon pines from 2001 in some of its stores not only saved
to 2003 (see GWS, page 49). In 2005,
money on energy bills, it also improved
UA researcher David Breshears and
profits. Judging from reports in publicacolleagues documented how high tem- tions from The New York Times to The
peratures served as an underlying cause Economist, businesses are increasingly
behind an extensive piñon die-off event finding that going greener speaks to the
in the Southwest (Proceedings of the
bottom line as well as the greater good.
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Between the efforts of governments, individuals, and businesses, the U.S. public is starting to embrace the wisdom of
reducing its collective greenhouse gas
emissions. Increasingly, people are recognizing that stabilizing the global climate amounts to stabilizing the global
economy. Americans release among the
highest levels of greenhouse gases in the
world, on both the per-capita and country level. So this country’s efforts really
can make a difference in how much the
world warms in years to come.
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Related Links
Global Warming in the Southwest
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/
pubs.html
Intermountain West Climate Summary
http://wwa.colorado.edu/products/
forecasts_and_outlooks/
intermountain_west_climate_summary/
January_2007.pdf
Southwest Hydrology
http://www.swhydro.arizona.edu/
archive/V6_N1/
Hydrological Earth Systems Science
paper by Christensen and Lettenmaier
http://www.copernicus.org/EGU/
hess/hessd/3/3727/hessd-3-3727.pdf
“More Large Forest Fires Linked to
Climate Change”
http://uanews.org/spots/sci-12868.html
“Underlying Cause of Massive Pinyon Pine Die-Off Revealed”
http://uanews.org/spots/sci-11731.html
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Global warming determined to be “unequivocal”
CLIMAS researcher Jonathan Overpeck discusses a recent United Nations report
B S D
A University of Arizona geosciences
professor was among the world’s leading scientists to issue a recent climate
change report that asserted for the first
time that global warming is “very likely”
driven by human activity.

we see the climate change and that you
cannot get the kind of climate
change we’re seeing without
human-generated greenhouse gases.”

Scientists have observed heat-trapping
greenhouse gases
Jonathan Overpeck, director of the UA’s in the atmosphere,
Institute for the Study of Planet Earth
particularly carbon
and a coordinating lead author of the
dioxide and methUnited Nation’s latest Intergovernmenane, at levels that far
tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
surpass those seen
report, said the document represents
in the last 650,000
an international scientific consensus on
years, Overpeck said.
climate change.
Unless steps are taken to
curb these gases, droughts
“The most striking thing to me is that
likely will become more frewe now have presented a much clearer
quent. Hurricanes are projected
picture of climate change and its causes, to intensify, boosting the potential for
both past and future,” Overpeck said.
destruction. Some areas, like the Mal“The word we used for the evidence of
dives in the Indian Ocean and Tuvalu,
climate change and global warming
a nation of islands and atolls in the
is now ‘unequivocal.’ That is a very
Pacific Ocean, could disappear if sea
strong statement.”
levels rise just three feet. Much more
sea level rise will likely be unstoppable
The assessment was released in Paris
over coming centuries if global warmafter 113 governments unanimously
ing continues unabated.
agreed to the language in the report.
In the western and southwestern United
In the last IPCC report, issued in 2001, States and in northern Mexico, climate
scientists concluded that industrial
models agree that winter precipitation
emissions “likely” caused a rise in temwill decrease sharply in this century,
peratures over the last century. That
Overpeck said. The model projections
warming is manifested in observed inalso align with what has actually been
creasing air, deep ocean, and sea surface happening in the region over the last
temperatures; melting snow, ice, and
several years.
permafrost; and rising sea levels, said
Overpeck, who also is a Climate Assess- One reason for the drying out is that in
ment for the Southwest investigator.
the winter, the jet stream and the average position of storms will enter the
“All of these observations and others
western United States in a more northmentioned in the report are consiserly position, bypassing the Southwest,
tent and give us a much firmer basis
Overpeck said. On top of that, he said,
for asserting that climate change is
the West has seen a steady downward
indeed real and that warming has been
trend in late spring snowpack because of
significant,” he said. “I think everyone
warmer temperatures and earlier snow
is pretty comfortable now in saying that melt. Snowpack acts as the region’s
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

natural water reservoir and is especially
crucial in the dry period that follows
winter. A decline in snowpack and
streamflow would cut into water supply resources. And with warmer-thanaverage temperatures continuing into
summer, demand for water would spike
further still.
The climate models are less certain when
it comes to the future of the monsoon,
the region’s primary source of summer
precipitation, and the El Niño Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), which is linked to
variability in winter precipitation, Overpeck said.
While the region is expected to dry out,
it paradoxically is likely to see larger,
more destructive flooding as hurricanes,
also known as tropical cyclones or typhoons, intensify in all of the oceans.
The largest floods in the Southwest tend
to occur when a remnant tropical storm
in the fall or late summer hits a frontal
storm from the north or northwest,
continued on page 74
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GW “unequivocal,” continued
providing enough energy to wring out
the moisture in the remnant tropical
storm, Overpeck explained.
Overall, he said, the Southwest should
brace for a number of far-reaching climate changes as the planet warms.
“You take all of these things together
and you can clearly see in the report a
strong case that the western U.S. and
particularly the Southwest—Southern
California into Texas—will probably be
one of the hardest and soonest hit parts
of the country,” he said.
Stephanie Doster is an information specialist for the Institute for the Study of
Planet Earth. The SWCO feature article
archive can be accessed at the following
link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Figure 1. Projected June–August temperature changes from 2091 to 2100.*

Related Links
Climate Change Projections
http://www.geo.arizona.edu/dgesl/
research/regional/projected_US_
climate_change/projected_US_
climate_change.htm
IPCC
http://www.ipcc.ch/

Figure 2. Projected December–February temperature changes from 2091 to 2100.*

Climate change and Southwest
Hydrology
http://www.swhydro.arizona.edu/archive/V6_N1/
UA Global Climate Change Lecture
Series podcasts
http://podcasting.arizona.edu/
globalclimatechange.html
Jonathan Overpeck ISPE webpage
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/about/
staff/peck.html
UA News release on IPCC report
http://uanews.org/cgi-bin/
WebObjects/UANews.woa/5/wa/
MainStoryDetails?ArticleID=13547

Figure 3. Projected annual precipitation changes from 2091 to 2100.*
*Changes are relative to 1971–2000 averages. Credit: Three maps drawn by JL Weiss, UA; Data from
Hoerling and Eischeid NOAA ESRL

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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Southwestern drought regimes
might worsen with climate change
Will long-term drought in the Southwest be the rule or the exception as
the global climate warms? That’s a
tough question, because the answer
requires a long-range projection
based on a climate change that has
not yet fully manifested. But there are
indications that drought and other
extreme events will become more
common in a warming world—even
if precipitation in the Southwest actually increases, as arguably could be
expected.
The global warming trend that climatologists and physicists have long predicted because of a build-up of greenhouse gases began in earnest in the
past quarter of a century, and evidence indicates it will accelerate (see
sidebar on page 3).
Just how the warming might influence drought regimes was the topic
of a workshop discussion that drew
about 60 scientists to Tucson in midNovember. Although the group noted
that our existing level of understanding prevents accurate predictions of
expected precipitation changes by region, they agreed there was much
cause for concern because of the global implications.
“Global warming contributes to more
drying and heat stress. Going along
with the consequences of drought in
summer are heat waves and wildfires,” noted Kevin Trenberth, a senior
scientist who heads the Climate
Analysis Section for the National Center for Atmospheric Research.

Trenberth co-organized the drought
workshop along with Jonathan
Overpeck, the director of the Institute
for the Study of Planet Earth (ISPE) in
Tucson. While Trenberth focuses on
understanding climate processes using
computer models and in providing a
conceptual framework for observations
of drought, Overpeck specializes in using past climates to reveal patterns of
climate variability.
“The more we look, the more we find
megadrought,” noted Overpeck. Like
drought, megadrought doesn’t have
one specific definition, but typically it
refers to droughts that persist for decades in one region. “From the perspective of the past, we know that droughts
in excess of even 20 years have occurred,
so that’s a possibility in the future.”
Based on workshop discussion and
other input, there are two main ways
in which global warming could affect
drought regimes:
1) Greater heating leads to higher
evaporation rates and higher
temperatures that boost the
atmosphere’s ability to hold moisture. This speeds up the hydrological cycle, leading to more drying as
well as more high-intensity rainfall
and snowfall events.
2) More importantly but less predictably, changes in sea surface temperatures affect the oceanic cycles,
such as El Niño, that apparently
dictate where the large-scale
drought events predominate.

Ramped-up water cycle
Changes in evaporation rates with
temperature are fairly predictable.
More incoming solar radiation is
used up in evaporation than in
warming the Earth’s surface,
Trenberth noted, and the atmosphere’s
water-holding capacity increases by
roughly 4 percent for each rise of 1
degree Fahrenheit.
All those sunny southwestern days
lead to high evaporation rates here in
winter as well as summer. Even
higher evaporation rates might jeopardize the recharging of groundwater,
and also make southwestern forests
even more susceptible to catastrophic
wildfires.
Surface water supplies could also suffer, although that is less predictable
because of the expectation for more
precipitation in a warmer world.
Higher evaporation rates over the
ocean translate to more precipitation
over land as well as sea, although the
effect will surely vary by region. In
addition, climatologists expect to see
more high-intensity events that do not
necessarily soak into the soils, but
could help rivers flow more often.
Summer monsoon rain events in the
Southwest often fall into the intense
category, with sudden downpours
that can fill rivers and even streets in
the short term. But the effect is so
short-lived that monsoon rains generally do little to boost groundwater
supplies. Winter precipitation—with
continued on page 12
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Climate Change, continued
snowfall being particularly important
to Southwest water supplies—tends to
involve less-intense several-day events
over larger areas than the splashy, localized summer rainfall.

Even if the Southwest does receive
more precipitation overall, there’s still a
chance of getting more droughts because of the other changes. In fact,
workshop participant Russell Vose presented evidence that the higher temperatures may already be impacting
drought incidence in the Southwest.
“Temperature, in theory, could have a
very significant impact on the extent
of area under drought,” he said. Jay
Lawrimore, Vose, and some of their
colleagues at the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC) in North Carolina decided to test the theory by
comparing the actual U.S. area under
drought from 1998 through 2002 to
the theoretical area that would have
been under drought if temperatures
had not risen as abruptly as they did
during the last few decades of the
20th century.
In an analysis applying the Palmer
Modified Drought Index to the Four
Corner states identified as the Southwest (Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado
and Utah), they estimated that about
one-fifth less of the land area would
have experienced severe to extreme

drought from 1998 through 2002 if
temperatures had remained on its pre1976 track. As it was, about threefifths of the Four Corners land area fell
under severe to extreme drought at
some point during that five-year time
period.
Vose and his colleagues also noticed a
national trend for increased precipitation during the last 50 years of the
past century. Further, they reported
that other NCDC analyses indicated
that extremely wet months were increasing even more than extremely
dry months in six of the nine regions
of the United States, including the
Four Corners region.
In addition to spawning more precipitation, a warmer climate likely produces more rainfall relative to snowfall, while warmer spring seasons
could cause more rapid snowmelt.
So along with drought, floods could
well become more frequent as the
world warms.
In fact, a 1,000-year climate reconstruction for the Southwest supports
the old adage that droughts end with
floods, reported Malcolm Hughes of
the University of Arizona’s Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research (LTRR).
“Please notice that in all of these periods, sustained drought is followed by

a sustained wet period,” Hughes instructed, referring to the half a dozen
intense, prolonged southwestern
droughts scattered throughout the
millennia in the climate reconstruction he prepared with LTRR colleague
Fenbiao Ni and others. (CLIMAS provides reconstructions for Arizona and
New Mexico climate divisions at
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/
research/paleoclimate/product.html..)
Oceanic influences
While the atmosphere moves lithely
around the globe, discharging moisture within about nine days of its capture, the ocean moves on slower time
scales that can be measured in years,
decades, even millennia. But scientists
are still working out numerous details
involving the ocean’s role in climate.
El Niños, which are particularly important for Southwest winter precipitation, typically occur every three to
seven years, but evidence indicates
that the frequency of El Niños can vary
through time.
El Niño tends to bring periods of
above-average precipitation to the
Southwest, while its counterpart, La
Niña, brings dry spells even more predictably. El Niño conditions occur
when a warm tongue of surface water
reaches the eastern tropical Pacific,
while La Niña conditions describe
times when the warm pool remains
particularly concentrated in the western tropical Pacific.
Although our understanding of the El
Niño phenomenon has grown enough
to allow prediction of its arrival
months ahead of its influence, the details remain uncertain for what to expect with a warmer climate.

Precipitation events tend to come in more intense bursts in warmer climate, as illustrated
by this bar graph from 100 weather stations around the world. Seasonal precipitation for
all locations averages about 9 inches (230 millimeters). Yet precipitation in the warmer locales was more likely to arrive in heavy (greater than 40 millimeter) or extreme (greater
than 100 millimeter) events compared to the cooler locales. Temperature ranges were
converted from Celsius and are approximate values only. Source: Karl, T., and K.
Trenberth. 2003. Science, 302:1719–1723. Reprinted with authors’ permission.

“I think it’s clear that El Niño will be
changed as the climate changes,”
Trenberth said. “And our observations
of El Niño suggest that it has changed
in the past 20 years. However, our climate models, which we like to use to
continued on page 13
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Climate Change, continued
verify that these two things are related, are really not up to the task at
the moment.”

“Coupled” computer models try to
recreate the atmospheric-ocean link,
but with limited success. For instance,
changing atmospheric temperature
even in coupled computer models is
not enough to reproduce some of the
decades-long droughts of the past.
Modelers must instead specify observed sea surface temperatures as
well to recreate these droughts. This
highlights the importance of the ocean
but also signals our lack of understanding about what causes sea
changes.
An increase in intense El Niño events
in the past quarter century, along with
an expectation of more frequent and
stronger El Niños in the future, supported a conclusion by a regional
panel that climate change would bring
more precipitation to the Southwest.
The Southwest Regional Assessment
Group, co-chaired by then-ISPE
Deputy Director William Sprigg, used
this premise to predict other future
changes in their 2000 report (available
online at http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
swassess/). However, some climate
models show an increased frequency
of El Niño during cooler time periods.
The question is further complicated by
evidence that all of the world’s oceans
have been warming since about the
middle of the 20th century, as reported
in a March 24, 2000, Science article by
Sydney Levitus and colleagues at the
National Oceanographic Data Center
in Maryland. Their finding indicates
that the ocean warming preceded the
atmospheric warming trend that began in full swing in the mid-1970s.
This indication that oceanic warming
preceded atmospheric warming makes
perfect sense to Trenberth, who suspects the high sea surface temperatures measured during the strong El
Niño of 1997–1998 helped put 1998
down in the books as the hottest year

Evid
ence Of Global
vidence
Warming
The 1990s and some of the years that
followed contained an abundance of
exceptionally hot years, as judged by
both the instrumental record and
longer records reconstructed from tree
rings, corals, ice cores, and other natural archives of temperature.
By all accounts, global mean annual temperatures since about the mid-1970s have been above
average. Since about 1976, the rate of atmospheric warming has tripled
the 20th century average global rate of about 1 degree Fahrenheit per
century, as captured by analyses by Russell Vose and his colleagues at
the National Climatic Data Center.
And given the continuing input of greenhouse gases entering the atmosphere from industry, vehicles, and deforestation, scientists expect the
warming trend to continue and even accelerate throughout the 21st century. Greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide and methane basically trap
some of the sun’s heat that would otherwise escape from the atmosphere out into space.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change projects the influx of
greenhouse gases will spur a rise in global temperatures by roughly 2 to
10 degrees Fahrenheit by 2100.

on record, as the heat moved from the
ocean to the air. Interestingly, this
high-magnitude event quickly
switched into a high-intensity La Niña
event from 1998–2002, which contributed to drought conditions in the
Southwest.

change with the continued warming,
in turn, fuels concerns that the global
climate could make an “abrupt” shift
to a new state—a quantum leap that
would force scientists to re-evaluate
the current system of knowledge
about climate.

Martin Hoerling, another workshop
participant, published a paper in the
January 31, 2003, issue of Science attributing the severity of the 1998–2002
drought—which spanned southern
Europe and Southwest Asia as well as
the southwestern United States—to
persistently warm sea surface temperatures in the western Pacific and
Indian oceans during this time frame.

“In terms of abrupt climate change, we
now think that it’s the wild card of
global warming or future climate
change,” Overpeck said. “There is
good reason to suspect that with climate change, the tropical Pacific system could change abruptly in ways
that we can’t yet anticipate.”

If warm temperatures in the Pacific
can strengthen both sides of the El
Niño cycle, the theory that a warming
climate will bring more extreme
events gains strength. The uncertainty about how ocean cycles might

Next month! the newsletter will
address how other oceanic trends!
the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscilla%
tion and the Pacific Decadal Oscil%
lation! can influence Southwest
climate&

–Melanie Lenart, CLIMAS
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Scientists look to ocean for clues about drought
BY

MELANIE LENART

The landlocked Southwest does not
escape the ocean’s reach. Although
scientists continue to untangle how
these sea changes affect southwestern
climate, what they’ve learned so far is
chilling. Both the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans appear aligned to favor longterm drought in the Southwest.
These are the major oceanic fluctuations that appear to influence regional
climate:

•

The El Niño Southern Oscillation
(ENSO), centered in the tropical
Pacific. While “El Niño” (and its
opposite, La Niña) relates to
changes in sea surface temperatures, the “Southern Oscillation”
refers to the associated patterns of
atmospheric pressure over the
tropical Pacific.

•

The Pacific Decadal Oscillation
(PDO), identified by changes in
sea surface temperatures further
north in the Pacific Ocean.

•

The Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), identified by changes
in sea surface temperatures averaged over the North Atlantic from
the equator to 70º North.

If ENSO is the poster child of oceanic
influences on climate, the AMO and
PDO are the new kids on the block.
Scientists began only in the mid-1990s
to document the relation between
North American climate and the longterm Atlantic changes captured by the
AMO. They are still hammering out a
consensus on its features, its climatic
effects, and whether it even exists as

an identifiable physical process. Similarly, researchers are still trying to pinpoint the reasons for PDO fluctuations
and the scale of its reach.
The index researchers use to detect the
AMO is actually a 10-year running
mean of North Atlantic sea surface
temperature, and its climatic effects do
not show up in year-to-year analyses.
They only emerge when climatic data
are lumped together into decades, a
process known as smoothing because
it reduces year-to-year spikes.
But the correlation between long-term
drought in the continental United States
and the AMO warm phase appear real
enough in both the instrumental record
and longer records based on tree rings
and other proxies, noted Julio
Betancourt, one of the scientists at the
forefront of this research. Betancourt is
a researcher at the U.S. Geological
Survey’s Desert Laboratory in Tucson.
“If the North Atlantic warms, then
you’re nailing summer precipitation
across much of the continent. Drought
in May and June, the peak months of
precipitation in the Plains and Front
Range, can be followed by a weak monsoon season across the Southwest in
July and August,” Betancourt explained.
Unlike the AMO, the Pacific Decadal
Oscillation does show up in tests for
annual effects on climate, although it’s
still unclear whether the PDO rates as
its own phenomenon or merely serves
as a memory bank of dominant ENSO
patterns. The “cool” phase of the PDO
is associated with low precipitation in
the Southwest, especially during the
winter—much like an extended La
Niña event.

But while ENSO typically switches
from El Niño to La Niña conditions
and back again within three to seven
years, the PDO and AMO take more
like three to seven decades to go full
circle.
When a “cool” PDO phase lines up
with a “warm” AMO phase—as it did
in from 1998 to mid-2002—the result
can be year-round, persistent drought
in the Southwest, Betancourt said (see
Figure 1).
This “double-whammy” effect also
helps explain how things got so dry
during the 1950s drought, Betancourt
indicated. The proportion of Southwest area besieged by drought
neared 100 percent (see Figure 1)
before the welcome relief carried in
by a strong El Niño event in 1957–58.
For this analysis, the Southwest includes Arizona, Colorado, New
Mexico, Utah, and parts of Texas and
southern Oklahoma.
The AMO moved into a warm phase
in 1995, just before precipitation in
Arizona and New Mexico began to
falter. The PDO switched into a “cool”
phase in the summer of 1998.
On a positive note, the PDO has
switched back into gray territory, for
the moment at least. In August 2002,
values switched from negative to positive, according to an index posted on
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration website.
Positive PDO values can mean good
news, heralding a Southwest-friendly
“warm” phase, when maintained for
the better part of a decade or so. But
continued on page 15
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McCabe believes researchers eventually
will discover a physical reason behind
the oceanic oscillations. On the other
hand, those who see the PDO as a longterm expression of ENSO variability
rather than a physical process in its
own right include Michael Dettinger, a
U.S. Geological Survey researcher and
co-author with McCabe on a 1999 article that related ENSO to the PDO.
When heat is concentrated in the tropical Pacific, as during an El Niño event,
a side effect is a cooling of the northern Pacific, Dettinger explained. The
situation generally reverses during a
La Niña event. The PDO phase reflects
whichever ENSO phase has been most
dominant when measured over decades instead of year to year, he suspects.
“The North Pacific is like a huge flywheel that takes a long time to spin up
and get going in that direction,” he
added. “But once it gets going, it takes
a long time to wind down.”
Of the two long-term oscillations, the
PDO has the advantage of having an

Percent

Percent Area in severe drought
(PDSI < -3)

“On a decadal basis, it comes up very
clear. But the AMO and PDO oscillations are so long. We don’t know what
the mechanisms are that make them
shift,” noted U.S. Geological Survey
researcher Gregory McCabe, who is an
author with Betancourt and others on
an upcoming paper describing how
AMO and PDO patterns relate to longterm drought frequency in the United
States.

“The Southwest and western North
America get most of our weather from
the winds and storms and jet streams
that come across the North Pacific to
reach North America,” he said. “What

PDO Index

Still, the research to identify the mechanisms behind the oscillations—and
therefore improve the chances of using
these indices for long-term climate forecasting—remains in the early stages.

identifiable relation to Southwest climate. Dettinger believes the climatic
effects hold regardless of whether the
PDO is a separate process from ENSO.

North Atlantic SSTA ( C)

Drought clues, continued

Betancourt doesn’t believe the Southwest will be released from the current
drought’s stranglehold quite so easily.
One phase of the PDO typically lasts
about 20 or 30 years, while one phase
of the AMO usually lasts about 30 or
40 years.

that means is that even if the PDO
were solely driven by the ENSO process, the shape that those processes
give to the North Pacific is the most
immediate source of our weather.”
The naming of PDO phases follows
ENSO conventions, with a “cool”
event referring to relatively cool sea
surface temperatures extending from
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Figure 1. Opposing shifts in tropical Pacific and North Atlantic Ocean temperatures may
foretell persistence of disastrous, multiyear droughts across the North American continent. During most of the 1950s, drought conditions characterized the Southwest (top),
which in this analysis includes Arizona, New Mexico, Utah, Colorado and parts of Texas
and Oklahoma. The gray shading shows the same time frame in all figures, including
those of two indices that appear linked to long-term drought in the Southwest, the PDO
(middle) and AMO (bottom). The indices returned to their 1950s pattern in 1999, which
some see as an ominous sign that long-term drought may be in store. All figures provided
by Julio Betancourt.
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Related Reading
the tropical Pacific along the western
U.S. coast, and relatively warm sea
surface temperatures across the majority of the North Pacific. So, despite the
nomenclature, the Southwest suffers a
lack of precipitation when warm sea
surface temperatures dominate (on a
decadal scale) in the northern waters
of both ocean basins.
In contrast, the relatively cool sea surface temperatures that occur in the
northwestern Pacific during a “warm”
event displace the jet stream southward, generally to the advantage of
Arizona and New Mexico. In addition,
the associated warm tongue of water
along the West Coast, which comes up
from the tropics, supplies moisture for
storms.
“The Pacific has really ruled our thinking for the last few decades,” Betancourt
said. It’s more difficult for scientists to
accept the idea of an Atlantic influence
on Southwest climate because prevailing winds in the mid-latitudes come
from the west and southwest, rather
than the east, he added. But he believes
the strong correlations he and others
are finding between AMO patterns and
decadal drought will prove convincing
in the end.
David Enfield, an oceanographer with
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration and one of the first researchers to examine the climatic effects of the AMO, suspects the Atlantic
changes influence climate by changing
the steering pattern for weather over
the continent at 500 millibars (at about
16,000 feet on average). As he and colleagues reported in a 2001 article, the
AMO warm phase is associated, for the
southern portion of the continent, with
a higher than usual atmospheric ridge
over the West Coast and increasingly
lower pressure in an eastward direction.
Enfield has also found correlations between the AMO and ENSO patterns.
In fact, all three oceanic fluctuations
appear to influence each other to varying degrees in ways that are difficult
to isolate in time and space.

Newsletter articles
“PDO: Where will the footprints lead?” END InSight newsletter story available at http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/articles/PDO_Oct2002.pdf
“Predicting El Niño,” END InSight newsletter story available at
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/articles/predictelnino_Dec2002.pdf
“Southwest drought regimes might worsen with climate change,” Southwest Climate Outlook newsletter story available at http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/
forecasts/articles/climatechange_Dec2003.pdf
Websites
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration website to access indices for
ENSO, PDO, and AMO, among others: http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/ClimateIndices/
Journal articles
Delworth T. L., and M. E. Mann. 2000. Observed and simulated multidecadal variability in the Northern Hemisphere. Climate Dynamics 16:661–676.
Enfield D. B., A. M. Mestas-Nuñez, and P. J. Trimble. 2001. The Atlantic multidecadal
oscillation and its relation to rainfall and river flows in the continental U.S. Geophysical Research Letters 28:2077–2080.
Gray S. T., J. L. Betancourt, C. L. Fastie, S. T. Jackson. 2003. Patterns and sources of
multidecadal oscillations in drought-sensitive tree-ring records from the central and
southern Rocky Mountains. Geophysical Research Letters 30:1316–1320.
McCabe G. J., M. D. Dettinger. 1999. Decadal variations in the strength of ENSO
teleconnections with precipitation in the western United States. International Journal
of Climatology 19:1399–1410.

How might climate change affect these
fluctuations? At this point, climate
models give mixed results even when
predicting how global warming might
affect ENSO, which is understood and
accepted much more than the PDO
and AMO. So the jury is out when it
comes to predicting the effect of global
warming on oceanic fluctuations in
general.
“We don’t even have the first principles down,” noted Dettinger, alluding to the mechanistic principles governing these oceanic oscillations. “So
until we get that down, I don’t expect
to see accurate predictions of what
would happen with global warming.”
Still, it’s interesting to consider that
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change generally expects atmospheric warming to be greater in
northern latitudes than in the tropics.
As noted earlier, relatively warmer sea
surface temperatures in the North At-

lantic and North Pacific do not bode
well for Southwest precipitation.
On the other hand, an increase in El
Niño frequency or intensity—which
many researchers expect based on their
admittedly incomplete understanding
of the process—could improve Southwest precipitation patterns both at the
annual scale of ENSO events and the
decadal scale of the PDO.
Given the uncertainty, Southwest
residents would do well to assume
the worst when it comes to making
preparations for drought, McCabe
suggested.
“It seems that we’ve been living in an
anomalously wet period,” McCabe
said. “If we even go back to normal,
are we going to be able to withstand
it? It’s kind of frightening now, with
increased population and water demand. It will be interesting to see how
we survive a 1950s-like drought.”
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El Niño: a wild card for climate change impacts
Place your bets on El Niño’s influence in the Southwest
The Southwest has always had its appeal
for gamblers. In the Old West, gunslingers frequented saloons to play poker
games like Three Card Monte, undaunted by the prospect of taking a bullet for a questionable winning streak. In
modern times, Black Jack players from
distant counties flock to the casinos
sparkling through the night on tribal
lands, praying for a reign at the table.
In the desert, there’s another gamble
that we all take: Will the rains that have
sustained us in modern times continue
to replenish our water supplies? Will
global warming deal us a losing hand,
with the coming decades bringing us
more dry wells and shrinking lakes?
Place your bets.
If climate is your strong suite, it will
come as no surprise that the fate of
southwestern water supplies rests largely
in the hands of El Niño—and El Niño
remains a wild card in the context of
climate change. If El Niño events predominate, as they did during a wet period from about the mid-1970s through
the mid-1990s, southwestern reservoirs
and aquifers alike could benefit from
the general boost to winter precipitation
(Figure 1). But if La Niña events dominate as they did during the drought
years 1998 until 2002, the growing
population of the Southwest could be in
for some dry times (Figure 2).
When trying to predict the general climate of the next several decades, arguments have been raised for a wide range
of scenarios, including dominance by El
Niño, an overall trumping by La Niña,
stronger fluctuations between the two,
and weaker events for both conditions.
Climate models conflict
“The bottom line is we don’t know what
climate change will do to El Niño,”

explained Henry Diaz, a climatologist
with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Climate Diagnostics Center. “Most general circulation models, in fact, don’t have a good
representation of the El Niño phenomenon—although the latest models are
showing substantial improvements.”
Modeling El Niño is particularly challenging because it requires “coupling”
the ocean and atmosphere into an interactive system. Trade wind activity helps
define El Niño, which is why climatologists prefer to call the linked ocean and
atmospheric system by one phrase, the
El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
The linkage is easier said than done in
climate models.
Several climate models project an eventual dominance by El Niño events, but
often for different reasons, as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
noted in its latest report in 2001. This
international consortium of scientists
resisted reaching a conclusion about
whether El Niño will hold sway. The
panel pointed to more ambiguous models and an analysis by Mark Cane and
his colleagues that showed the potential
for a La Niña-like response from the
warming temperatures for at least a few
decades to come.
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Warm sea surface temperatures tend to
generate storm clouds, while anchoring
winds direct where the clouds travel.
Along with the tropical trade winds,
which flow east to west near the equator, El Niño fluctuations influence the
mid-latitude westerly winds. The westerlies flow from the Pacific across the
continental United States, favoring the
Pacific Northwest during La Niña years
and the Southwest during El Niño years.
A shifty character
However, the degree to which El Niño
influences specific regions can change
in time, according to a 2001 International Journal of Climate paper by Diaz
and two colleagues comparing ENSO
impacts on many regions of the globe.
Using the most reliable instrumental records for land (and thus going back only
to 1948), they saw shifts in the character of El Niño impacts.

While considering how these patterns
might fluctuate with global warming—a “It’s not your grandfather’s El Niño
speculative venture in any case—it’s use- anymore,” as Kevin Trenberth, an atful to consider how the patterns work
mospheric scientist with the National
now. During El Niño events, the PeruCenter for Atmospheric Research, put
vian side of the tropical Pacific Ocean
it. El Niño could undergo additional
tends to register higher-than-usual
character changes as the climate warms,
temperatures at the ocean surface along
he suggested.
with a slackening off of easterly winds.
During La Niña events, the sea surface
Diaz noted that it could take decades or
temperatures in the same region tend
more before El Niño settles into a mode
to run even cooler than usual, with the
characteristic of a global warming patassociated strong easterly winds pushing tern. “We don’t know the exact shape of
away the warm surface layer and exposthe form that it will take,” he added.
ing the cooler waters below.
continued on page 18 3
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El Niño, continued
In the meantime, the debate about
how the ocean system will react in the
next few decades to the ongoing global
warming seems to revolve around two
alternative lines of thinking: One is that
stronger and/or more frequent El Niño
events could predominate and serve as
a means for cooling the planet in the
long run, as much of the heat released
from the ocean during El Niño years
eventually makes it way out into space.
The other is that a predominance of La
Niña events could help the planet strive
for equilibrium in the face of the global
warming, with the ocean basically absorbing some of the incoming heat into
deeper waters while presenting a cooler
surface to the atmosphere.
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Figure 1. During El Niño years, all climate divisions in Arizona and New Mexico tend to receive
above-average winter precipitation, as shown above. Values represent the percentage of December–March precipitation falling during El Niño years compared to non-El Niño years for the
period 1895-1996. Source: adapted from NOAA Climate Predition Center material.

dominant if the atmosphere continues
El Niño vs. La Niña
to heat up as projected.
Saturday Night Live fans may remember a skit where Chris Farley played El
On the other hand, Mark Cane and
Niño (translation: “The Ninyo”) as a
others have argued that El Niño events
leotard-clad boxer ready to rule the ring. in the late 19th century were on a par
Images like this helped popularize the
with recent decades.
term in the 1990s—as did the dominance of the real El Niño in the Pacific “In many ways, the El Niño of 1877 was
between 1990 and 1995 and again in
certainly far more destructive and had
1997 through 1998.
more serious consequences than any of
the recent ones,” explained Cane, a cliThe predominance and strength and
matologist with Columbia University’s
evolution of El Niño events since about Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory.
1976 has been highly unusual in the
He noted that it appears to have conrecord since 1880, Trenberth argues.
tributed to the failure of the Indian
He and others made this case in papers
monsoon that year, among other deadly
released in 1997 and 1998, before the
disasters.
extreme El Niño event that spanned
those years made the record books, and
Cane points to evidence in records
in a subsequent Journal of Climate paper of fossil corals to argue that ENSO
in 2001.
fluctuations have varied throughout
the centuries and even millennia, with
Many view the mid-1970s as a turnthe latter based on spotty individual
ing point, a time when global warming
coral segments that date back as far as
from human activities such as burning
130,000 years. Some of the centurypetroleum products and forests rescale results imply a predominance of
ally took root. Some call this turning
La Niña events during previous warm
point the 1976–1977 climate shift. The periods, Cane suggests.
predominance in El Niño conditions
since the mid-1970s might suggest an
Will El Niño rule?
influence from human-launched global
Several lines of analysis agree that El
warming, Trenberth indicated. If so, this Niño serves to release heat from the
could imply that El Niño might remain ocean, with the short-term effect of
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

warming the atmosphere but the longterm effect of cooling the planet.
Like others before and after them, Diaz
and colleagues found the tropics registered the most warming during El
Niño events of the past half a century.
The Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn
delineate the 40 percent of the planet
that seasonally faces the sun head-on,
thus receiving the full blast of its power
without any angling to soften the blow.
Meanwhile, they found the “extratropical” regions showed more variability,
typically registering either average or
even cooler-than-average temperatures.
Trenberth has pointed out that the
record-breaking temperatures of 1998
occurred as an El Niño event that
started in 1997 and stretched into 1998
as well. The year 1998 was the warmest
year on record globally, with 2005—
which featured a weak atmospheric El
Niño event—shaping up as a contender
for either the top spot or second-hottest
year in the instrumental record.
In the long run, though, El Niño eventually releases into space some of the
heat that had been stored in the planet’s
oceans, climatologists agree. In fact,
continued on page 194
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El Niño, continued

“This raises the question of whether the
very existence of El Niño arises from the
need to move heat out of the equatorial
Pacific,” as Sun and Trenberth wrote in
Geophysical Research Letters. The equatorial region within the tropics takes the
most direct hits of sunlight of any region on the globe.
The case for La Niña
Some propose that La Niña conditions
could become more prevalent as the climate warms, at least for several decades.
Cane’s 2004 review paper, The evolution
of El Niño, past and future, notes some
researchers have found an increase in La
Niña events during warm periods.
In fact, an analysis he and others conducted found the eastern equatorial
Pacific—the location that most clearly
signals El Niño events—was one of
the few places on Earth that did not
register an overall warming during the
past century, he said. This implies that
upwelling from La Niña events helped
counterbalance the global warming that
registered almost everywhere else. However, he and others are still teasing out
details that hint at differences in patterns that could actually be consistent
with a more El Niño-like nature in the
latter half of the century, he wrote in an
email message.
During the past, ENSO seems to have
served as a means for the Earth system
to mitigate the effects of short-term
warming or cooling from changes in

incoming solar
energy or volcanic
activity. For instance, a Journal
of Climate paper
Cane wrote with
lead author Michael Mann of
the University of
Virginia and others
suggested El Niño
events may have
kept oceans warmer than expected
in the late 17th
Century, during
the so-called Little
Ice Age.
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El Niño serves to dissipate heat in three
apparently coordinated ways, noted
Trenberth in a 1998 paper with lead author De-Zheng Sun, with NOAA’s Climate Diagnostics Center. These include
ocean dynamics that move warm water
from the equator to the subtropics; atmospheric dynamics that export heat to
the subtropics, sometimes in the shape
of thunderstorms; and cloud cover that
helps shield more of the eastern Pacific
from direct sunlight.
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Figure 2: Arizona precipitation. Points represent October–
March precipitation tallies, with values from 1951–2003.

Similarly, a predominance of La Niña
in greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide
events may have kept the ocean relative- from burning oil, coal, gas and forests.
ly cool during the late 12th and early
13th Centuries, during the so-called
“The question is, then, does greenhouse
Medieval Warm Period, which appears
warming work the same way? Is heating
to coincide with warmer European tem- just heating, or does it make a difference
peratures at various points during its
if it’s solar heating or greenhouse heattime span of roughly 900 to 1300 A.D.
ing?” Cane asked.
Tree-ring records show that drought
dominated in the West during this time The fate of El Niño goes beyond a
frame, as documented by Edward Cook rhetorical question because of its huge
of Lamont-Doherty Earth Observaimpact on precipitation regimes in
tory and colleagues in a 2004 paper
many regions of the world, includin Science. In fact, one of four lengthy
ing the southwestern United States.
droughts during this time frame cenYet there is little we can do to alter El
tered on 1150, when the ancestors of
Niño’s uncertain fate in the short term.
the modern-day Pueblo Indians abanThe global warming set in motion pardoned their sophisticated city in Chaco
ticularly since the mid-1970s won’t be
Canyon, New Mexico.
stopping anytime soon. Even if people
changed their ways tomorrow, the extra
On the other hand, the period from
heat already stored in the deep ocean
1950 to 2000 looks a bit different than
would carry the warming out for many
the trend over the earlier part of the
decades, analyses indicate.
century, Cane acknowledged, making
it difficult to draw firm conclusions
So, what’s in the cards for the El Niño,
about how modern climate compares
which generally dictates the Southwest’s
to earlier climate regimes. The general
water future? Place your bets.
warming during the late 12th and early
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
13th Century probably resulted from
associate with the Climate Assessment for
more solar heating combined with
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
fewer volcanic eruptions, he indicated.
article archive can be accessed at the folMeanwhile, climatologists attribute the
lowing link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
modern warming mainly to an increase
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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NPTUJOnVFOUJBMTVTQFDUTJOUIFMJOFVQ  $FOUSBM"NFSJDBBTXFMMBT"SJ[POBBOE
/FX.FYJDPSFDFJWJOHPOMZGSJOHFCFO
FTQFDJBMMZTJODFUIFZEJĊFSTPNFXIBU
FmUTGSPNUIFNBJOFWFOUɨFTPVUI
GPSUIFUXPTUBUFT4FBTVSGBDFUFNQFSB
XFTUFSO64SFHJPOUZQJDBMMZBĊFDUFE
UVSF 445 EFmOJUFMZIBTTPNFSPMFJO
CZUIFNPOTPPODBOFYQBOEPSDPOUSBDU
TUBSUJOHUIJOHTPĊ XIJMFBUNPTQIFSJD
TPNFXIBUEFQFOEJOHPOTFBTPOBMNPO
SFTQPOTFBQQFBSTUPEFUFSNJOFXIFSF
TPPOTUSFOHUIBOEQBUUFSO
NPOTPPOBMSBJOTXJMMTUSJLFOFYU
ēĪ.ĖĝĒğĚĖ-ĖğĒģĥ

ɨFmSTUGBDUJOUIFDBTFJTUIBUSJTJOH
TFBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFTUFOEUPQSP
NPUFQSFDJQJUBUJPO"UMFBTUUIBUTXIBU
XJUOFTTFTIBWFPCTFSWFE BMUIPVHIUIF
QIZTJDBMSFBTPOJOHGPSUIJTSFNBJOTVO
DMFBS(MPCBMXBSNJOHXJMMDPOUJOVFUP
SBJTFTFBTVSGBDFBTXFMMBTBJSUFNQFSB
UVSFT*OGBDU EBUBQSPWJEFECZUIF/B
UJPOBM$MJNBUJD%BUB$FOUFS /$%$ 
TIPXTUIBUTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFTPGUIF
XPSMETPDFBOTBMSFBEZSPTFPOBWFSBHF
EVSJOHUIFTFDPOEIBMGPGUIFUIDFO
UVSZ 'JHVSF 
"OPUIFSMJOFPGFWJEFODFJOWPMWFTUIF
SPMFPGMBOEIFBUJOHJOMVSJOHTVNNFS
XJOEBOESBJOUPQBSDIFEMBOET-BOE
UFNQFSBUVSFTnVDUVBUFGBTUFSUIBOPDFBO
UFNQFSBUVSFTXJUIBHJWFOIFBUJOQVU
'JHVSF BOEUIJTPQFSBUFTBUUIFTDBMF
PGEFDBEFT BTXFMMBTTFBTPOBMMZBOEFWFO
EBJMZ
"TGPSFYIJCJUOVNCFSUISFF"TBJS
UFNQFSBUVSFTHPVQ TPEPFTUIFBUNP
TQIFSFTBCJMJUZUPQJDLVQBOEIPME
NPJTUVSFɨJTXFMMEPDVNFOUFEGBDUPS
MFBETDMJNBUFDIBOHFTQFDJBMJTUTUPQSFEJDU
XJUIDPOmEFODFUIBUQSFDJQJUBUJPOSBUFT
BTXFMMBTFWBQPSBUJPOSBUFTXJMMJODSFBTF
XJUIBXBSNJOHDMJNBUFBUUIFHMPCBM
TDBMF3FHJPOBMMZ JUXJMMWBSZ BOEUIFSFT
MJUUMFDPOmEFODFSFHBSEJOHTQFDJmDT

/PTNPLJOHHVO
"MMUISFFGBDUPSTTVHHFTUTUSPOHFSNPO
ɨFSFJTOPDMFBS
TPPOTXJUIBXBSNFSDMJNBUFCVUUIFZ
!

WFSEJDUPOIPXUIF
BMTPDPNFXJUIDPNQMFYJUJFT"TNJHIU
 
/PSUI"NFSJDBO
CFFYQFDUFE HFOFSBMJUJFTESBXOBUTVDIB

NPOTPPOXJMMGBSF
CSPBETDBMFIBWFMJNJUBUJPOTGPSMPDBMPS

JOBXBSNJOHXPSME SFHJPOBMBQQMJDBUJPOT4UJMM UIFZSFXPSUI
)PXFWFS DJSDVN
DPOTJEFSJOH XJUIDBWFBUTJONJOE

TUBOUJBMFWJEFODF
TVHHFTUTNPOTPPOT
4FBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFT

JOHFOFSBMXJMM
0OFPGUIFNPSFDPNQFMMJOHSFBTPOT

TUSFOHUIFOBTHMPCBM UPTVTQFDUBOJODSFBTFJONPOTPPOBM
XBSNJOHIFBUT
TUSFOHUIXJUIUJNFJOWPMWFTUIFSPMF
'JHVSF"WFSBHFNPOUIMZWBMVFTGPS+VMZ "VHVTUBOE4FQUFNCFS
VQPDFBOBOEMBOE
QMBZFECZTFBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFTJO
SBJOGBMMJMMVTUSBUFUIFNPOTPPOTTVCTUBOUJBMDPOUSJCVUJPOUP"SJ[POB
TVSGBDFTBOEJODSFBT TQBXOJOHUIVOEFSTUPSNTBOEPUIFSDPO
BOE/FX.FYJDPQSFDJQJUBUJPO%BUBJTQSPWJEFECZUIF8FTUFSO
FTBJSNPJTUVSF
WFDUJWFTZTUFNT
3FHJPOBM$MJNBUF$FOUFS IUUQXXXXSDDESJFEVIUNMmMFTBWHTUBUF

DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF21
QQUIUNM
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$POWFDUJPOSFMBUFTUPTVSGBDFIFBUJOH
"QPUPGCPJMJOHXBUFSPOBTUPWFEFN
POTUSBUFTBGPSNPGDPOWFDUJPO XJUI
UIFIFBUGSPNUIFTUPWFUPQCFJOHMJGUFE
VQBTCVCCMFTnPBUUPUIFUPQɨJTJT
TPNFXIBUBOBMPHPVTUPIPXUIFBUNP
TQIFSFXPSLTXIFOJUDPNFTUPDPOWFD
UJWFQSPDFTTFT





 










 



#BTFEPOUIFJSUFNQFSBUVSFFTUJNBUFT
GSPNTBUFMMJUFPCTFSWBUJPOT UIFTFB
TVSGBDFJOUIFHVMGNVTUXBSNVQUP
EFHSFFT$FMTJVT BCPVUEFHSFFT'BIS
FOIFJU UPMBVODIUIVOEFSTUPSNTBMPOH
UIF4JFSSB.BESFNPVOUBJOTPGOPSUI
XFTUFSO.FYJDPJOUP"SJ[POBɨJTJT
BMTPUIFNJOJNVNTFBTVSGBDFUFNQFSB
UVSFSFRVJSFEUPTQBXOIVSSJDBOFT BOE
GPSUSPQJDBMDPOWFDUJPOJOHFOFSBM
i*UTBWFSZJOUFSFTUJOHOVNCFSɨBUT
XIFOXFHFUDPOWFDUJPOTUBSUFEBMPOH
UIFDPBTUPG.FYJDP BOEBMMPWFSUIF
XPSMESFBMMZ w.JUDIFMMOPUFE)FDJUFE
BO0DUPCFS+PVSOBMPG$MJNBUFQB
QFSCZ$IJEPOH;IBOHGPSTVQQPSU






POHPJOHXBSNJOHPGUIFQMBOFU XJUIMBOEUFNQFSBUVSFTIFBUJOHVQGBTUFSUIBOPDFBOUFNQFSB
UVSFT5IFBOOVBMEJõFSFODFTBSFTIPXOJODPNQBSJTPOUPUIFBWFSBHFUFNQFSBUVSFGPSo
%FUBJMTBCPVUIPXUIFEBUBXFSFDBMDVMBUFEBTXFMMBTUIFEBUBBSFBWBJMBCMFBUIUUQMXG
ODEDOPBBHPWPBDMJNBUFSFTFBSDIBOPNBMJFTBOPNBMJFTIUNM

TJUFPOBQSPKFDUUPJNQSPWFUIFUSFBU
NFOUPGDMPVETJODMJNBUFNPEFMT

JOEJDBUFEUIBUFBSMZPOTFUTUFOEUP
NFBOMPOHFSBOEUIVTXFUUFSTFBTPOT

.JUDIFMMTmOEJOHUIBU(VMGPG$BMJGPS
OJBUFNQFSBUVSFTUSJHHFS"SJ[POBTNPO
TPPOBMSBJOTJTTVQQPSUFECZBOPUIFSJO
EFQFOEFOUTUVEZ6OJWFSTJUZPG"SJ[POB
SFTFBSDIFSTMFECZ8JMMJBN8SJHIUVTFE
PYZHFOJTPUPQFTJOUSFFSJOHTUPQJOQPJOU
"SJ[POBTNPOTPPOBMNPJTUVSFBTDPN
JOHGSPNUIF(VMGPG$BMJGPSOJBBOEUIF
FBTUFSO1BDJmD0DFBO (FPQIZTJDBM3F
TFBSDI-FUUFST .BSDI  

ɨFSFMBUJPOTIJQTCFUXFFO(VMGPG$BMJ
GPSOJBTFBUFNQFSBUVSFTBOENPOTPPO
POTFUEPOPUBQQFBSUPUSBOTMBUFUP/FX
.FYJDP OPUFE6OJWFSTJUZPG/FX.FYJ
DPSFTFBSDIFS%BWJE(VU[MFS

"MUIPVHI.JUDIFMMTBJEIFQSFGFSTSF
MBUJOHOPSUIFSO(VMGTFBTVSGBDFUFN
QFSBUVSFTUPNPOTPPOPOTFUSBUIFSUIBO
TUSFOHUI IFIBTBMTPGPVOEUIBUBMBUF
BSSJWBMPGXBSNXBUFSJOUIFOPSUIFSO
(VMGUZQJDBMMZNFBOTBXFBLFSNPOTPPO
GPS"SJ[POB*GUIFTFTFBTVSGBDFUFN
QFSBUVSFTEPOUSFBDIBCPVUEFHSFFT
'BISFOIFJUCZNJE+VMZ UIFTUBUFTTVN
NFSSBJOGBMMUFOETUPGBMMCFMPXBWFSBHF 
i8FIBWFCFFONPOJUPSJOHUIFNPOTPPO IFJOEJDBUFE
TJODFXFXSPUFUIBUQBQFS BOETPGBSUIF
"DPOOFDUJPOCFUXFFONPOTPPOPOTFU
NPOTPPOTFFNTUPCFDPOTJTUFOUXJUI
BOETUSFOHUIXBTJEFOUJmFEBTXFMMCZ
XIBUXFEFYQFDU w.JUDIFMMSFQPSUFE
CZQIPOF"MUIPVHIIFIBTEFWFMPQFEB "SJ[POBTUBUFDMJNBUPMPHJTU"OESFX&M
NPEFMUPVTF.BZDPOEJUJPOTUPQSFEJDU MJTBOEDPMMFBHVFT *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBM
PG$MJNBUPMPHZ 'FCSVBSZ ɨFJS
UIJTNPOTPPOPOTFU IFXBTVOBCMFUP
UFTUJUUIJTZFBSCFDBVTFIFTXPSLJOHPĊ BOBMZTJTPGNPOTPPOTFBTPOTGSPNo
"OFWFONPSFJOUFSFTUJOHOVNCFS BU
MFBTUGPSNPOTPPOQSFEJDUJPOQVSQPTFT 
JTEFHSFFT$FMTJVT BCPVUEFHSFFT
'BISFOIFJU 3FMBUJWFMZIFBWZSBJOGBMM
GSPNUIFNPOTPPOJO"SJ[POBUZQJDBMMZ
CFHJOTXJUIJOEBZTPGUIFOPSUIFSO
(VMG TTFBTVSGBDFSFBDIJOHUIJTUFNQFSB
UVSF UIFSFTFBSDIFSTGPVOE

 

 

 

 





3JTJOHTFBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFTJOUIF

(VMGPG$BMJGPSOJBDPOUSJCVUFUPUIF

DPOWFDUJWFQSPDFTTFTUIBUIBJM"SJ[POBT
NPOTPPOBMSBJOT BDDPSEJOHUPSFTFBSDI

CZBUNPTQIFSJDTDJFOUJTU%BWJE.JUDIFMM
BOETPNFDPMMFBHVFT +PVSOBMPG$MJNBUF 
4FQUFNCFS  
'JHVSF(MPCBMNFBOUFNQFSBUVSFTDPNQJMFECZUIF/BUJPOBM$MJNBUJD%BUB$FOUFSTIPXBO

i*UTMFTTPCWJPVTUIBUUIBUTPSUPGJOnV
FODFNBJOUBJOTJUTTUSFOHUI BTZPVNPWF
FBTUUPXBSEBOEPWFSUIF$POUJOFOUBM
%JWJEF w(VU[MFSTBJE
.POTPPOTUSFOHUIJO"SJ[POBBOE/FX
.FYJDPPGUFOEJĊFSXJUIJOUIFTBNFZFBS 
MFBEJOHIJN BOEPUIFST UPTVTQFDUEJG
GFSFOUJOnVFODFTGPSUIFUXPTUBUFT/FX
.FYJDPTNPJTUVSFTPVSDFGPSNPOTPPOBM
SBJOTBQQFBSTUPCFMBSHFMZUIF(VMGPG
.FYJDP BMUIPVHIUIFUSPQJDBMFBTUFSO
1BDJmDBMTPDPOUSJCVUFT
(VMGPG.FYJDPTFBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFT
TFFNUPWBSZMFTTUIBOUIPTFJOUIF(VMG
PG$BMJGPSOJB (VU[MFSTBJE.FBOXIJMF 
FBTUFSO1BDJmDUSFOETWBSZXJUI&M/J×P
nVDUVBUJPOT XIJDIJOnVFODF"SJ[POB
MFTTDPOTJTUFOUMZUIBO.FYJDP FYQMBJOFE
8BZOF)JHHJOT B$MJNBUF1SFEJDUJPO
$FOUFSSFTFBSDIFSBOEMFBEFSPGUIF
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF22
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.POTPPO DPOUJOVFE
/PSUI"NFSJDBO.POTPPO&YQFSJNFOU
*OHFOFSBM &M/J×PUFOETUPTVQQSFTT
NPOTPPOBDUJWJUZ FTQFDJBMMZJO.FYJDP 
)JHHJOTOPUFE
/PXGPSUIFDBWFBUT4PNFTQFDVMBUF&M
/J×PFWFOUTDPVMEJODSFBTFBTDMJNBUF
XBSNT BMUIPVHIPUIFSTTVTQFDUUIFPQ
QPTJUF 4FBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFTBUB
TQFDJmDMPDBUJPOBMTPEFQFOEPOPDFBO
DVSSFOUT XIJDINBZDIBOHFBTDMJNBUF
DIBOHFT"MPOHDPBTUMJOFT VQXFMMJOHPG
DPPMFSXBUFSGSPNCFMPXUIFTVSGBDFQP
UFOUJBMMZDPVMEUFNQFSTPNFTFBTVSGBDF
XBSNJOH
&WFOUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUSPQJDBM
DPOWFDUJPOBOETFBTVSGBDFUFNQFSBUVSFT
PGEFHSFFTDPVMEDIBOHFBTUIFBUNP
TQIFSFXBSNT 'PSNPSFPOUIFMBUUFS 
TFFUIF+VMZ  +PVSOBMPG$MJNBUF
QBQFSCZ$IJB$IPVBOE+%BWJE/FF
MJO (VU[MFSOPUFEUIBUTDJFOUJTUTTUJMM
BSFXPSLJOHUPVOSBWFMUIFQIZTJDBMSFB
TPOTGPSUIFEFHSFF$FMTJVTUISFTIPME
GPSUSPQJDBMDPOWFDUJPO
iɨFGBDUUIBUXFTFFUIJTUISFTIPME
EPFTOUNFBOXFVOEFSTUBOEJU wIF
QPJOUFEPVU

-BOEIFBUJOH
#BDLJO )'#MBOGPSEPCTFSWFE
UIBUUIFNPOTPPOJO*OEJBTFFNFEUP
CFXFBLFSEVSJOHZFBSTXIFOUIFSFXBT
BCVOEBOUTOPXPOUIF5JCFUBO1MBUFBV
1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF3PZBM4PDJFUZPG-PO
EPO )JTQSPQPTFENFDIBOJTNUIBU
IFBUJOHUIFNPVOUBJOPVTMBOEQVMMT
XJOETBOESBJOTMBOEXBSEJTTUJMMDPO
TJEFSFESFMFWBOU

OPUUIFPOMZGBDUPSJOnVFODJOHNPO
TPPOEZOBNJDT UPCFTVSF#VUJUTQP
UFOUJBMMZJNQPSUBOUUPQJOEPXOCFDBVTF
NPTUDMJNBUPMPHJTUTFYQFDUHMPCBMXBSN
JOHUPFYBDFSCBUFUIFPOHPJOHUSFOE
UPXBSEFBSMJFSXFTUFSO64TOPXNFMU
EPDVNFOUFECZSFTFBSDIFS%BOJFM$BZ
BOBOEPUIFST #VMMFUJOPGUIF"NFSJDBO
.FUFPSPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ .BSDI 

UIFSFBTPOTHJWFOJOBOBSUJDMFCZ,FWJO
5SFOCFSUIBOEDPMMFBHVFTPOIPXQSF
DJQJUBUJPODPVMECFFYQFDUFEUPJODSFBTF
BOEPDDVSJONPSFFYUSFNFFWFOUTBT
DMJNBUFXBSNT #VMMFUJOPGUIF"NFSJDBO
.FUFPSPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ 4FQUFNCFS 

)PXFWFS BQSPKFDUFEJODSFBTFJOHMPCBM
QSFDJQJUBUJPOEPFTOPUOFDFTTBSJMZUSBOT
MBUFJOUPBOJODSFBTFJOSFHJPOBMPSMPDBM
QSFDJQJUBUJPOFTQFDJBMMZFĊFDUJWFQSF
"SJ[POB4UBUF6OJWFSTJUZSFTFBSDIFS
5JNPUIZ)BXLJOTBOEDPMMFBHVFTGPVOE DJQJUBUJPO XIJDIJTUIFNPJTUVSFUIBUSF
SFMBUJWFMZMPXTVNNFSTOPXDPWFSJOUIF NBJOTUPOPVSJTIQMBOUTBOEmMMTUSFBNT
BGUFSFWBQPSBUJPOIBTUBLFOJUTUPMM
OPSUIXFTUFSO6OJUFE4UBUFTMJOLFEBU
UIFCSPBETDBMFUPIJHIFSTVNNFSSBJO
GBMMJOUIF4PVUIXFTU4JNJMBSMZ 6OJWFS 'JSTUPGBMM UIFXBSNJOHBUNPTQIFSFTJO
TJUZPG/FX.FYJDPT(VU[MFSIBTGPVOE DSFBTJOHBCJMJUZUPIPMENPJTUVSFNFBOT
SFMBUJWFMZMPX"QSJMTOPXQBDLJOUIF
FWBQPSBUJPOSBUFTXJMMDMJNC3BUFTDPVME
3PDLZ.PVOUBJOTUFOEFEUPDPSSFMBUF
JODSFBTFCZBCPVUQFSDFOUGPSBSJTFPG
XJUITUSPOHNPOTPPOTFBTPOTJO/FX
BCPVUEFHSFFT'BISFOIFJU CBTFEPO
.FYJDP CVUMFTTTPGPS"SJ[POB +PVSOBM DBMDVMBUJPOTCZ1BVM#SPXOPGUIF"SJ
PG$MJNBUF /PWFNCFS  
[POB.FUFPSPMPHJDBM/FUXPSL4PFWFO
XJUIBOJODSFBTFJOSBJOGBMM UIFSFDBOCF
&WFOJO/FX.FYJDP UIFZFBSUPZFBS
BESPQJOFĊFDUJWFQSFDJQJUBUJPO
WBSJBCJMJUZXBTNPSFQSFEJDUBCMFJOTPNF
EFDBEFTUIBOPUIFST(VU[MFSTVTQFDUT
0OUPQPGUIBU BUNPTQIFSJDDPOEJUJPOT
UIFESPVHIUUIBUCFHBOJOUIFNJE
WBSZEBJMZ XJUIEP[FOTPGJOUFSBDUJOH
TTVQQSFTTFEUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQUIBU
WBSJFUJFTQPTTFTTJOHEJĊFSFOUNPEVTPQF
SBOEJ(JWFOUIFNZSJBEPGBUNPTQIFSJD
IFMEGPSUIFQSFWJPVTUISFFEFDBEFT IF
FYQMBJOFEJOBGPMMPXVQUFMFQIPOFDPO DPNCJOBUJPOTUIBUDPOUSJCVUFUPDMJNBUF
WFSTBUJPOFBSMJFSUIJTNPOUI
WBSJBCJMJUZ TPNFBSFBTBOESFHJPOTBSF
TVSFUPTFFBESPQJOFĊFDUJWFQSFDJQJUB
UJPO XIJMFPUIFSBSFBTXJMMHFUNPSFUIBO
ɨFQPUFOUJBMGPSMBSHFTDBMFESPVHIU
UIFZDBOIBOEMF BUMFBTUBUTPNFTDBMFT
QBUUFSOTUPCMVSUIFSFMBUJPOTIJQBMTP
BEETVODFSUBJOUZUPQSFEJDUJPOTBCPVU
XIBUXJMMIBQQFOUPUIFNPOTPPOXJUI 4P XJMMHMPCBMXBSNJOHTUSFOHUIFOUIF
/PSUI"NFSJDBONPOTPPO *UTOPUBO
HMPCBMXBSNJOH4PNFDMJNBUPMPHJTUT
PQFOBOETIVUDBTF#VUJUEPFTOUUBLF
TVTQFDUXFTUFSOESPVHIUXJMMCFDPNF
4IFSMPDL)PMNFTUPDPODMVEFUIBUDMJ
NPSFGSFRVFOUXJUIHMPCBMXBSNJOH
NBUFWBSJBCJMJUZXJMMDPOUJOVFUPCFBO
BDDPNQMJDFJOBOZMPOHUFSNDIBOHFT
ɨFJOWFTUJHBUJPODPOUJOVFTJOUPIPX
TOPXDPWFSBOEESPVHIUGBDUPSTSFMBUFUP JONPOTPPOCFIBWJPSSFMBUFEUPHMPCBM
4PVUIXFTUNPOTPPOTFBTPOT BOEXIFUI XBSNJOH
FSUIFMJOLJOWPMWFTMBOEIFBUJOHJUTFMGPS
UIFBUNPTQIFSJDQSPDFTTFTUIBUJOnVFODF Next month(s article will delve into
some of the atmospheric processes
TOPXDPWFSBOEESPVHIUWBSJBCJMJUZ

#BTJDBMMZ UIFTVNNFSTVOIFBUTUIFMBOE 
DBVTJOHBJSUPSJTFɨJTDSFBUFTBTMJHIU
WBDVVN DPNQFMMJOHPĊTIPSFBJSUPSVTI
JOBOEmMMJUɨFSFTVMUJTBMBOEXBSE
TIJGUJOQSFWBJMJOHXJOEEJSFDUJPO"TJT
"UNPTQIFSJDNPJTUVSF
PGUFOUIFDBTF XJUIXJOEDPNFTSBJO
"XBSNFSBUNPTQIFSFDBOIPMENPSF
FTQFDJBMMZXIFOUIFXJOEJTTFBCPSOF
NPJTUVSF CBTFEPOBQIZTJDBMSFMBUJPO
TIJQLOPXOBTUIF$MBVTJVT$MBQFZSPO
ɨFDPOOFDUJPOCFUXFFOTOPXDPWFS 
FRVBUJPOɨJTSFMBUJPOTIJQJTBNPOH
BOEUIFDPPMJOHNPJTUVSFJUJNQBSUT JT

a)ecting North American monsoon
strength*
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral re+
search associate with the Climate As+
sessment for the Southwest*
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Inquiry into monsoon and global warming continues
Troublesome twist: Atmospheric variables make prediction tough for summer rain
 M L
E’ N:
This is the second in a two-part series
about how the monsoon might change
with global warming. This article focuses
on some of the atmospheric influences
on the North American monsoon. For
last month’s article visit http://www.ispe.
arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/articles/
monsoon_June2005.pdf.
Some circumstantial evidence points to
the possibility that global warming will
yield stronger monsoons. Increases in
sea surface temperatures, land heating,
and air temperatures suggest the potential for an increase in summer rainfall.
Mystery solved? Not quite. There’s
a plot twist: Atmospheric variability
remains elusive when it comes to the
North American monsoon, which
funnels summer rainstorms into the
Southwest. Because the description of
atmospheric variability remains sketchy,
climatologists are seeking more clues
before they will guess how the monsoon
will respond to climate change.
“There’s not much out there in terms of
climate change and the monsoon,” noted Arizona State Climatologist Andrew
Ellis, alluding to the scientific literature
on the North American monsoon. “I
don’t think people have a great feel out

Figure 1. The U.S. region affected by monsoon is restricted to the Southwest. Graphic
courtesy of Andrew Ellis.

there how (atmospheric) flow would be
affected by climate change.”

“The current generation of models
doesn’t do a good job of representing the monsoon, for a whole variety
of reasons,” said Andrew Comrie, a
Climate Assessment for the Southwest
(CLIMAS) researcher. GCMs have trouble modeling clouds, convection, and
precipitation in general, he noted, in
addition to using a spatial scale with no
relevance to the monsoon. “It’s a recipe
for not getting it right in the GCMs.”

The North American monsoon has remained unresponsive to warming—at
least where it reaches into the southwestern United States (Figure 1). Ellis
finds no evidence of a trend toward
more rainfall during the southwestern
U.S. monsoon season (Figure 2), even
though the Earth’s surface has been
warming for many decades.
Lack of data complicates efforts to
unravel the mystery behind North
American Monsoon variability. In a
way, the southwestern U.S. is akin to a
mere bystander—the main monsoon action centers on Mexico’s Sierra Madres.
While reliable U.S. data describing atmospheric activity exists from about the
mid-20th century, comparable data in
Mexico remains sparse to this day.
Since early 2004, researchers with the
North American Monsoon Experiment
(NAME) have been launching weather
balloons, analyzing data, and studying
monsoonal thunderstorms in intensive
bursts of coordinated activity in both
Mexico and the Southwest, explained
NAME project leader Wayne Higgins.
The project runs through 2008.

Thinking outside the box
From a process perspective, global
warming may affect some of the underlying drivers of the monsoon—sea
surface temperatures, land heating, and
atmospheric moisture—as discussed last
month. The circumstantial evidence regarding the response of these drivers to
global warming suggests a strengthening
of monsoons around the world.
Long-term records support such an
interpretation, showing the Asian monsoon tended to strengthen during warm
episodes of the past, and weaken during
cool periods (For example, see Nature,
January 23, 2003). On the other hand,
the immense size and height of the Tibetan Plateau make the Asian monsoon
somewhat more predictable than the
North American monsoon.

Meanwhile, satellites help fill in some
of the missing puzzle pieces, but they
provide only a few decades of data—a
short time frame compared to some of
the decades-long fluctuations that can
influence monsoon strength. Even U.S.
climate station data is considered short
by these standards.

The sheer number and inherent variability of the factors affecting the North
American monsoon make climatologists
leery of predicting how it will respond
to global warming. Comrie rattled off
half a dozen influences on the North
American monsoon during a July 14 interview in Tucson, when residents were
still waiting for this year’s monsoon to
Although climatologists traditionally
begin. The list includes sea surface temturn to computer modeling for insight
perature and land heating, but also the
on future changes, the General Circula- influence of mid-latitude westerly wind
tion Models (GCMs) used to represent
patterns, tropical easterly trade winds,
global climate are not yet up to the chal- and global-scale descent of tropical air.
lenge for the North American monsoon.
continued on page 243
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Still, the El Niño advantage in making skillful predictions of winter precipitation falls short when it comes to
forecasts of summer rainfall, at least for
the U.S. Southwest. What’s more, climatologists are still debating how global
warming might affect El Niño regimes.
Too many leads to follow
Predicting monsoon behavior on a seasonal scale poses a major challenge to
climatologists, although experimental
predictions by both Wolter and Ellis for
a relatively dry season in Arizona this
year seem to be panning out.
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Figure 2. Annual precipitation in the monsoon region during the monsoon season fluctuates
widely by year, but the fluctuations show no ongoing trend toward an increase in seasonal rainfall in recent years. Graphic based on 1950–2001 dataset accessible from Andrew Ellis’ website
at http://geography.asu.edu/azclimate/monsdat.htm.

anything that might influence the position of the signature monsoon “anticyclone” (Figure 3), including the climate
features on Comrie’s list of factors
affecting monsoon variability. Year-toyear variability in southwestern summer
rainfall relates in large part to the location and size of this anticyclone.

ing their odds of forming the towering thunderclouds that can reach into
the cooler heights needed to produce
rainfall. Meanwhile, the descending air
that characterizes highs generally limits
precipitation.

The anticyclone itself goes by a variety
of aliases, including the Four Corners
High. The high-pressure anticyclone is
True, it’s almost certain the seasonal cyeasier to define on weather maps (Figure
cle will kick in at some point with its ac- 3), but its presence means a surface low
companying thunderstorms. But rainfall exists below. The combination of a surrates fluctuate widely from year to year.
face low and an upper-level high defines
In the southwestern U.S. dataset commonsoon circulation.
piled by Ellis (Figure 2), average monsoon-season rainfall ranged from about
These terms relate to how air flows in
3 inches (8.3 cm) in 1975 to more than the atmosphere. Air may be invisible
9 inches (23.8 cm) in 1990.
like a gas, but it flows in currents and
moves in waves like fluid. While water
Further, within that region, the distriwill flow from mountaintop ridges to
bution of rainfall typically ranges from
the low-lying valleys on the landscape,
abundant to sparse in the same year. In
air will flow from areas of high presparticular, New Mexico and Arizona of- sure—often called atmospheric ridges—
ten seem to follow different leads.
to “troughs” of low-pressure.
Tropical dynamics
Suspects in the investigation include
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Changes in El Niño regimes could impact the monsoon, for instance. El Niño
tends to suppress monsoon strength in
Mexico, Higgins said. El Niño’s dampening of Arizona’s monsoon season is
less noticeable but still detectable statistically, noted Klaus Wolter, a meteorologist with the Climate Diagnostics
Center in Boulder.
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“They’re all connected and it’s all fluid,
so it’s not like you’re moving cogs in a
machine. There are just too many feedbacks,” Comrie said. “It may be that
there will be a dramatic change in one
of these that overrides everything else.
We don’t know.”
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Monsoon, continued

Precipitation (cm) during monsoon season
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Surface lows allow moisture to rise
more freely in the atmosphere, increas-

At the global scale, heated air rises in
the equatorial region and nearby tropics
that take the brunt of the sun’s incoming punch. The rising air loses steam
and begins to descend by the time it
reaches the subtropics—and to dry
out as it warms on its way down, as
descending air does. Climatologists call
these global-scale ups and downs Hadley cell circulation.
This circulation pattern helps imprison
the subtropics in dryness, as Hadley
cell highs tend to suppress precipitation. It’s no coincidence that the world’s
deserts—including the Southwest’s
Sonoran Desert—tend to be located in
the subtropics, centered at around 30
degrees latitude North and South.
Those clear skies that distinguish the
subtropics can cloud up during the
continued on page 254
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Monsoon, continued
monsoon season, though. In monsoon
circulation, subtropical surface air “balloons” up into higher reaches, mimicking the tropic’s usual approach to
promoting convective activity such as
thunderstorms, Ellis explained.
“It just opens the door for some very
light flow and accompanying moisture
from the south,” he added. As discussed
last month, moist air tends to rush in
from the Gulf of California to Arizona,
and from the Gulf of Mexico to New
Mexico.
Wrong side of the storm tracks
When mid-latitude weather patterns
reign, as often happens during El Niño
years, westerly winds can delay the dynamics that usher in the monsoon.
Going back to the water analogy, the
westerlies act as a river of airflow that
speed along several miles above the
Earth’s surface. The jet stream speeds
along in their core, like swift-flowing
water in the center of the river. Sometimes the westerlies follow a straight
course, staying mostly in line from west
to east. Other times they can meander
from Alaska down to Arizona, trailing
cool air in their wake.
Although refreshing in the short term,
the latter pattern restricts the formation
of the anticyclone. Basically, it takes the
stifle out of the summer heat needed to
draw in warm, moist air from the south.
“That is a really killer for the monsoon,”
Ellis said.
The absence of sweltering stillness may
be welcome by humans and other
life forms—until the lack of seasonal
relief from the monsoons creates its
own problems. The July fire that raged
through Tucson’s Santa Rita Mountains
is one example of how society pays for a
sputtering monsoon that doesn’t quite
catch. Hundreds of hotshot firefighters
battled the blaze, mostly in vain, at high

personal and financial cost.
Meanwhile, air quality in
the greater Tucson area also
suffered during the event.
When westerly winds shift
north, or surface heating manages to override
their interference, the
anticyclone can take shape.
Although the anticyclone
brings rainfall to those under its domain, its presence
often signifies dry spells for
those outside its province,
especially the areas falling
north and east of its sway.

AZ

H

Figure 3. The air circulation patterns at 18,000 feet show the
signature “anticyclone” that helps define the North American
monsoon. Graphic courtesy of the National Weather Service,
http://www.wrh.noaa.gov/twc/monsoon/mexmonsoon.php

the great unsolved mysteries until more
clues turn up to produce a coherent
explanation for year-to-year monsoon
variability.

“That monsoon anticyclone is huge, and
it tends to suppress precipitation in the
Great Plains,” explained Higgins, whose
October 1997, Journal of Climate research paper with colleagues first documented the see-saw action between the
Southwest and Great Plains rainfall.

Although global warming seems destined to affect some of the drivers influencing monsoons around the world,
such as warming of land and sea, the
atmospheric response to these drivers
remains unclear when it comes down
to considering the regional scale of the
Southwest.

For the 30 years of data they averaged,
the southwestern U.S. increase in rainfall coincided with a decline in summer
rainfall in the Great Plains area between
about 105 degrees and 85 degrees West.
Monsoon circulation puts the Great
Plains in the path of air descending
from the heights of the anticyclone, creating a high pressure zone of dry air at
the Earth’s surface.
The correlation between summer rainfall
in the Southwest vs. the Great Plains
seems to indicate that stronger monsoon seasons do not represent an increase in overall U.S. rainfall, but merely
a redistribution of regional rainfall. So
it seems likely that whichever way the
wind blows in a climate change scenario,
some region of the country will suffer
from a lack of moisture.
No solution in sight
Just how will the North American
monsoon fare with global warming? It
seems this case will be relegated among

At this point, the plentiful cast of characters exerting influence on the monsoon and its characteristic anticyclone
resembles the early stages of a game of
Clue, when half a dozen or more suspects could be the culprit. Unlike this
form of child’s play, the real-world solution will probably involve a host of influences working together in a complex
scheme that defies detection for many
years, perhaps even decades.
One thing’s certain: It will take continued dedicated effort by the many investigators now working diligently to solve
the mystery. Until they do, the solution
remains up in the air.
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research associate with the Climate Assessment for the Southwest.
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Hurricane intensity rises with sea temperatures
Some variations linked to warming air temperatures
B M L
High sea surface temperatures fuel
stronger hurricanes.
No one argued about that at a recent
workshop on tropical cyclones and climate held at the International Research
Institute for Climate Prediction in
New York. The distinguished experts at
the March workshop even agreed that
Atlantic hurricane seasons are likely to
remain active for several more decades.
But what is driving the rise in sea surface temperatures (SSTs) so strongly
linked to hurricane activity—global
warming or natural variability? And
how might other factors influence hurricane activity as the world warms? That
was up for debate.
The answers have important implications for society. If hurricanes and other
tropical cyclones are drawing their extra
strength from global warming, then
the world can expect to face a century
or more of intense hurricanes For the
landlocked Southwest, storms that start
out as tropical cyclones can provide welcome rains and the occasional flood.

search by Kerry Emanuel of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Nature,
August 4, 2005). Reliable records go
back to the 1940s. The power dissipation index (PDI) he used tallies tropical
cyclones of any strength and includes
their size and life span when considering
how much energy they contained.

degrees Fahrenheit (F) throughout the
twenty-first century.

Those arguing that natural variability,
not global warming, is driving SST increases and other factors that influence
hurricane strength include Christopher
Landsea of the Hurricane Research Division. His paper with lead author StanSSTs explained about 88 percent of the
ley Goldenberg, Alberto Mestas-Nuñez,
variability in Atlantic seasonal hurricane
and William Gray maintains that hurenergy since 1970 when compared in
ricane activity reflects a pattern of ups
multi-year trends, Emanuel noted during and downs that stay in place for decades
the workshop. As ocean temperatures rise, at a time (Science, July 20, 2001).
so does hurricane intensity (Figure 1).
“With Kerry’s very interesting results
Ocean temperatures have been rising
today, I don’t know if I’d say it’s a cycle
around the world, most notably since
or not, but there is multi-decadal varithe mid-1990s, as documented by
ability,” Landsea said at the workshop,
Sydney Levitus and colleagues at the
referring to Emanuel’s work pairing air
National Oceanographic Data Center
temperature with SST (Figure 2).
(Science, March 24, 2000). The scientific community agrees that rising
Landsea and Emanuel have been facing
temperatures in the ocean and air relate
off on whether the increase in intense
to global warming from society’s use of
hurricanes stems from natural variability
fossil fuels like coal, oil, and gas.
or global warming in a variety of venues,
including a May media briefing and the
Emanuel showed evidence that Atlanpages of scientific journals (e.g., Nature,
tic SSTs generally move in synch with
December 22, 2005).
northern hemisphere air temperatures
when considered at the decadal scale
Landsea argues that researchers have
(Figure 2). His results challenge the exgotten better at detecting hurricanes in
istence of the Atlantic Multidecadal Os- recent years, making it challenging to
cillation, a mode of natural variability
compare recent tallies with earlier ones.
in SSTs that was originally proposed by
Even the Atlantic dataset, considered the
Michael Mann, Emanuel’s co-author in
world’s best from about the mid-1940s,
the new study (Eos, June 13, 2006).
contains potential wind speed biases, he
said. Meanwhile, he has little faith in the
“I would submit to you that there’s just
data used to assess global increases in cyno plain evidence now that you have an clone strength, such as that used in the
oscillation,” Emanuel said. “There just
analysis by Peter Webster of the Georgia
isn’t evidence in nature, as opposed to
Institute of Technology and several colmodels, for this.”
leagues that made headlines in 2005.

If the observed increase in hurricane intensity relates only to naturally recurring
fluctuations, residents along the South
and East coasts menaced by Atlantic
hurricanes could expect a reprieve within a few decades. The East Pacific hurricane seasons that moisten the Southwest,
meanwhile, could slow down in the near
future, based on previous experience. A
busier-than-average Atlantic season often
means a calmer-than-usual East Pacific
season, which many attribute to the influence of El Niño.
These findings imply that Atlantic SST
will continue to increase with warming
The power behind North Atlantic
air temperatures, strengthening hurand North Pacific seasonal hurricanes
ricanes at least to some degree as it does.
combined has more than doubled since
Northern hemisphere temperatures are
about the mid-1970s, as shown by reprojected to rise by another 3 to 10
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Webster and the others compared cyclone records derived from satellite
images for six ocean basins around the
world for 1975 through 2004. They
found the number of intense storms
continued on page 274
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Hurricanes, continued

The satellite measurements use factors
such as eye definition and apparent
cloud height to estimate cyclonic wind
speeds. Landsea suggested the data may
contain flaws because the measurements come from a variety of people
who made their assessments during the
year in question. Since the earlier time
period, satellite coverage, hurricane
recognition, and technology all have
improved. The researcher said when he
and a colleague applied modern detection techniques to satellite images from
the earlier period for the Indian Ocean,
they found several intense hurricanes
that had not been included in the dataset used by Webster and others.
Webster, in turn, pointed to a recent
reanalysis of the South Indian Ocean—
the region where data presented the
most problems—which reached similar
results as their 2005 paper. The random errors canceled each other out in
the end, he said, leading to the result
that the Indian Ocean has seen an
increase in intense hurricanes like the
other five basins.
Other researchers are finding similar results from an independent data set that
does not involve satellite images, Webster
added. He pointed to a paper published
earlier this month by Ryan Sriver and
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SST had increased during the second
half of the record as well, the authors
noted. Their analysis of the East Pacific
basin showed the number of intense
hurricanes jumped from 36 in the first
period (1975–1989) to 49 in the second
period (1990–2004), even though the
total number of hurricanes remained
about the same for the two time frames.
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had increased by 57 percent when they
compared the second half of the record
to the first half (Science, September
16, 2005). For these purposes, intense
hurricanes refer to Category 4 and 5
cyclones, which have sustained wind
speeds above 130 miles per hour.

-0.8

Figure 1. The number of major hurricanes a year in the northern Atlantic (bars) tends to reflect
sea surface temperatures (SSTs) fluctuations (line). Major hurricanes have sustained winds above
110 miles per hour. Data courtesy of Christopher Landsea of the National Hurricane Center.

Matthew Huber of Purdue University
(Geophysical Research Letters, June 2006).

Researchers on both sides of the argument are puzzled by the extent of the
apparent hurricane response to a relaThe researchers used data for 1958–2001 tively minor rise in SST. SSTs have risen
developed by a European weather foreby only about half a degree F on average
casting center to calculate the power dis- globally, and slightly less than 1 degree
sipated by hurricanes and other tropiF in the Atlantic region where hurrical cyclones around the world. When
canes tend to develop.
comparing the pre-1979 data to the
later part of the record, they found the
Yet the average annual number of major
overall PDI had increased by about a
hurricanes per year in the Atlantic more
quarter. The Purdue researchers’ results
than doubled when comparing the
for the globe looked almost identical
1995–2004 to the period 1971–1994,
to Emanuel’s results, even though they
based on data from Landsea (Figure 1).
used a different approach to average out
annual variability, and they considered
During the earlier time frame, Atlanthe world rather than just the northern
tic SSTs averaged below 83 degrees
Atlantic and Pacific. The results also sup- F during the peak hurricane season
port Webster’s results, as the authors note. (August–October) in all but three years.
Since 1995, Atlantic seasonal mean SST
A global assessment using hurricane
has averaged above 83 degrees—but the
tracking data found only a small indifference between the two averages repcrease in intense hurricanes when
resents only about 1 degree F.
splitting the last 20 years of data into
two halves for comparison (Geophysi“The sensitivity is a lot more than we
cal Research Letters, May 2006). By
would have predicted,” Emanuel said,
this assessment, global activity peaked
referring to his Atlantic research that
between 1992 and 1998, a time frame
showed a similar jump in intense hurthat was split by the comparison of
ricanes. The combined measure of
1986–1995 to 1996–2005.
continued on page 285
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Vertical wind shear also has an important influence on individual storms,
Emanuel noted, even though it doesn’t
show up as important in “smoothed”
data in which values for several consecutive years are averaged together. Wind
shear occurs when high-level winds
move much faster or in a different direction than those at the surface. Hurricanes tend to form and persist more
frequently in situations of low vertical
wind shear.
Landsea agreed wind shear wielded an
important influence on individual storms.
“Most of the time, hurricanes are like
people. They don’t live up to anywhere
near their potential. And most of the
time it’s because of wind shear,” he said.
At the seasonal scale, vertical wind shear
tends to decrease as SSTs increase, as
Goldenberg and Landsea and their coauthors note in their 2001 paper.
Scientists have long known that SSTs
must reach about 80 degrees F before
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Emanuel suggested that the lack of
major volcanic activity since Mount
Pinatubo’s eruption in 1991 could be
affecting relevant dynamics of the upper
atmosphere as well as SSTs. Volcanic
eruptions can temper the warming for
a year or so when their explosions spew
aerosol particles up into the stratosphere.
Pollution involving sulfate aerosols can
have a similar temporary cooling effect.
In fact, he suspects aerosols from pollution and volcanoes may have been behind the Atlantic’s calm phase from the
mid-1970s through the mid-1990s.



hurricane power increased roughly four
times more than his earlier models had
projected it would based on the seasonal
SST rise, he indicated. While his model
suggested a 5 percent increase in peak
winds with a 1 degree Celsius (C) warming, his analysis showed a 10 percent
increase in peak winds with little more
than half a degree C warming.



Hurricanes, continued

 
Figure 2. North Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SSTs) tend to closely match northern
hemisphere air temperatures when both are smoothed at the decadal scale. In both cases,
temperature values cover the peak hurricane season of August-October. Data courtesy of Kerry
Emanuel of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

hurricanes can form. In the current climate, this temperature seems to serve as a
general threshold for tropical convection—
the process behind hurricanes, monsoons,
and even many thunderstorms.
For instance, David Mitchell’s research on
the North America’s monsoon system has
found Arizona’s summer monsoon rains
won’t begin until its moisture source, the
Gulf of California, reaches close to 80
degrees Fahrenheit at the surface (Journal
of Climate, September 1, 2002). Similarly,
Chidong Zhang’s research links this temperature threshold to the tropical convection behind many thunderstorms (Journal
of Climate, October 1993).

A threshold scenario would imply some
good news: It could mean society is not
necessarily facing a doubling in intense
hurricane numbers for every rise of 1
degree Fahrenheit. On the other hand, it
could imply that intense hurricanes will
continue to thrive unless ocean basins
drop below the threshold temperature.
In a warming world, even the threshold
temperature for spawning hurricanes can
shift. The SST needed to launch tropical
convection rises with global air temperature, Emanuel said. This further complicates the issue.

What’s more, Mitchell has found that
the Gulf ’s SST must top 84 degrees
to trigger the heavy rains that mark a
strong monsoon in Arizona. Increases
beyond that temperature don’t have as
dramatic of an impact, he indicated.

Given the impact of hurricanes on
society, this topic will continue to
generate debate until the scientists involved reconcile their results with their
models and each other. But it’s worth
remembering that nobody is predicting
a decrease in Atlantic hurricane activity
anytime soon.

If a similar threshold applied to hurricane activity, that could help explain
the sudden jump in intense Atlantic
hurricanes from a relatively small
change in temperature (Figure 1).

Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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East Pacific hurricanes bring rain to Southwest
B M L

Pacific hurricanes and tropical cyclones
can have a profound influence even on
the landlocked Southwest—and, arguably, their impact may increase as the
oceans warm.
“It turns out that there’s quite a lot of
tropical cyclone activity that actually
impacts the Southwest,” explained Elizabeth Ritchie, a climatologist who joined
The University of Arizona faculty this
summer. September is the peak month
for this activity, which has resulted in
some serious floods in years past.
An average of 2.2 remnants from East
Pacific hurricanes and named tropical
cyclones ventured into the Southwest
each year between 1992 and 2004,
representing 15 percent of the region’s
named storms, Ritchie found in an
analysis she conducted with a colleague.
A tropical cyclone must reach sustained
wind speeds of 39 miles per hour (mph)
to qualify for a name, and 74 mph to attain hurricane status.
All but two of the 29 cyclones brought
at least some rain to the Southwest. The
researchers defined the Southwest as
Arizona, California, and New Mexico.
“The main story is Albuquerque really does the best out of all these sites,”
Ritchie noted, adding, “Tucson is not
far behind.”
During this 13-year time frame, Albuquerque received a total of 20 inches of
rainfall from tropical cyclone remnants,
while Tucson received 12 inches and
Phoenix collected 4 inches. Compared
to the annual average rainfalls for these
three cities, the values amount to half a
year’s worth for Phoenix, a year’s worth
for Tucson, and more than two years’
worth for Albuquerque.
About 1.3 tropical cyclone remnants affected the Southwest each year during

the time frame 1966–1984, according
to an earlier analysis by Walter Smith of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) that was published in 1986 as a NOAA Technical
Memorandum.

However, it’s unlikely the studies by
Ritchie and Walter are directly comparable. Detecting remnants of tropical
cyclones remains more of an art than
a science, researchers noted, as official
long-term tracking data ends when wind
speeds fall below tropical storm status.
From 1974 through 2004, the number
of intense East Pacific hurricanes increased by about a third, according to a
study by Peter Webster of the Georgia
Institute of Technology and several
colleagues. Intense hurricanes have
sustained winds above 130 mph. Webster and his colleagues compared data
based on satellite imagery and found 49
intense hurricanes forming from 1990
through 2004 compared to 36 forming
from 1974 through 1989.
Their finding and its perceived link to
global warming via rising sea surface
temperatures remains controversial
among some researchers (see June 2006
Southwest Climate Outlook). Although
climate experts agree rising ocean temperatures strengthen individual hurricanes, they disagree on whether past
data is reliable enough to reveal a trend
directly connected to global warming.
More intense East Pacific hurricanes
won’t directly translate into more rainfall in the Southwest, at any rate, as
David Gutzler, a climatologist at the
University of New Mexico, pointed out.
That’s because storms are more likely
to become intense when contacting the
warm waters of the open sea, he noted,
while those heading into the Southwest
must swing toward cooler coastal waters.
The current from Alaska typically keeps
U.S. coastal sea surface temperatures in
the 70s and below even in August.

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Figure 5. Satellite image of hurricane Javier
on September 13, 2004 approximately 610
miles southeast of Cabo San Lucas, Mexico.
Source: Jesse Allen, NASA Earth Observatory,
data from the MODIS Rapid Response team

Tropical storms generally must encounter sea surface temperatures (SSTs) of 83
degrees Fahrenheit or more to attain the
sustained 111 mph wind speeds of major hurricanes, based on a study of 270
Atlantic hurricanes and corresponding
SSTs by Patrick Michaels and colleagues
from the University of Virginia (Geophysical Research Letters, May 2006).
The tropical storms that do reach the
Southwest can provide drought relief
or cause floods, sometimes both. The
remnants of Hurricane Javier (Figure
5) helped break a string of dry years in
September 2004, ushering in a wet winter by gently soaking parts of droughtparched Arizona and New Mexico.
Too much of a good thing led to flooding in the autumn of 1983, when four
cyclone remnants visited the Southwest.
The storm from former Hurricane Octave created the most havoc, causing
$500 million in flooding damage to Arizona with its days-long rains.
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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-PXnPXJOUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFS#BTJOTQVST
XBUFSTIPSUBHFEJTDVTTJPOBNPOHTFWFOTUBUFT
ēĪ.ĖĝĒğĚĖ-ĖğĒģĥ

-BLF.FBEXBTSFHJTUFSJOHQFSDFOUPG
JUTDBQBDJUZ)PXFWFS 64#3OVNCFST
ɨFSFTFSWPJSTJOUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFS
JOEJDBUFPOMZBCPVUNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU
TZTUFNQSPWJEFBDVTIJPOJOUJNFTPG
DPVMECFKPJOUMZXJUIESBXOGSPNUIF
USPVCMF NVDIMJLFNPOFZJOUIFCBOL
UXPSFTFSWPJSTCFGPSFQPXFSQSPEVDUJPO
#VUBCPVUIBMGPGUIFSBJOZEBZXBUFS
DFBTFEDPNQMFUFMZ BTTVNJOHOPDIBOHFT
TBWJOHTIBWFCFFOTQFOUEVSJOHUIFQBTU UPUIFHFOFSBUJOHTZTUFNBOEOPBE
EJUJPOBMXBUFSEFQPTJUTCFZPOEUIBUGPS
mWFZFBSTPGESPVHIU TQVSSJOHXBUFS
EPXOTUSFBNVTF
NBOBHFSTJO"SJ[POBBOE/FX.FYJDP
BOEUIFmWFPUIFSTUBUFTUIBUEFQFOEPO 
5JNPUIZ)FOMFZ NBOBHFSPGUIF"SJ
UIF$PMPSBEPUPTFSJPVTMZEJTDVTTIPX
[POB8BUFS#BOLJOH"VUIPSJUZ GPVOE
UIFZNJHIUTIBSFBQPUFOUJBMTIPSUBHF
TPNFSFBTPOGPSIPQFJOUIBUIJTUPSJD
ɨFNBJOJTTVFPGDPOUFOUJPOJTUIBU(MFO ESPVHIUTBĊFDUJOHUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFS
CBTJOUFOEUPMBTUGPVSUPTJYZFBST TFF
$BOZPO1PXFSXJMMCFVOBCMFUPQSP
EVDFFMFDUSJDJUZCZJGUIFESPVHIU
5BCMF CBTFEPOJOTUSVNFOUBMSFDPSET
DPOUJOVFTVOBCBUFEBOEOPDIBOHFTBSF
PGTUSFBNnPXTJODF*O0DUPCFS 
NBEFJONBOBHFNFOUEFDJTJPOT"UGVMM
TUPSNGSPOUT JODMVEJOHJOOPSUIXFTUFSO
DBQBDJUZ UIFDPNQBOZVTFT-BLF1PXFMM "SJ[POB mOBMMZCSPLFUIFOFBSMZmWF
UPHFOFSBUFFOPVHIFMFDUSJDJUZUPQPXFS
ZFBSTUSFBLPGCFMPXBWFSBHFNPOUIMZ
BCPVUNJMMJPOIPNFT JODMVEJOHVTFST QSFDJQJUBUJPOUBMMJFTUIBUUIF#VSFBVPG
JO"SJ[POBBOE/FX.FYJDP
-BOE.BOBHFNFOUIBECFFOSFQPSUJOH
GPSUIFXBUFSTIFETGFFEJOHUIF$PMPSBEP
i8FEPOULOPXJGUIJTJTBZFBS
3JWFSBTBXIPMF
ESPVHIUPSUIFmGUIZFBSPGBZFBS
ESPVHIU wFYQMBJOFE3PCFSU+PIOTPO 
$PMPSBEP3JWFSnPXUISPVHIPVUUIFTZT
SFHJPOBMEJSFDUPSPGUIF-PXFS$PMPSBEP UFNBWFSBHFENJMMJPOBDSFGFFUBZFBS
TJODF XIJDIQVUTBWFSBHFSJWFS
3FHJPOGPSUIF64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNB
UJPO 64#3 XIJDIUSBDLTBOEEJTUSJC
nPXEVSJOHUIJTZFBSQFSJPEFWFOMPX
VUFT$PMPSBEP3JWFSXBUFSi'SPNBNBO FSUIFOEVSJOHUIFTESPVHIUBOE
BHFNFOUQFSTQFDUJWF XFWFHPUUPIPQF
PUIFSTPGTJNJMBSUPZFBSUJNFTQBOT
GPSUIFCFTUBOEQMBOGPSUIFXPSTUw
5BCMF .FBOXIJMF UIFTFWFOXFTUFSO
64TUBUFTBOEUXP.FYJDBOTUBUFTVTJOH
+PIOTPOEJTQMBZFEIJTPQUJNJTNEVSJOHB $PMPSBEP3JWFSXBUFSDPOTVNFBCPVU
SFDFOUUBMLBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG"SJ[POBT QFSDFOUPGUIFBOOVBMBWFSBHFSJWFS
8BUFS3FTPVSDFT3FTFBSDI$FOUFS)F
nPX"OBDSFGPPUJTSPVHIMZ 
OPUFEUIBUUIFSFTFSWPJSTDBOTUPSFBCPVU HBMMPOTPGXBUFS FOPVHIUPTVQQMZBO
NJMMJPOBDSFGFFU BCPVUGPVSUJNFT
BWFSBHFGBNJMZPGGPVSGPSBZFBS
UIF$PMPSBEPTBOOVBMBWFSBHFTUSFBN
nPX NBJOMZJO-BLF1PXFMMBOE-BLF
ɨFSFIBWFCFFONFEJBSFQPSUTUIBU-BLF
.FBE#PUIMJFBMPOH"SJ[POBTCPSEFST .FBE JOQBSUJDVMBS NJHIUOFWFSSFmMM
FWFOJGTUSFBNnPXSFUVSOFEUPJUTiBWFS
BHFwPGNJMMJPOBDSFGFFUBZFBS BO
i8IBUUIBUNFBOTJTXFWFHPUUIFBCJM
JUZUPXFBUIFSESPVHIU*OGBDU XFIBWF FTUJNBUFCBTFEPONFBTVSFNFOUTTJODF
XFBUIFSFEESPVHIUXFWFIBEmWF
*OUIFOFYUDPVQMFPGEFDBEFT 
ZFBSTPGESPVHIUBOEUIFSFTFSWPJSTBSF
CBTJOXJEFXBUFSDPOTVNQUJPOJTFYQFDU
FEUPHSPXXJUIUIFQPQVMBUJPOPGUIF
TUJMMIBMGGVMM wIFUPMEUIFHSPVQ
6QQFS#BTJOTUBUFTUPSFBDIUIFBMMPDBUFE
"UUIFFOEPG0DUPCFS -BLF1PXFMMXBT NJMMJPOBDSFGFFUGSPNJUTDVSSFOU
mMMFEUPQFSDFOUPGJUTDBQBDJUZ XIJMF NJMMJPOBDSFGFFUBZFBS 5BCMF 

)PXFWFS BTB64#3TMJEFTIPXSFNJOE
FE iXFOFWFSHFUBWFSBHFIZESPMPHZw
ɨFFTUJNBUFEOBUVSBMnPXPGUIF$PMP
SBEP3JWFSSFHJTUFSTBTBTFSJFTPGVQTBOE
EPXOTUIBUSBOHFEGSPNBCPVUNJMMJPO
BDSFGFFUJOUPNPSFUIBONJM
MJPOBDSFGFFUJOCPUIUIFBOE
DBMFOEBSZFBST CBTFEPONFBTVSFNFOUT
BU-FFT'FSSZJO"SJ[POB 'JHVSF 
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF34
5BCMF"WFSBHFnPXEVSJOHUIFDVSSFOU
ESPVHIU UPQSPX XBTMPXFSUIBOEVSJOHBOZ
PUIFSESPVHIUJOUIFJOTUSVNFOUBMSFDPSE
5JNFGSBNF %VSBUJPO

"WFSBHF"OOVBM
'MPX JOBDSFGFFU

o
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ZFBST
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ZFBST

  

o

ZFBST

  

o

ZFBST

  

4PVSDF64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPO
1SFMJNJOBSZFTUJNBUF
5BCMF5IF$PMPSBEP3JWFSJTPWFSBMMPDBUFE
FWFOXIFOUIFQFSJPEPGnPXBUUBJOTJUT
OBUVSBMnPXBWFSBHFPGNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU
BZFBS)PXFWFS UIF6QQFS#BTJOTUBUFTBSF
OPUVTJOHBMMPGUIFJSBMMPDBUJPOTBUUIJTQPJOU
JOUJNF
1PMJUJDBM&OUJUZ
6QQFS#BTJO4UBUFT
$PMPSBEP
/FX.FYJDP

"OOVBMBMMPDBUJPO
JOBDSFGFFU
  
  
 

6UBI

  

8ZPNJOH

  

-PXFS#BTJO4UBUFT

  

$BMJGPSOJB

  

"SJ[POB

  

/FWBEB

 

.FYJDP
5PUBM

  
  

4PVSDF64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPO
5IF6QQFS#BTJOTUBUFTVTFBQFSDFOUBHF
GPSNVMBSBUIFSUIBOBDSFGFFUUPEJWJEFJUT
BMMPDBUJPO XIJDIJTXIZUIFTFSPVOEFEPõ
OVNCFSTEPOPUUBMMZNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU
"MTP /FX.FYJDPTTIBSFDPNFTGSPNB$PMP
SBEPUSJCVUBSZ UIF4BO+VBO3JWFS
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*GBOPċDJBMTIPSUBHFXFSFEFDMBSFEJO
UIF-PXFS#BTJO OPO*OEJBOBHSJDVM
UVSBMVTFSTPG$FOUSBM"SJ[POB1SPKFDU
$"1 XBUFSUIFNJMFMPOHTZTUFN
PGBRVFEVDUTUIBUEFMJWFSTNJMMJPO
BDSFGFFUBZFBSUP.BSJDPQB 1JOBM BOE
1JNBDPVOUJFTMFHBMMZXPVMEUBLFUIF
mSTUDVU"CPVUQFSDFOUPG"SJ[POBT
TIBSFPGUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFSHPFTUPBH
SJDVMUVSF
"%83%JSFDUPS)FSC(VFOUIFSSF
NJOEFEUIFBQQSPYJNBUFMZQFPQMFBU
UFOEJOHUIF1IPFOJYNFFUJOHUIBUMPOH
UFSNSFDPSETCBTFEPOUSFFSJOHTBOE
JTPUPQFTJOEJDBUFNPEFSOSFDPSETNJHIU
HJWFBOFYBHHFSBUFEWFSTJPOPGiOPSNBMw
TUSFBNnPX
i8FSFDPODFSOFEUIBUXFSFSFUVSOJOH
UPBNPSFAOPSNBMNPEF SBUIFSUIBOB
ATIPSUBHFNPEF w(VFOUIFSTBJE BMMVE
JOHUPUIFFWJEFODFUIBUUIF$PMPSBEP
IBTCFFOSVOOJOHIJHIGPSNPTUPGUIF
JOTUSVNFOUBMSFDPSEXIFODPNQBSFEUP
UIFMPOHFSSFDPSETPGQBTUDMJNBUF
5SFFSJOHSFDPSETBMTPSFWFBMFWJEFODF
PGJOGSFRVFOUCVUTFWFSFESPVHIUTUIBU
TQBOEFDBEFT XIJDIDMJNBUPMPHJTUTDBMM

  



















 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 

)FOMFZ POFPGUXP"SJ[POBSFQSFTFOUB
UJWFTJOPOHPJOHEJTDVTTJPOTBNPOHUIF
TFWFO64TUBUFTWZJOHGPS$PMPSBEP
3JWFSXBUFSJOUIFTFEBZTPGQFOEJOH
TIPSUBHF SFQPSUFEPOHPJOHQSPHSFTTPO
JOUFSTUBUFEJTDVTTJPOTEVSJOHB/PWFN
CFSQVCMJDNFFUJOHBUUIF"SJ[POB%F
QBSUNFOUPG8BUFS3FTPVSDFT "%83 
IFBERVBSUFSTJO1IPFOJYɨFJOUFSTUBUF
HSPVQJTFTTFOUJBMMZIPQJOHUPCVZUJNF 
XPSLJOHPVUJOUFSJNBHSFFNFOUTPO
IPXUPTIBSFUIFTIPSUBHFJOUIFIPQFT
UIBUUIFSJWFSIZESPMPHZXJMMTIJGUJOUP
BNPSFQMFOUJGVMNPEFCFGPSFUIFZIBWF
UPTFSJPVTMZXFJHIXIFUIFSUPTIPSU"SJ
[POBVTFSTPSMPTFQPXFS

    

i#FUXFFOBOE XFTQJMMFE
BCPVUNJMMJPOBDSFGFFUPGXBUFSUP
.FYJDP*GZPVTFFFWFOUTMJLFUIBU UIF
SFTFSWPJSTBSFHPJOHUPmMM w)FOMFZTBJE



-PX'MPX DPOUJOVFE

 

'JHVSF&TUJNBUFTPG$PMPSBEP3JWFSnPXGSPNoTIPXUIBUSJWFSMFWFMTnVDUVBUF
FYUFOTJWFMZBSPVOEUIFBWFSBHFnPXPGNJMMJPOBDSFGFFUBZFBS5IFFTUJNBUFTBSFGPSnPX
UISPVHIPVU$PMPSBEP3JWFST TRVBSFNJMFCBTJOBOEXFSFSFDPOTUSVDUFECZUIF64
#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPOCBTFEPOHBVHFEnPXBU-FFT'FSSZJO"SJ[POB

iNFHBESPVHIUTw1SFWJPVTNFHBESPVHIUT 
TVDIBTPOFJOUIDFOUVSZ/PSUI
"NFSJDB XSFBLFEIBWPDPOMPDBMQPQV
MBUJPOT)PXFWFS FWFOEVSJOHBESPVHIU
PSNFHBESPVHIU JOEJWJEVBMZFBSTPG
BCPWFBWFSBHFTUSFBNnPXDBOPDDVS

3JWFS$PNNJTTJPOTVNNBSJ[FEJOB
SFQPSUBWBJMBCMFPOUIFXFCTJUFGPSUIF
POHPJOH"SJ[POB$PMPSBEP3JWFS4IPSU
BHF8PSLTIPQT IUUQXXXBXCBTUBUF
B[VTBOOD";@$0@SJWFS@TIPSUBHFTIUN 

*OGBDU TPNFOPUFUIBUUIFTUSPOH
&M/J×PFWFOUUIBUIFMQFECPPTU$PMPSB
EP3JWFSTUSFBNnPXUPBCPVUNJMMJPO
BDSFGFFUUIBUZFBSDPVMECFTFFOBTBO
VOVTVBMMZXFUZFBSEVSJOHBESPVHIUUIBU
BDUVBMMZTUSFUDIFEGSPNo 4FF
5BCMFBOE'JHVSFGPSJMMVTUSBUJPO 

i-BLF1PXFMMUBLFTNPTUPGUIFTXJOHT
PGUIFESPVHIU wBTUIF64#3T+PIOTPO
OPUFE-BLF1PXFMMTFSWFTBTUIFDPMMFD
UJPOTJUFGPSBOOVBMDPOUSJCVUJPOGSPN
UIF6QQFS#BTJOTUBUFT/FX.FYJDP 
$PMPSBEP 6UBIBOE8ZPNJOHUPUIF
-PXFS#BTJOTUBUFTPG"SJ[POB $BMJGPS
OJBBOE/FWBEB

)PXFWFS FWFOBDPVQMFPGXFUZFBSTMJLF
BOEXJUIJOBTUSFUDIPGESZ
ZFBSTXPVMEEPMJUUMFUPBMMFWJBUFQPUFO
UJBMQSPCMFNTGSPNUIFDVSSFOUESPVHIU 
BTSFTFBSDIFSTEJTDPWFSFEXIFOUIFZ
NPEFMFEBMPOHUFSNESPVHIUCZBEEJOH
UIFTUSFBNnPXWBMVFTGPSoUP
UIFDVSSFOUSFDPSE
"MUIPVHIUIF-PXFS#BTJOTUBUFTUIFP
SFUJDBMMZDPVMESFDFJWFUIFJSGVMMBO
OVBMBMMPDBUJPOEVSJOHTVDIBTDFOBSJP 
JUXPVMEDPNFBUUIFDPTUPG(MFO
$BOZPOIZESPQPXFS*OUIFNPEFMFE
iXPSTUDBTFwTDFOBSJP -BLF1PXFMMT
MFWFMTXPVMECFUPPMPXUPZJFMEFMFDUSJ
DBMQPXFSGPSPGUIFOFYUZFBST 
BT%PO0TUMFSPGUIF6QQFS$PMPSBEP

"GUFSHFOFSBUJOHQPXFSUISPVHI1PXFMMT
(MFO$BOZPOEBN UIFXBUFSJTDIBO
OFMFEUPUIFTMJHIUMZMBSHFS-BLF.FBE
(MFO$BOZPO%BNTQPXFSJOUBLFQJQFT
BSFIJHIFSUIBOUIFQJQFTUIBUDBOTVQ
QMZXBUFSUPUIF-PXFS#BTJO"TJUJT 
FMFDUSJDJUZQSPEVDUJPOJTEPXOUPBCPVU
NFHBXBUUTGSPNJUTQPUFOUJBMDBQBD
JUZPG JOQBSUCFDBVTFUIFMPXFS
SFTFSWPJSMFWFMNFBOTJODPNJOHXBUFS
FYFSUTMFTTGPSDFPOUIFUVSCJOFTUIBU
HFOFSBUFQPXFS FYQMBJOFE-FTMJF+BNFT 
FYFDVUJWFEJSFDUPSPGUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFS
&OFSHZ%JTUSJCVUPST"TTPDJBUJPO
*GQVTIDPNFTUPTIPWF QSPWJEJOHXBUFS
UPUIFBHSJDVMUVSBMVTFSTUBLFTQSJPSJUZ
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF35
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-PX'MPX DPOUJOVFE
PWFSQSPWJEJOHQPXFS BDDPSEJOHUPPOF
PGUIFNBOZMFHBMBHSFFNFOUTHVJEJOH
$PMPSBEP3JWFSVTF"MTP MFHBMBHSFF
NFOUTIBWFCFFOJOUFSQSFUFEBTSFRVJSJOH
UIF6QQFS#BTJOTUBUFT XIJDIQSPEVDF
BCPVUQFSDFOUPGUIFSVOPĊUIBUGFFET
UIF$PMPSBEP3JWFS UPQBTTBMPOHUIF
XBUFSBMMPDBUFEUPUIF-PXFS#BTJOTUBUFT
FWFOJGJUNFBOTTIPSUJOHJUTPXOVTFST
ɨF-PXFS#BTJOTUBUFTIBWFBMXBZTSF
DFJWFEBUMFBTUUIFGVMMNJMMJPOBDSF
GFFUBMMPDBUFEUPUIFN +PIOTPOOPUFE 
QMVTIBMGPGUIFNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU
QSPNJTFEUP.FYJDPBTQBSUPGB
USFBUZ#VUOPXTPNF6QQFS#BTJOTUBUF
NBOBHFSTBSFDIBMMFOHJOHUIFOFFEUP
EFMJWFSUIFVTVBMNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU
BZFBSQPJOUJOHPVUUIBUMFHBMMZUIFZ
NVTUEFMJWFSNJMMJPOBDSFGFFUFWFSZ
EFDBEFBOEBSHVJOHUIBU-PXFS#BTJO
USJCVUBSJFTTIPVMEDPOUSJCVUFUP.FYJDPT
TIBSF
0OFQPUFOUJBMCBSHBJOJOHDIJQIFME
CZUIF6QQFS#BTJOJTUIBUBTIPSUBHF
PGQPXFSXPVMEIVSUUIF-PXFS#BTJO
TUBUFTBTXFMM CFZPOEJODSFBTJOHUIF
DPTUPGFMFDUSJDJUZUPUIPTFXIPOPSNBMMZ
EFQFOEVQPO(MFO$BOZPO1PXFS
TPVSDFTɨFVUJMJUZQSPWJEFTBCPVU
UISFFRVBSUFSTPGUIFNJMMJPO#BTJO
'VOESFWFOVFT TPNFPGXIJDIHPFTUP
QSPUFDUFOEBOHFSFETQFDJFT BDDPSEJOH
UP0TUMFSTSFQPSU4P"SJ[POBBOE/FX
.FYJDPIBWFNPSFUIBOBQBTTJOHJOUFS
FTUJOSFBDIJOHBOJOUFSJNBHSFFNFOU
XJUIUIF6QQFS#BTJOUPBWPJEUIFOFFE
GPSPċDJBM BOEUIFSFGPSFIFBWJMZSFHV
MBUFE BDUJPO
Additional coverage of Colorado River
Basin issues can be found in other
University of Arizona publications!
including Arizona Water Resource!
available at http:,,www*ag*arizona*
edu,AZWATER,awr,awrmain*html!
and Southwest Hydrology! at http:,,
www*swhydro*arizona*edu,*
Melanie Lenart is a post+doctoral re+
search associate with the Climate As+
sessment for the Southwest*

8BUFSNBOBHFSTTIBSFBSBOHFPGWJFXQPJOUTPO
UIFPVUMPPLGPS$PMPSBEP3JWFSXBUFSTVQQMJFT
ēĪ)ĠĝĝĪ)ĒģĥĞĒğğ
%PGPSFDBTUTPG&M/J×P XJOUFSUFNQFSB
UVSFTBOEQSFDJQJUBUJPO TOPXGBMM BOEXB
UFSTVQQMJFTCPEFXFMMGPSXBUFSNBOBHFST
JOUIF4PVUIXFTU "TXJUITPNBOZUIJOHT
JOMJGF JUEFQFOETPOZPVSQFSTQFDUJWF"
WBSJFUZPGWJFXQPJOUTBCPVUGVUVSF$PMP
SBEP3JWFS#BTJOXBUFSTVQQMJFTXFSFJO
FWJEFODFBUBSFDFOUJOUFSBHFODZCSJFmOH
IFME/PWFNCFSJO4BMU-BLF$JUZ
"DDPSEJOHUP5JN3ZBO PGUIF#VSFBVPG
3FDMBNBUJPO -BLF1PXFMMBOE-BLF.FBE
XFSFBUPOMZQFSDFOUBOEQFSDFOU
PGAMJWFDBQBDJUZBTPG/PWFNCFS 
-BLF1PXFMMIBTOUCFFOUIJTMPXTJODF
 ZFBSTJOUPUIFZFBSTSFRVJSFE
GPSUIFSFTFSWPJSUPmMMBGUFSDPNQMFUJPOPG
(MFO$BOZPO%BN

JOUIFSFHJPOXPVMESBJTFUIF1BMNFS
%SPVHIU*OEFY BOJOEJDBUPSPGTPJMNPJT
UVSF POMZTMJHIUMZ
ɨF$PMPSBEP#BTJO3JWFS'PSFDBTU$FOUFS
IBTCFFONBLJOHFBSMZPVUMPPLTPG-BLF
1PXFMMJOnPXTVTJOHUIFJSQSPCBCJMJTUJD
GPSFDBTUTZTUFNɨFJSNPTUSFDFOUPVU
MPPL DPNQVUFE/PWFNCFS HJWFTB
QFSDFOUDIBODFPGVOSFHVMBUFEJOnPXT
BCPWFNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU ."' EVSJOH
"QSJMo+VMZ CVUBMTPBQFSDFOU
DIBODFPGIBWJOHMPXFSJOnPXTɨBUT
IJHIFSUIBOUIF."'PVUMPPLFTUJ
NBUFEJO"VHVTU CVUTUJMMMPXFSUIBOUIF
MPOHUFSNBWFSBHFPG."'

ɨFSFNBZCFTPNFDBVTFGPSPQUJNJTN
CBTFEPOUIFXFBL&M/J×PEFDMBSFEFBS
MJFSUIJTZFBS&M/J×PJTTPNFUJNFTDPS
SFMBUFEXJUIJODSFBTFEXJOUFSQSFDJQJUBUJPO
ɨF#VSFBVTFFTUIFMPXMFWFMTBTJOEJDBU
GPSUIF4PVUIXFTU#VUBT,MBVT8PMUFSPG
JOHTVDDFTTGVMXBUFSNBOBHFNFOU CFDBVTF UIF$MJNBUF%JBHOPTUJDT$FOUFSTUSFTTFE 
UIFTZTUFNXBTEFTJHOFEUPIBWFMPXXBUFS &M/J×PIBTNBOZnBWPSTɨJTFWFOUT
MFWFMTEVSJOHUJNFTPGESPVHIU"OEUIFSF PDFBOUFNQFSBUVSFQBUUFSOTBSFRVJUFVO
JTOPRVFTUJPOUIFCBTJOJTFYQFSJFODJOH
MJLFUIFBOEFWFOUTUIBU
ESPVHIUɨFoQFSJPEIBTCFFO CSPVHIUXFUXJOUFSTBOEIJHIXBUFSTVQ
UIFXPSTUNJESBOHFESPVHIUJOIJTUPSJ
QMJFTUPUIF4PVUIXFTU
DBMSFDPSET-BLF1PXFMMIBEOPBCPWF
BWFSBHFnPXTTJODF4FQUFNCFS VOUJM *OGBDUUIFIPQFPG&M/J×PNBZUVSO
UIFZmOBMMZSFBQQFBSFEJO0DUPCFS
UPQFTTJNJTNXIFOMPPLJOHBUTJNJMBS
&M/J×PFWFOUTJOUIFQBTU0OFBOBMPH
&WFOXJUIBCPWFBWFSBHFnPX UIFSFT
JODMVEFTUIFESBNBUJDBMMZESZXJOUFSPG
DPODFSOBCPVUUIFSVOPĊFċDJFODZPGUIF BOEPUIFSTTVHHFTUBESJFSXJOUFS
CBTJO8IJMFQSFDJQJUBUJPOIBTCFFOBCPVU JTNPSFMJLFMZUIBOBXFUUFSXJOUFSVOMFTT
QFSDFOUPGBWFSBHF JOnPXTUP-BLF
UIF&M/J×PTUSFOHUIFOTSBQJEMZPWFSUIF
1PXFMMIBWFCFFOPOMZBCPVUQFSDFOU
MBUFXJOUFSBOETQSJOH"OPUIFSDPODFSO
PGBWFSBHFɨJTSFTVMUTGSPNTPJMNPJTUVSF JTUIFTUSPOHUSFOEPGXBSNFSXJOUFSUFN
EFmDJUT XIJDI5PN1BHBOPPGUIF/BUVSBM QFSBUVSFTUIBUDBOEFDJNBUFTOPXQBDLT
3FTPVSDFT$POTFSWBUJPO4FSWJDFMJLFOFE
BOEESBNBUJDBMMZSFEVDFTVCTFRVFOUSJWFS
UPIJHIJOUFSFTUDSFEJUDBSEEFCUTUIBUUBLF nPXT MJLFJO.BSDI
TJHOJmDBOUAFYUSBSFWFOVFUPQBZCBDL
"QSBHNBUJDQFSTQFDUJWFJTUPDPOTJEFS
4PJMNPJTUVSFSPTFESBNBUJDBMMZJOQBSUT
IPXUPBWPJEUIFXPSTUDPOTFRVFODFT
PGUIF4PVUIXFTUXJUIUIFFYUSFNFTUPSNT JG$PMPSBEP3JWFSnPXTBOESFTFSWPJS
JO0DUPCFS UPMFWFMTVTVBMMZFYQFSJFODFE
MFWFMTDPOUJOVFUPCFMPX-BLF1PXFMM
POMZEVSJOHTQSJOHTOPXNFMU#VUUIF
JTVOMJLFMZUPCFSFmMMFEJO#VU&M
6QQFS$PMPSBEP#BTJOOPUBCMZNJTTFEPVU /J×P XBUFSTIFEDPOEJUJPOT BOEDMJNBUF
POUIBUQSFDJQJUBUJPO"MTP TIPSUUFSN
PVUMPPLTTIPVMECFNPOJUPSFEBOESFDPO
SFMJFGPGTVSGBDFTPJMNPJTUVSFTIPVMEOPU
TJEFSFEJOBDPVQMFNPOUITCFGPSFUBLJOH
CFDPOGVTFEXJUIMPOHUFSNSFDPWFSZUP
BOZJSSFWFSTJCMFBDUJPOT
QSFESPVHIUHSPVOEXBUFS SJWFSnPX PS
SFTFSWPJSDPOEJUJPOT"DDPSEJOHUP%PVH
Holly Hartmann is an assistant research
-F$PNQUFPGUIF$MJNBUF1SFEJDUJPO
scientist in Hydrology and Water Re+
$FOUFS FWFOUIFXFUUFTUXJOUFSPOSFDPSE sources at the University of Arizona
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ǰFGVUVSF$PMPSBEP3JWFS8JMMJUEFMJWFS
3JTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFT
XJMMQVUTUSFTTPOCPUI
TVQQMZBOEEFNBOE

ɨFDVSSFOUESPVHIUBMSFBEZJTDIBMMFOH
JOHUIBUBTTVNQUJPO BT$"1XBUFSVTFST
XPVMECFUIFmSTUUPIBWFUIFJSXBUFS
TVQQMZSFEVDFEJGBTIPSUBHFXFSFEF
ēĪ.ĖĝĒğĚĖ-ĖğĒģĥ
DMBSFEJOUIF-PXFS#BTJOTUBUFTPG"SJ
[POB /FWBEB BOE$BMJGPSOJBɨFPO
HPJOHXBSNJOHPGUIFBUNPTQIFSFBEET
$MJNBUFDIBOHFDPVMEGVSUIFSIVNCMF
UIFNJHIUZ$PMPSBEP BMSFBEZCPXFECZ UPUIFVODFSUBJOUZPGUIF4PVUIXFTUT
UIFPOHPJOHESPVHIUBOETISVOLFOCZB XBUFSGVUVSF +BDPCTFYQMBJOFE
HSPXJOHQPQVMBUJPOPG"SJ[POBVTFST
iɨFCJHJTTVFJTXIFUIFSXFDBOTUPSF
FOPVHIXBUFSUPPĊTFUMPOHFSESPVHIU
$VSSFOUMZ UIF$PMPSBEP3JWFSNFFUT
QFSJPETUIBOXFQSFWJPVTMZBOUJDJQBUFE w
BCPVUUXPmGUITPG"SJ[POBTXBUFS
TIFTBJE
OFFET XJUIHSPVOEXBUFSQSPWJEJOHBO
PUIFSUXPmGUITBOEPUIFSSJWFSTTVQQMZ
JOHNPTUPGUIFSFNBJOJOHEFNBOE#VU 3FTFSWPJSTUPSBHFJO-BLF1PXFMMBOE
UIFQPUFOUJBMGPSSJTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFTUP
-BLF.FBEUPUBMFEBCPVUNJMMJPO
EFDSFBTFUIFBNPVOUPGXBUFSTVQQMJFE
BDSFGFFUBTPG%FD BMUIPVHIPOMZ
CZUIF$PMPSBEPXIJMFTJNVMUBOFPVTMZ
BCPVUUISFFGPVSUITPGXIBUSFNBJOT
JODSFBTJOHPWFSBMMXBUFSEFNBOEIBT
JTBDDFTTJCMF*OBEEJUJPO "SJ[POBIBT
TQSFBESJQQMFTPGDPODFSOBNPOHUIPTF iCBOLFEwBCPVUNJMMJPOBDSFGFFUPG
XIPNPOJUPSBOENPEFMUIF$PMPSBEP
$PMPSBEPXBUFSWJBHSPVOEXBUFSSF
DIBSHFBOEPUIFSQSPHSBNTTJODF 
BOEPUIFS"SJ[POBXBUFSTPVSDFT
TBJE5JNPUIZ)FOMFZ NBOBHFSPGUIF
.VDIPG"SJ[POBT$PMPSBEPXBUFSnPXT "SJ[POB8BUFS#BOLJOH"VUIPSJUZ
UISPVHIBOPQFODBOBMTZTUFNLOPXO
3FDPOTUSVDUJPOTPGQBTUESPVHIUTCBTFE
BTUIF$FOUSBM"SJ[POB1SPKFDU $"1 
POUSFFSJOHSFDPSETJOEJDBUFUIBUUXP
XIJDIEFMJWFSTSJWFSXBUFSUP1IPFOJY 
SJWFSTTVQQMZJOH1IPFOJYXJUIXBUFS 
5VDTPO BOEPUIFSDJUJFT FYQMBJOFE
UIF$PMPSBEPBOEUIF4BMU DBOCFJO
,BUIBSJOF+BDPCTEVSJOHB%FDFNCFS
ESPVHIUTJNVMUBOFPVTMZ BT$-*."4
QSFTTCSJFmOHPOXBSNJOHBOEXBUFS
1SPKFDU.BOBHFS(SFHH(BSmOOPUFE
TVQQMZUIBUXBTPSHBOJ[FECZUXP6OJ
WFSTJUZPG"SJ[POBHSPVQTUIF$FOUFSGPS EVSJOHUIFCSJFmOH TIPXJOHQSFMJNJ
OBSZSFTVMUTPGBOBOBMZTJTCZ,BUIFSJOF
4VTUBJOBCJMJUZPGTFNJ"SJE)ZESPMPHZ
)JSTDICPFDLBOE%BWJE.FLPPGUIF
BOE3JQBSJBO"SFBT 4")3" BOEUIF
6OJWFSTJUZPG"SJ[POB-BCPSBUPSZPG
$MJNBUF"TTFTTNFOUGPSUIF4PVUIXFTU
$-*."4 
5SFF3JOH3FTFBSDIɨFmOBMSFTVMUT
PGUIFTUVEZBSFFYQFDUFEUPCFSFMFBTFE
i*OUIFDPOUFYUPG"TTVSFE8BUFS4VQQMZ QVCMJDMZJOFBSMZCZUIF4BMU3JWFS
EFUFSNJOBUJPOT UIF"SJ[POB%FQBSU
1SPKFDU

NFOUPG8BUFS3FTPVSDFTVTFTBOBT
TVNQUJPOUIBUUIF$"1JTBSFMJBCMFTVQ (PWFSOPS+BOFU/BQPMJUBOPBMTPTFFTB
QMZ wTBJE+BDPCT XIPXPSLFEGPSUIF
DPOOFDUJPOCFUXFFOXBSNJOHUFNQFSB
UVSFTBOESFHJPOBMXBUFSTVQQMJFTBOE
"%83GPSNPSFUIBOZFBSTCFGPSF
OPUFEIFSDPODFSOJOBOBTJEFGPMMPXJOH
KPJOJOHUIF6"GBDVMUZMBTUZFBS6OEFS
B8BUFS-JTUFOJOH4FTTJPOJO5VDTPOMBTU
UIF"TTVSFE8BUFS4VQQMZEFUFSNJOB
UJPOTUIBUBQQMZUPOFXTVCEJWJTJPOTJO
XFFL
DFOUSBM"SJ[POBNFUSPQPMJUBOBSFBT EF
WFMPQFSTNVTUTIPXPOQBQFSUIBUUIFSFT i*NDPODFSOFEBCPVUDMJNBUFDIBOHF
FOPVHIXBUFSUPTVQQPSUUIFJSQSPQPTFE JOBMPUPGEJĊFSFOUXBZT*UIJOLUIF
TVCEJWJTJPOTGPSZFBST
ESPVHIUJTDFSUBJOMZBOPVUHSPXUIPG

DMJNBUFDIBOHF wUIFHPWFSOPSTBJE BEE
JOHUIBUTIFCFMJFWFEOBUJPOBMMFHJTMBUJPO
XBTOFFEFEUPBEESFTTUIFQSPCMFN/B
UJPOBMMZ UIFCJQBSUJTBOi$MJNBUF4UFX
BSETIJQ"DU wDPTQPOTPSFECZ"SJ[POB
4FOBUPS+PIO.D$BJO DBMMTGPSSFEVDFE
FNJTTJPOTPGDBSCPOEJPYJEFBOEPUIFS
HSFFOIPVTFHBTFTUIBUUSBQIFBUBUUIF
TVSGBDF
(SFFOIPVTFXBSNJOHJTFYQFDUFEUP
CVNQVQUIFBWFSBHFBOOVBMUFN
QFSBUVSFJOUIF4PVUIXFTUCZBCPVU
UPEFHSFFT'BISFOIFJUPWFSUIFOFYU
ZFBST BDDPSEJOHUPBOBOBMZTJTCZ
.BSUJO)PFSMJOH +PO&JTIFJE BOE(BSZ
#BUFTPGUIF/BUJPOBM0DFBOJDBOE"U
NPTQIFSJD"ENJOJTUSBUJPO /0"" UIBU
JOWPMWFEBWFSBHJOHGPVSEJĊFSFOUHMPCBM
DMJNBUFNPEFMT
ɨFMJOLCFUXFFOHSFFOIPVTFHBTFTBOE
UFNQFSBUVSFJTGBJSMZQSFEJDUBCMF-POH
UFSNUFNQFSBUVSFnVDUVBUJPOTUFOE
UPHPVQBOEEPXOXJUIBUNPTQIFSJD
DBSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMTJOUJNF BOEUFN
QFSBUVSFQSPKFDUJPOTGPSUIFGVUVSFNJS
SPSUIFHSPXJOHBDDVNVMBUJPOPGDBSCPO
EJPYJEFBOEPUIFSHSFFOIPVTFHBTFTJO
UIFBUNPTQIFSF
ɨFSFMBUJPOTIJQCFUXFFOUFNQFSBUVSF
JODSFBTFTBOEQSFDJQJUBUJPOJTMFTTDFSUBJO
8IJMFTPNFDMJNBUFNPEFMTQSFEJDUBO
JODSFBTFJOQSFDJQJUBUJPOGPSUIF4PVUI
XFTU PUIFSTQSFEJDUBEFDSFBTFPSBMBDL
PGDIBOHF)PXFWFS NPTUQSFEJDUB
HSFBUFSQSPQPSUJPOPGSBJODPNQBSFE
UPTOPXBTTQSJOHBSSJWFTFBSMJFSJOUIF
ZFBSBOEGBMMMJOHFSTMBUFSɨFEFDMJOFJO
TOPXEBZTDPVMEBĊFDUPWFSBMMTUSFBN
nPX BTUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFSEFQFOET
VQPOTQSJOHTOPXNFMUGPSNVDIPGJUT
BOOVBMWPMVNF 'JHVSF 

#VUFWFOJGQSFDJQJUBUJPOSBUFTSFNBJOFE
UIFTBNFPSJODSFBTFEPOMZTPNF
XIBUUIFQSPKFDUFEDIBOHFJOUFNQFSB
UVSFBMPOFXPVMEJNQBDUXBUFSTVQQMJFT 
+BDPCTOPUFEBUUIFCSJFmOH"OJODSFBTF
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF37
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#!
JOBOOVBMUFNQFSBUVSFCZEFHSFFT
ɨF6OJWFSTJUZPG8BTIJOH

'BISFOIFJU BTQSFEJDUFECZUIF/0""
UPONPEFMEJEOPUTJNV

BOBMZTJT DPVMEUSBOTMBUFJOUPBQFSDFOU MBUFBQPUFOUJBMJODSFBTFPG

PSNPSFJODSFBTFJOFWBQPSBUJPOSBUFT 
SBJOPOTOPXFWFOUT POUIF

CBTFEPODBMDVMBUJPOTCZ1BVM#SPXOPG PUIFSIBOEɨFTFFWFOUTDBO

UIF6"T"SJ[POB.FUFPSPMPHJDBM/FU
DBVTFnPPETUIBUIFMQmMM
XPSL TIFQPJOUFEPVU
SFTFSWPJST BMUIPVHISFTFSWPJS

HBJOTGSPNUIFTFFWFOUTUFOE
&WBQPSBUJPOGSPNTUSFBNTBOESFTFSWPJST UPNFBOMPTTFTJOHSPVOE


XBUFSSFDIBSHF"UBOZSBUF  'JHVSF7BMVFTGPSBWFSBHFNPOUIMZnPXPGUIF$PMPSBEP
DPOTVNFEBCPVUCJMMJPOHBMMPOT
UIFTFOTJUJWJUZPGUIFTZTUFN 3JWFS BCPWF BSFCBTFEPO64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPO
NJMMJPOBDSFGFFU JOUIF-PXFS
TIPVMEDPODFSOXBUFSNBO
#BTJOGSPN)PPWFS%BNPOEPXO
NPOUIMZSFDPOTUSVDUJPOTGPSo VTJOHBDUVBMNFB
TVSFNFOUTPGTUSFBNnPXBU-FFT'FSSZ "SJ[POB DPVQMFE
BHFST UIFBVUIPSTOPUFJO
EVSJOH OPUDPVOUJOHUIF$"1
UIFJS$MJNBUJD$IBOHFQBQFS XJUISFQPSUTPGXJUIESBXBMTCZ6QQFS#BTJOVTFST.PTUPG
TZTUFN CBTFEPOmHVSFTJOB64#V
UIF$PMPSBEPTWPMVNFDPNFTEVSJOHTQSJOHBOETVNNFS 
SFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPOSFQPSU"QFSDFOU .BSDI  
BTTOPXNFMUTPOUIF3PDLZ.PVOUBJOQFBLTUIBUQSPWJEF
JODSFBTFXPVMECPPTUUIFBNPVOUMPTU
UIFCVMLPGUIFSJWFSTWPMVNF5IJTNBLFTUIFSJWFSTFOTJUJWF
UPFWBQPSBUJPOCZBOPUIFSCJMMJPO
iɨFCPUUPNMJOFJNQMJDBUJPO UPDIBOHFTJOTOPXDPWFS
PGUIFQBQFSJTUIBUUIFTZT
HBMMPOTBOOVBMMZ FOPVHIXBUFSUPUIFP
SFUJDBMMZTVQQPSU TPVUIXFTUFSO
UFNJTJOBWFSZGSBHJMFFRVJ
SBUFTUIBUDPVMEBDDPNQBOZBEFHSFF
SFTJEFOUT ɨFSFBSFBCPVU HBM MJCSJVN7FSZTNBMMDIBOHFTJOQSFDJQJ
'BISFOIFJUUFNQFSBUVSFJODSFBTF UIFO 
MPOTJOFBDIBDSFGPPUPGXBUFS FOPVHI
UBUJPOBSFBCMFUPSFEVDFUIFSVOPĊTP
DPVMEDPOTVNFSPVHIMZCJMMJPOBE
UPTVQQPSUBOBWFSBHFGBNJMZPGGPVSGPS UIFTZTUFNJTOPMPOHFSJOFRVJMJCSJVN w EJUJPOBMHBMMPOT
BZFBS 
FYQMBJOFE1SPGFTTPS%FOOJT-FUUFONBJFS 

POFPGUIFmWFSFTFBSDIFSTXIPEFTJHOFE "UUIFTBNFUJNF IJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFT
&WBQPSBUJPOPDDVSSJOHCFGPSFUIFXBUFS
BOEUFTUFEUIFNPEFM
XJMMTUSFUDIPVUUIFHSPXJOHTFBTPO BT
SFBDIFTUIF$PMPSBEPSJWFSCFENBZQSPWF
TQSJOHDPNFTFBSMJFSBOEGBMMTUBZTMBUFS
FWFONPSFJNQPSUBOUBTDMJNBUFXBSNT 3VOPĊUFOETUPEFDMJOFBUBGBTUFSSBUF
ɨJTDBOMFBEUPJODSFBTFEXBUFSEFNBOE
&WJEFODFJOEJDBUFTUIFUFNQFSBUVSF
UIBOQSFDJQJUBUJPOEFDSFBTFT JOSFBMJUZ
GPSVSCBOMBOETDBQJOH 8PPEBSETBJE
JODSFBTFTXJMMNBLFUIFSJWFSNPSFTFOTJ
BTXFMMBTJOUIFJSNPEFM'PSJOTUBODF 
"MUIPVHIUIFIJHIFSDBSCPOEJPYJEFMFW
UJWFUPDIBOHFTJOUJNJOHBOEBNPVOUPG UIFNFSFQFSDFOUEFDSFBTFJOQSFDJQJUB FMTBDUVBMMZJNQSPWFUIFXBUFSFċDJFODZ
TOPXBOESBJO NBJOMZCZBĊFDUJOHUIF
UJPOJOUIF$PMPSBEP3JWFS#BTJOEVSJOH PGQMBOUT UIFQPUFOUJBMXBUFSTBWJOHT
SBUFPGXBUFSnPXJOHGSPNPWFSMBOETPJMT UIBUUIFZDJUFJOUIFJSQBQFSUSBOT
GSPNUIJTGBDUPSNBZXFMMCFMPTUUPUIF
MBUFEJOUPBSPVHIMZQFSDFOUESPQJO
UPTUSFBNT LOPXOBTSVOPĊ
MPOHFSHSPXJOHTFBTPO IFTBJE
CBTJOXJEFTUSFBNnPXUIBUZFBS CBTFE
#BTJDBMMZ ESJFSTPJMTUFOEUPBCTPSCNPSF PO64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPOEBUB
)JHIFSFWBQPSBUJPOSBUFTXJMMCPPTU
PGUIFXBUFSJODIJOHUPXBSETUSFBNT 
XBUFSEFNBOEBNPOHQPPMPXOFSTBT
.FBOXIJMF XBSNJOHUFNQFSBUVSFTBSF
NVDIBTBESZTQPOHFDBQUVSFTNPSF
XFMM'VSUIFS IJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFTXJMM
MJLFMZUPJODSFBTFEFNBOEGPSXBUFSCZ
NPJTUVSFUIBOBXFUPOF
JODSFBTFUIFEFNBOEGPSFMFDUSJDBMQPXFS 
CPUIBHSJDVMUVSBMBOEVSCBOVTFST BT
XIJDIDPOTVNFTXBUFSUISPVHIDPPMJOH
+BDPCTBOE4")3"DPMMFBHVF(BSZ
'PSJOTUBODF BIZESPMPHJDBMNPEFMEF
UPXFST 8PPEBSEOPUFE$PPMJOHUPXFST
WFMPQFECZ6OJWFSTJUZPG8BTIJOHUPO
8PPEBSEOPUFEEVSJOHUIFCSJFmOH"H CFDPNFMFTTFċDJFOUXJUIXBSNFSUFN
SFTFBSDIFSTUPSFQSFTFOUUIFZFBST
SJDVMUVSFBDDPVOUTGPSBCPVUQFSDFOU QFSBUVSFT IFBEEFE
UPGPVOEBMMPDBUJPOTUPUIF-PXFS PG"SJ[POBTXBUFSVTFBOEQFSDFOUPG
#BTJOTUBUFTDPVMEGBMMTIPSUPOFGPVSUI
UIFTUBUFT$PMPSBEP3JWFSVTF"QQMZJOH ɨFGVUVSF$PMPSBEP3JWFSDPVMECF
PGUIFUJNFJOUIFJSDMJNBUFDIBOHF
UIFQFSDFOUSBUJPUP"SJ[POBTBOOVBM TUSFUDIFEUIJOGPSPUIFSSFBTPOTJOBE
TDFOBSJPɨFZQBJSFEUIFQSPKFDUFEJO
BMMPDBUJPOPGNJMMJPOBDSFGFFUXPVME EJUJPOUPSJTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFT JODMVEJOH
DSFBTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFTXJUInVDUVBUJOH
QPMJDZDIBOHFTBOEHSPXJOHQPQVMBUJPO
NBLFUIJTBCPVUCJMMJPOHBMMPOT
QSFDJQJUBUJPOSBUFTUIBUBWFSBHFEBCPVU
"UUIJTQPJOU "SJ[POBJTVTJOHBMMPGJUT
QFSDFOUMPXFSUIBOUIFOPSNGPS 0GUIJT BCPVUCJMMJPOHBMMPOTPG
BOOVBMBMMPDBUJPO 'JHVSF BMUIPVHI
UPɨJTTMJHIUEFDMJOFJOQSFDJQJUB XBUFSBZFBSFWBQPSBUFGSPNDSPQMBOET 
TPNFPGJUHPFTGPSHSPVOEXBUFSSF
UJPOZJFMEFEBQFSDFOUSFEVDUJPOJO
DIBSHFQSPHSBNT
KVEHJOHGSPN64#3EBUBGPS
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF 3838
SVOPĊ
ɨFQFSDFOUJODSFBTFJOFWBQPSBUJPO

38' % Feature Article

$PMPSBEP3JWFS DPOUJOVFE

8IFOHSPVOEXBUFSJTGBDUPSFEJO NPTU
PGUIFJODSFBTJOHEFNBOEGPSXBUFSJO
UIFGVUVSFTFFNTMJLFMZUPDPNFGSPN
QPQVMBUJPOHSPXUIBTEFWFMPQFSTCVJME
OFXTVCEJWJTJPOTBSPVOEUIFTUBUF

 











 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 







#ZTPNFBDDPVOUT UIFBOOVBMBNPVOU
PG$PMPSBEPXBUFSPXFEUPUIFWBSJPVT
USJCFTTVSQBTTFTUIFNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU
BMMPDBUFEUPUIFFOUJSFTUBUF#ZBMMBD
DPVOUT USJCBMSJHIUTUPBTIBSFPGUIF
$PMPSBEPDBOPOMZJODSFBTFJOZFBSTUP
DPNF-FHBMXSBOHMJOHDPOUJOVFTXIJMF
TPNFSFTFSWBUJPOSFTJEFOUTDPOUJOVFUP
IBVMXBUFSUPUIFJSIPNFT



 

5SJCBMOFFETXJMMCFBTPVSDFPGEFNBOE
JOZFBSTUPDPNFɨJTJODSFBTFXJMMFY
QBOEBTPċDJBMTGSPNNBOZTJEFTOFHP
UJBUFBOEMJUJHBUFUPJNQMFNFOUBQPMJDZ
UIBUIBTUFDIOJDBMMZCFFOPOUIFCPPLT
GPSEFDBEFTDBSSZJOHPVUUIFQSPNJTF
UPTIBSF$PMPSBEP3JWFSXBUFSXJUIUIF
"NFSJDBO*OEJBOTMJWJOHPO"SJ[POBT
NBOZSFTFSWBUJPOT




'JHVSF5IFQSPQPSUJPOUIBU"SJ[POBVTFTPGJUTNJMMJPOBDSFGFFU$PMPSBEP3JWFSBMMPDB
UJPOIBTDMJNCFEJOSFDFOUZFBST*OZFBSTPGEFDMBSFETVSQMVT JUDBOFWFOFYDFFEUIFBMMPDBUJPO
4PNFPGUIFJODSFBTFJOVTFTJODF IPXFWFS SFMBUFTUPiCBOLFEw$PMPSBEPXBUFSBTQBSUPG
BO"SJ[POBQSPHSBNUPSFDIBSHFHSPVOEXBUFS4PVSDF64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPOEBUB

SFDFJWFENPSFDPNNFOUBSZ XJUIOJOF
QFPQMFXFJHIJOHJO OPUDPVOUJOHUIPTF
XIPQPJOUFEBDDVTJOHmOHFSTBUHPMG
DPVSTFT"GFXUBDLMFECPUIDPOTFSWB
UJPOBOEQPQVMBUJPOHSPXUI

i&YJTUJOHQFPQMFIBWFUPSFEVDFUIFJSFY
JTUJOHVTFJOPSEFSUPBMMPXPUIFSQFPQMF
UPDPNFJO wTBJEBSFBSFTJEFOU5SJDJB
i8FBOUJDJQBUFUIBUUIF"SJ[POBQPQVMB
UJPOXJMMDPOUJOVFUPHSPXBUUIFSBUF
(FSSPEFUUF XIPMJLFOFEMJWJOHBNJEUIF
JUIBTJOUIFMBTUEFDBEF wUIFHPWFSOPS
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Global warming could affect groundwater recharge

B M L

Less than a week after record streamflow
filled the six-lane-highway sized Rillito
River with churning brown water, barely
a puddle remained visible in the Tucson
stretch near River and Park. A logjam
piled up against a bridge bore silent
testimony to the late July flood, which
seemed to have passed on (Figure 1).
Actually, some of it had passed underground. Judging from previous events,
remnants of the floodwaters continued
to trickle toward the water table about
120 feet below the barely moist surface.
Groundwater reservoirs remain mysteriously out of sight, making fluctuations
of these important sources of southwestern water difficult to measure. It’s even
more challenging to project how they
might fare as climate changes with the
ongoing global warming.
Recent research shows that groundwater
replenishment in the Southwest depends largely on floods, especially winter floods. This, in turn, means the fate
of El Niño and snow cover likely hold
the key to how groundwater recharge
rates will change as the climate warms.
The fate of El Niño as climate continues
to warm remains unclear. Snow cover
changes are more predictable. The changes
they will wreak on groundwater recharge
is less predictable, but not encouraging.
Short-term recharge
“The thing that really drives groundwater
recharge are these large storm events,”
which typically occur in winter, explained John Hoffmann, brandishing a
graph showing episodes of groundwater
recharge along the Rillito from one of
his studies. The U.S. Geological Survey
hydrologist pointed to the boost in aquifer
levels during the winter of 1998, when
the Rillito flowed for a month straight.
“That sustained flow provided an opportunity for focused recharge,” Hoffmann

Figure 1. Tucson resident Robert Segal stands by debris collected by supports of the First Avenue bridge where it crosses the Rillito River. The July 31 high waters that carried the logs had
moved downstream or underground by August 5, when this picture was taken.

added during a conversation in his Tucson office that also included Stan Leake,
a hydrologist who has considered how
climate change might impact groundwater recharge processes. Like the 2006
flood, a 1999 summer flood during the
study disappeared more quickly, providing less time for recharge (Figure 2).
Riverbeds focus recharge in space as well
as time, Leake explained. Unlike most
of the southwestern lowlands, riverbeds
do not contain a layer of caliche. Composed of calcium carbonate—roughly
the same material as concrete—caliche
blocks the downward flow of water. Caliche forms when the carbonate in rainfall joins with the calcium in the soil,
often combining as the water evaporates
back up through the soil horizon.
Along with riverbeds, mountain fronts
also serve as major recharge sites. The alluvial fans of sediment spreading across
the foothills can soak up the melted
snow streaming down from the peaks as
well as the monsoonal rainfall of summer that the mountains help spur.
Just how much recharge occurs along

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

mountain fronts versus in riverbeds
depends on the region and the climate
that year, noted James Hogan, the assistant director of SAHRA, a University of
Arizona consortium of water researchers. His work in the San Pedro Basin
of southeastern Arizona suggests the
recharge occurring in riverbeds can range
from zero, such as during a dry year like
2002, up to 40 percent during a year
with a strong monsoon, such as 1999.
Like the oil and natural gas contributing to global warming, groundwater
exists in the porous spaces of rocks and
sediments. Also like these fossil fuels,
groundwater may have moved into
its belowground location thousands
of years ago or more. That’s why some
geologists like to refer to it as “fossil
water” and speak of “mining” groundwater. The latter refers to taking out
more groundwater from an aquifer than
can be recharged on average in the time
frame considered.
Although the Southwest contains massive amounts of fossil water, mining
continued on page 404
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Groundwater, continued
it can cause the ground to subside—a
potential disaster from a homeowner’s
point of view. In Tucson, subsidence has
caused three to four feet drops in some
sections around the central area.

“Your key point is you have to get
through the surface—your top 10 to 20
feet,” Thomure explained during a recent interview. Once it filters down that
far, it should be safe from evaporation,
as long as plants can’t reach it. Then it
has time to move around pockets of clay
or other impermeable barriers on its
long journey to the water table, which
can take a year at the Avra Valley site.
The artificial recharge project is highlighting another value of floods. Floods
tend to scour channels, clearing out
debris and organic matter from the
riverbed. In the artificial recharge arena,
officials must find ways to mimic the
cleansing action of floods or clogged
pores can impede their efforts.
Without floods, an impenetrable layer
of mud or algae can build up on the
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‘Artificial’ recharge
Along with surface water supplied by
rivers, renewable sources can include the
water that measurably replenishes the
aquifer. In Tucson’s case, it also includes
some of the city’s Colorado River allocations now deployed in the Avra Valley
artificial recharge project. It’s called artificial because the water source is not local precipitation. But the recharge project is helping officials and researchers
better understand recharging processes,
whatever the water source.
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So far, the subsidence hasn’t caused
widespread damage to homes and
roads—but it could in the future if
water mining continues unabated, explained Tim Thomure, the lead hydrologist for the Tucson Water Department.
That’s why the department has been
promoting the use of renewable water
supplies to replace groundwater mining.

50

Figure 2. The number of hours during which waters soaked the Rillito River, an ephemeral
stream, rarely lasted more than a day (24 hours) between 1990 and 2002 at USGS site 9485700.
Graphic adapted from a figure published in the August 5, 2006, issue of Water Resources Research (Volume 42, number 8, page W08405-7).

channel bottom. Scouring the riverbed
with heavy equipment can help, but creates potential erosion problems. Where
the recharge source involves wastewater
effluent, the high nitrogen levels boost
algae growth so much that workers have
to allow the sediments to dry out every
day or two.

This chemical detective work has allowed
him to identify groundwater signatures
that point to their sources—in space
as well as time. His paper on the topic,
along with others including one on
James Hogan’s research mentioned above,
can be found in the book Groundwater
Recharge in a Desert Environment (American Geophysical Union, 2004).

Long-term recharge
To consider the long-term flow of
groundwater, researchers favor using iso- Winter storms rule
Eastoe’s work over the years, with others,
topes. For the past 15 years, University
has highlighted the importance of winter
of Arizona (UA) geologist Christopher
precipitation for groundwater recharge.
Eastoe has been employing isotopes
from carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and
sulfur along with tritium to explore the “We have almost no influence of summer rain in the (Tucson) basin regarding
sources and flow patterns of groundwarecharge,” judging from the isotopic sigter in the Tucson Basin.
nature in the top 600 feet of the water
table, Eastoe said in November. This fits
Using equipment at the UA campus,
Eastoe can compare chemical patterns in with the observations that winter storms
groundwater patterns to those in rainfall. tend to be larger and linger longer on
the landscape, while summer storms
For instance, the ratio of slightly heavier
oxygen atoms—known as isotopes in this tend to come in flashier local events and
evaporate quickly.
context—to the more common variety
can reveal whether their H2O source fell
during summer or winter.
continued on page 415
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Groundwater, continued
“To the extent that you keep the water
in the river for three months rather
than three days, there’s far more potential for recharge,” noted Katharine Jacobs, executive director of the Arizona
Water Institute.
Although Eastoe is still pulling together
other research, preliminary results
indicate the tendency for winter precipitation to drive groundwater recharge probably holds for many basins
throughout the Southwest. He noted
that graduate researcher Arun Wahi’s
work shows the telltale signs of winterdominated groundwater inputs even
in the basin underlying the San Pedro
River, where monsoon rain comprises
about two-thirds of precipitation in a
typical year.
USGS hydrologist Don Pool’s research
also supports the interpretation that
winter storms drive recharge. He found
the high-flow events that are good for
recharge were more likely to occur during El Niño events at the three stretches
he considered: the San Pedro River at
Charleston and Tucson’s Rillito and
Sabino creeks (Water Resources Research,
November 2005). La Niña conditions
almost always meant low winter/spring
river flows. However, about a third of
the remaining years corresponded to
years with high waters on at least one of
the rivers.
El Niño years tend to boost winter and
spring rainfall in the Southwest, with
little direct impact on summer and fall
precipitation. During El Niño events,
warm water drifts to the eastern side
of the Pacific Ocean Basin, often pulling the jet stream south into saguaro
territory. During La Niña years, cooler
eastern Pacific temperatures help create
a ridge that deflects the jet stream and
its associated rainfall.
Impacts of changing climate
El Niño events have become more frequent and pronounced since the

mid-1970s, although a lengthy La Niña
event from 1998–2002 helped provoke
the southwestern drought. Global warming accelerated during the same three decades, but climatologists are reluctant to
use this as evidence that El Niño events
will dominate future climate.
El Niño can fall into decades-long patterns from other causes besides global
warming, as evidence from past climates
show (Southwest Climate Outlook, January 2006). Computer models considering how this crucial pattern might shift
with additional warming show a wide
array of results (Advances in Geosciences,
2006). Scientists disagree on exactly
how the ocean fluctuates from El Niño
to La Niña and back, much less on how
the mechanisms behind the fluctuations
will change as oceans warm (International Journal of Climatology, April 2006).
The fluctuations, which affect precipitation patterns throughout the world,
depend on differences in temperature
between the western and eastern Pacific,
not merely the temperatures themselves.
While it’s straightforward to project an
upward climb in overall temperatures
for both land and sea, it’s more challenging to predict how the dynamics
will play out.
The fate of snow cover, on the other
hand, is easier to project because it
relates directly to the warming. As temperatures rise, snowline creeps up the
mountaintops. Snow cover shrinks in
time, too, as warm temperatures extend
their reach forward into autumn and
backwards into spring.
Already researchers have been documenting a trend for more precipitation
falling as rain rather than snow over the
past half century throughout much of
the West (Journal of Climate, September
2006). These changes are bringing a documented shift forward in time for the
peak river flow that comes with spring
thaw (Journal of Climate, April 2005).

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

This has some researchers worried about
the fate of groundwater recharge.
“As we change toward more rain away
from snow, that has the potential to decrease the amount of recharge,” Leake
said. In higher mountain ranges of the
Southwest, the melting of snow creates
steady springtime river flows that recharge
aquifers in the valleys below, he added.
USGS researcher Michael Dettinger
expressed similar thoughts. “As the
snowline retreats to cover smaller and
smaller areas, and as the snowpack itself
declines because of more rain and less
snow and more intermittent melting…
it seems really likely that recharge will
decline in many parts of the Southwest,”
he said during a telephone conversation.
Warming temperatures also can turn
some winter storms into the flashier
events usually associated with the
Southwest summer. He recalled a May
2005 storm around California’s Yosemite Valley. Warm temperatures allowed
the rain to cover a much larger area than
typical for that time of year, with snowfall limited to elevations above about
10,000 feet. As a result of the extensive
area involved, a mere one inch of rainfall resulted in a flashy valley-wide flood.
Floods like this can provide some recharge, much as the here-and-gone
Rillito flood this summer did. But it’s
unlikely to provide the same groundwater boost as it would have if the same
amount of precipitation had fallen as
snow and then melted over time, feeding rivers for months on end. If winter
storms start acting like summer storms,
groundwater aquifers could pay the price.
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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POB ZFBSUFNQFSBUVSFSFDPSEGPSOPSUIFSOIFNJTQIFSFSFDPOTUSVDUFEGSPNBOOVBMUSFF
SJOHT DPSBMHSPXUI BOEJDFDPSFMBZFST CSPXO XJUISBOHFPGQPUFOUJBMFSSPSTIPXOJOUBOBOE
iTNPPUIFEwBWFSBHFTIPXOJOCMBDL *UTTIBQF XJUIBOBCSVQUSJTFJONPEFSOUJNFT IBTMFE
TPNFUPEVCUIFSFDPSEBiIPDLFZTUJDLw4PVSDF*OUFSHPWFSONFOUBM1BOFMPO$MJNBUF$IBOHF
5IJSE"OOVBM"TTFTTNFOU 

TBMFT OPUFEUIF6"T(FPSHF'SJTWPME
)PXFWFS FYQBOEJOHEFWFMPQNFOUJO
"SJ[POBXJMMDPOUJOVFUPESJOLVQBOZ
TBWJOHTGSPNUIFEFDMJOFJOBHSJDVMUVSBM
VTFGPSJSSJHBUJPO IFXBSOFE

i.BOZPGPVSQFPQMFIBWFUPESJWFPWFS
NJMFTUPIBVMXBUFSGPSUIFJSDPO
TVNQUJPO GPSUIFJSMJWFTUPDL GPSUIFJS
GBSNT wTBJE8BIMFBI+PIOT B)PQJ
XJUIUIF#MBDL.FTB8BUFS$PBMJUJPO
i*UTBQQBMMJOHw

iɨFQMBJOGBDUPGUIFNBUUFSJTUIBUXJUI
QPQVMBUJPOHSPXUIJO"SJ[POB /FWBEB
+PIOT 8JMMJF BOEEP[FOTPGPUIFS/B
BOE$BMJGPSOJB UIF$PMPSBEP3JWFSJT
UJWF"NFSJDBOTSFNJOEFETVNNJUQBS
CFJOHTUSBJOFEUPUIFVUNPTU w(PWFSOPS UJDJQBOUTUIBUiXBUFSJTMJGF wBOEVSHFE
/BQPMJUBOPTBJEBUBTVNNJUEJOOFS
QFPQMFUPTFFXBUFSBTTBDSFEOPUBT
TPNFUIJOHUIBUDBOCFCPVHIUBOETPME
*OBEEJUJPO QFOEJOHMFHBMEFDJTJPOTBSF MJLFBOZPUIFSDPNNPEJUZ
FYQFDUFEUPSFRVJSFUIBU"SJ[POBTBM
MPDBUJPOPGUIF$PMPSBEPCFNPSFGBJSMZ
i8FDBONJUJHBUFDMJNBUFDIBOHFCZ
i0OFPGUIFCJHUIFNFTXBTUIBUXFIBWF
TIBSFEXJUIUIF/BUJWF"NFSJDBOTMJWJOH BTQJSJUVBMDPOOFDUJPOUPXBUFS w&OFJ
EFDSFBTJOHPVSEFQFOEFODFPOGPTTJM
POUSJCBMMBOETiɨFSFBSF<XBUFS>SJHIUT #FHBZFPGUIF*OEJHFOPVT&OWJSPONFO
GVFMT w(BSmOTVHHFTUFEBUUIFTVNNJU
ɨJTiOPSFHSFUTwTUSBUFHZXPVMEBEESFTT UIBUBSFHPJOHUPCFHJWFOUPUIF/BWBKP UBM/FUXPSLTBJE SFQPSUJOHPOBUSJCBM
BOE)PQJ BQQSPQSJBUFMZ BOEQFPQMF
QVCMJDIFBMUIJTTVFTSFMBUFEUPBJSRVBM
XBUFSDBVDVTIFMEJO'MBHTUBĊUIFQSFWJ
BSFHPJOHUPIBWFUPMJWFXJUIUIBU wBT
JUZ4PDJFUZDBOBMTPBEBQUUPDMJNBUF
PVTEBZ"CPVUQFPQMFGSPNUSJCFT
"SJ[POB-FHJTMBUVSF3FQSFTFOUBUJWF5PN UISPVHIPVU"SJ[POBBOE/FX.FYJDP
DIBOHF IFBEEFE CZJNQSPWJOHXBUFS
0)BMMFSBOSFNJOEFEUIFHSPVQ
DPOTFSWBUJPO XBUFSCBOLJOHBOEJSSJHB
BUUFOEFEUIFDBVDVT BOENBOZTUBZFE
UJPOQSBDUJDFT
GPSUIFTVNNJU
.BOZ%JOÏQFPQMFMJWJOHPOUIF/BWBKP
3FTFSWBUJPOTUSFUDIBHBMMPOESVNT
"SFDFOUTVSWFZPG"SJ[POBJSSJHBUPST
#VUQSBZFSNVTUCFCBMBODFEXJUIBDUJW
XPSUIPGXBUFSUISPVHIBOFOUJSFXFFL  JTN #FHBZFDPVOTFMFEiɨFJTTVFPG
TVHHFTUTUIBUOFBSMZIBMGBNJMMJPOBDSF
+VTUJO8JMMJFPGUIF/BWBKP8BUFST*O
GFFUSPVHIMZCJMMJPOHBMMPOTPG
XIPDPOUSPMTUIFXBUFSJTBIVHFJTTVF w
$PMPSBEP3JWFSBMMPDBUJPOTBSFMJLFMZUP GPSNBUJPO/FUXPSLUPMEUIFHSPVQɨF TIFTBJEEVSJOHBEJTDVTTJPOTFTTJPOTIF
)PQJBEPQUBTJNJMBSBQQSPBDI
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF44
CFGSFFEVQJOUIFOFBSGVUVSFCZGBSN
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$PNQMFYMJOLT DPOUJOVFE
NPEFSBUFEPOUIFDPNNPEJmDBUJPOPG
XBUFS*O"SJ[POBBOENBOZQBSUTPGUIF
DPVOUSZ HSPVOEXBUFSQVNQJOHSFNBJOT
NPTUMZVOSFHVMBUFE BOEJUSFNBJOTMFHBM
GPSDPNQBOJFTUPQSPmUQSJWBUFMZGSPN
XBUFSFYUSBDUFEGSPNBTIBSFEBRVJGFS
5SJCBMNFNCFSTBUUIFTVNNJUBMTPFY
QSFTTFEDPODFSOBCPVUUIFVTFPGQSJTUJOF
HSPVOEXBUFSCFMPX/BWBKPBOE)PQJ
MBOETUPUSBOTQPSUDPBMTMVSSZGSPNNJOJOH
PQFSBUJPOTJOOPSUIFSO"SJ[POBT#MBDL
.FTBUPBOFMFDUSJDBMQMBOUJO/FWBEB
.JOJOHPQFSBUJPOTBDDPVOUGPSBCPVU
QFSDFOUPGHSPVOEXBUFSXJUI
ESBXBMTGPSUIFTUBUF CVUBCPVU
QFSDFOUPGHSPVOEXBUFSXJUIESBX
BMTGSPNUIFBRVJGFSCFMPX)PQJBOE
/BWBKPMBOET CBTFEPO64(FP
MPHJDBM4VSWFZEPDVNFOUTGPS
BOESFTQFDUJWFMZ BWBJMBCMFBU
IUUQXBUFSVTHTHPWQVCTDJSD
DJSDJOEFYIUNMBOEIUUQXBUFS
VTHTHPWQVCTPG 
ɨFDPPMJOHPGDPBM HBT BOEOVDMFBS
FOFSHZQMBOUT BDDPVOUTGPSBCPVU
QFSDFOUPGUIFTUBUFTHSPVOEXBUFS
XJUIESBXBMT PSQFSDFOUPGOPO
JSSJHBUJPOXJUIESBXBMT$PVOUJOHTVS
GBDFXBUFS JUSFRVJSFTBCPVUNJMMJPO
HBMMPOTPGXBUFSBEBZ.FBOXIJMF FMFD
USJDJUZDPOTVNQUJPOJTHSPXJOHBUBCPVU
QFSDFOUBZFBS "SJ[POB$PSQPSBUJPO
$PNNJTTJPONFNCFS,SJTUJO.BZFT
UPMEUIFHSPVQ
i*UVTFEUPCFUIBUFWFSZNFHBXBUUQPX
FSFE IPNFT/PXJUTQPXFSJOH
IPNFT w.BZFTFYQMBJOFEɨFBWFS
BHF"SJ[POBIPVTFJTMBSHFSBOEMFTTFċ
DJFOU TIFTBJE"MTP SJTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFT
JOSFDFOUEFDBEFT FTQFDJBMMZJOQBWFE
DJUJFTMJLF1IPFOJY IBWFCPPTUFEQFBL
TVNNFSFMFDUSJDBMEFNBOEGPSDPPMJOH
ɨFJODSFBTFEVTFPGSFOFXBCMFFOFSHZ
XBTUPVUFEBTBNFBOTPGXBUFSDPOTFS
WBUJPOCZ.BZFTBOEPUIFSTEVSJOHUIF
TVNNJUBOEUIFTVTUBJOBCJMJUZFYQPTJ
UJPOUIBUGPMMPXFEPOJUTIFFMT8IJMF

6OJWFSTJUZ DPOUJOVFE
OVDMFBSFOFSHZVTFTUIFNPTUXBUFSUP
QSPEVDFFMFDUSJDJUZ XJOEBOETPMBSFO
FSHZSFRVJSFWJSUVBMMZOPXBUFS FYDFQU
GPSUIFPDDBTJPOBMDMFBOJOHPGXJOENJMMT
BOETPMBSDFMMT TQFBLFSTJOEJDBUFE
/PSUIFSO"SJ[POBJTXFMMTVJUFEGPSCPUI
XJOEBOETPMBSFOFSHZ -BOF(BSSFUUPG
&5"&OHJOFFSJOHJO5FNQFFYQMBJOFE
EVSJOHBXPSLTIPQɨFTZTUFNTXPSL
XFMMJOUBOEFN JOQBSUCFDBVTFXJOET
UFOEUPCMPXUIFIBSEFTUPODMPVEZ
EBZTBOEEVSJOHUIFNPOTPPO (BSSFUU
JOEJDBUFE 'PSBTVNNBSZPG"SJ[POBT
SFOFXBCMFFOFSHZQPUFOUJBMBOECBDL
HSPVOEPOUIF)PQJTPMBSFOUFSQSJTF/B
UJWF46/ TFFIUUQXXXFOFSHZBUMBT
PSH1%'T-PX3FTBUMBT@TUBUF@";QEG 
3FOFXBCMFFOFSHZmUTXFMMXJUIUSJCBM
DVMUVSF BOETVJUTSFNPUFMPDBUJPOTGBS
GSPNUIFHSJE TVNNJUQBSUJDJQBOUT
OPUFEɨFSFOFXBCMFNPEFMBMTPJOUFS
FTUT"SJ[POBSFTJEFOUTDPODFSOFEBCPVU
TVTUBJOBCJMJUZ/BQPMJUBOPBQQFBSTUPCF
BNPOHUIFMBUUFS4IFDIPTFi$SFBUJOH
4VTUBJOBCJMJUZJOUIF8FTUwBTUIJTZFBST
UIFNFPGUIF8FTUFSO(PWFSOPST"TTP
DJBUJPO XIJDITIFDIBJST
(BSSFUUTGVUVSJTUJDWJTJPOPGTVTUBJOBCJM
JUZGFBUVSFTQFPQMFVTJOHUIFXJOEBOE
UIFTVOUXPFMFNFOUTBTSFWFSFEBT
SBJOCZNBOZDVMUVSFTUPQSPEVDFFO
FSHZ BMPOHXJUIIZESPHFOUPTUPSFUIF
FOFSHZHFOFSBUFECZXJOENJMMTBOETPMBS
DFMMT3FOFXBCMFFOFSHZTPVSDFTIBWFB
OFVUSBMJOnVFODFPOHMPCBMDMJNBUF IF
SFNJOEFE BOEMFBEUPTBWJOHXBUFSJO
TUFBEPGFWBQPSBUJOHJUJOGPTTJMGVFMBOE
OVDMFBSQPXFSQMBOUT*OBEFTFSUSFHJPO 
XIFSFUIFTVOJTPNOJQSFTFOUBOEXBUFS
JTTDBSDF IFIBTIPQFUIBUUIJTWJTJPO
XJMMDPOUJOVFUPNPWFCFZPOEBNJSBHF
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research associate with the Climate Assessment for the Southwest (CLIMAS).
The SWCO feature article archive can
be accessed at the following link:
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/
forecasts/swarticles.html.

UIFWJSUVBMVOJWFSTJUZTTVDDFTTXJMMEF
QFOEPOJUIBWJOHBiDZCFSCBDLCPOFw
UPNBLFEBUBBWBJMBCMFBOEBDDFTTJCMF
UPBWBSJFUZPGVTFST4IFVSHFESF
TFBSDIFSTJOBUUFOEBODFUPCFHJOQSF
QBSJOHEBUBTFUT BMPOHXJUIUIFJOGPS
NBUJPOSFRVJSFEGPSUIFJSBQQSPQSJBUF
JOUFSQSFUBUJPO GPSXFCEJTUSJCVUJPO
1MBOTGPSUIFXFCCBTFEEFDJTJPO
TVQQPSUTZTUFNJODMVEFBWBSJFUZPG
BDDFTTJCMFEBUBCBTFT JOUFSBDUJWFNBQT 
JOGPSNBUJPOPOUSFOEBOBMZTFT BOE
FBTZUPVTFNPEFMTJOWPMWJOHGPSFDBTUT
BOETDFOBSJPT
%VSJOHBRVFTUJPOBOEBOTXFSTFTTJPO 
UIFHPWFSOPSTBJETIFBHSFFEXJUIB
TVNNJUQBSUJDJQBOUTDPNNFOUUIBUUIF
VOJWFSTJUZTIPVMEUBQJOUPUSJCBMFYQFSUT
BTXFMMBTVOJWFSTJUZFYQFSUTPOXBUFSJT
TVFT QBSUJDVMBSMZXBUFSDPOTFSWBUJPO
*OQVUGSPNUIFUSJCFTXJMMCFTPMJDJUFE
UISPVHIUIFVOJWFSTJUJFTGPSBUMFBTU
UIFJOJUJBMTUBHFT UIFHPWFSOPSTDIJFG
PGTUBĊGPSPQFSBUJPOT "MBO4UFQIFOT 
TQFDJmFEEVSJOHUIFGPMMPXVQCSFBL
GBTUTFTTJPO'PSJOTUBODF /"6T*OTUJ
UVUFGPS5SJCBM&OWJSPONFOUBM1SPGFT
TJPOBMTXJMMCFBNPOHUIFDPSFHSPVQT
JOWPMWFE /"6T3BOE%FDLFSOPUFE
ɨPVHIUIF"SJ[POB-FHJTMBUVSFIBT
OPUQSPWJEFEBOZGVOEJOHGPSUIFWJS
UVBMVOJWFSTJUZ UIF#PBSEPG3FHFOUT
IBTQMFEHFE UPDPWFSTBMBSZ
BOEFYQFOTFTGPSBOFYFDVUJWFEJSFDUPS
PGUIFWJSUVBMVOJWFSTJUZ4UBUFPċDJBMT
JOEJDBUFEUIFZFOWJTJPOUIFVOJWFSTJUZ
CFDPNJOHTFMGTVTUBJOJOHUISPVHIGFE
FSBMBOEQSJWBUFGPVOEBUJPOHSBOUTBT
XFMMBTDPOUSJCVUJPOTGSPNJOEVTUSZ
ɨFXFCTJUF XIJDIXBTDSFBUFECZUIF
6OJWFSTJUZPG"SJ[POBT8BUFS4VTUBJO
BCJMJUZ1SPHSBN JTIPVTFEBU4")3" 
UIF/4'$FOUFSGPS4VTUBJOBCJMJUZPG
4FNJ"SJE)ZESPMPHZBOE3JQBSJBO
"SFBT
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#FFUMFTEFWBTUBUFGPSFTUTJOSFTQPOTFUPESPVHIU
ēĪ.ĖĝĒğĚĖ-ĖğĒģĥ
*GUFSNJUFTXFSFEFWPVSJOHIPNFTBUUIF
SBUFUIBUCFFUMFTBSFLJMMJOHTPVUIXFTUFSO
USFFT DJUJFTUIFTJ[FPG1IPFOJYBOE"M
CVRVFSRVFXPVMECFDSVNCMJOHVOEFS
UIFBUUBDL
.PSFUIBONJMMJPO1POEFSPTBQJOFT
EJFEJO"SJ[POBBOE/FX.FYJDPGPM
MPXJOHCVHBUUBDLTCFUXFFOGBMMPG
BOETVNNFSPG OPUFE#PCCF
'JU[HJCCPO BOFOUPNPMPHJTUXJUIUIF
64'PSFTU4FSWJDFT'PSFTU)FBMUI1SP
UFDUJPOPċDFJO'MBHTUBĊ"OPUIFS
NJMMJPOQJ×POUSFFTEJFEJO TIF
BEEFEEVSJOHBQSFTFOUBUJPOUPUSJCBM
MBOEGPSFTUFST
'JU[HJCCPONBLFTIFSBTTFTTNFOUTCBTFE
POFYUFOTJWFBFSJBMTVSWFZT XIFSFESZ
SFEOFFEMFTTFSWFBTBUFMMUBMFTJHOPG
NPSUBMJUZXJUIJOUIFQBTUZFBSBUUIF
POFBDSFTDBMF"WBSJFUZPGCVHT NPTUMZ
CBSLCFFUMFTQFDJFT BSFDPOWFSUJOHMBSHF
USBDUTPGTPVUIXFTUFSOGPSFTUTGSPNFWFS
HSFFOJOUPPNJOPVTSFE
ɨFFQJEFNJDTUBSUFEJOBOEXPST
FOFEJOUISPVHIPVUUIF8FTU XJUI
WJSUVBMMZFWFSZTUBUFXFTUPGUIF3PDLJFT
FYDFQU/FWBEBTVĊFSJOHGSPNUIFPO
TMBVHIU"OEUIFSFTOPTJHOUIBUUIFQFTU
PVUCSFBLXJMMTVCTJEFBOZUJNFTPPO
FTQFDJBMMZJGUIFFOUSFODIFEESPVHIU
NBSDIFTPOBOEUFNQFSBUVSFTDPOUJOVF
UPDMJNC
ǰFESPVHIUDPOOFDUJPO
%SPVHIUIBTBDMPTFBTTPDJBUJPOUPBO
JODSFBTFJOCBSLCFFUMFBUUBDLT GPSB
LOPXOQIZTJDBMSFBTPO5SFFTUZQJDBMMZ
EFGFOEUIFNTFMWFTBHBJOTUCFFUMFTCZ
iQJUDIJOHUIFNPVUwXJUIUIFJSTBQ%SJ
FSDPOEJUJPOTNFBOMFTTTBQnPX IPX
FWFS TPCFFUMFTmOEJUFBTJFSUPQFOFUSBUF
CFOFBUIUIFPVUFSMBZFSPGCBSLEVSJOH
UJNFTPGESPVHIU
#BSLCFFUMFTQFDJFTJODMVEFOVNFSPVT
TQFDJFTPGJQT %PVHMBTmSCFFUMF TQSVDF

CFFUMF USVFmSCFFUMFT SPVOEIFBEFE
QJOFCFFUMF NPVOUBJOQJOFCFFUMF BOE
XFTUFSOQJOFCFFUMF5PHFUIFSUIFTF
CFFUMFTEBNBHFEBCPVU BDSFTJO
  BDSFTJO BOE
NJMMJPOBDSFTJOJO"SJ[POB 'JHVSF
" 0WFSBMM UIFXBWFPGQFBLJOTFDULJMM
BQQFBSTUPCFNPWJOHOPSUIJOUJNF 
BDDPSEJOHUP"SJ[POBEBUBQSPWJEFECZ
'JU[HJCCPO
iɨFJQTCFFUMFTIBWFCFFOUIFNPTU
JNQPSUBOUJOQSFDJQJUBUJOHUIJTMBUFTU
PVUCSFBL w'JU[HJCCPOTBJE*QTCFFUMFT
USBEJUJPOBMMZUBSHFUTNBMMFSUSFFT CVUJO
UIJTMBUFTUPVUCSFBLUIFZBSFPGUFOTUSJL
JOHBUUIFUPQTPGSFMBUJWFMZMBSHFUSFFT 
XIFSFUIFCPMFUBQFSTEPXO
*QTJO1POEFSPTBGPSFTUTBDDPVOUFEGPS
BOEQFSDFOU SFTQFDUJWFMZ PGUIF
BDSFTEBNBHFEJOBOE#VU
UIFSBUJPESPQQFEUPBCPVUQFSDFOU
JO XIFOQJ×POJQTUPPLPWFSBOE
BUUBDLFENJMMJPOBDSFTPG"SJ[POB
QJ×POKVOJQFSGPSFTU
"OPUIFSRVBSUFSPGBNJMMJPOBDSFTPG
TQSVDFBOEBTQFOUSFFTXFSFEFGPMJBUFE
JOJOUIFTUBUFCZPUIFSCVHT TVDI
BTUIFXFTUFSOTQSVDFCVEXPSNBOEUIF
TQSVDFBQIJEɨFEBNBHFDPOUJOVFT
UPTQJSBMVQXBSEJOUJNF 'JHVSF" *O
BEEJUJPO ESPVHIUBMPOFBQQFBSTUPIBWF
LJMMFEUSFFTPONPSFUIBO BDSFT
JOBOE UIFEBUBTIPX
ɨFTFmHVSFTTIPXJOHNJM
MJPOTPGBDSFTEBNBHFE
DPNQBSFUPBQSFWJPVTIJHI
GPS"SJ[POBPG BDSFT
EBNBHFECZCBSLCFFUMFTJO 
'JU[HJCCPOTBJEɨFPVUCSFBLGPMMPXFE
BEFWBTUBUJOHMZESZQFSJPEGPS"SJ[POB
UPUIJTEBZ oSFUBJOTUIFTUBUF
XJEFSFDPSEGPSESJFTUXBUFSZFBS

QJOFTJTiBOPSEFSPGNBHOJUVEFMBSHFS
BOENPSFTFWFSFwUIBOUIFPVUCSFBLUIBU
PDDVSSFEEVSJOHUIFTESPVHIU 
OPUFEFOUPNPMPHJTU"OO-ZODIPGUIF
64'PSFTU4FSWJDFT3FTFBSDIPċDFJO
'MBHTUBĊ
"IBMGEP[FOEJĊFSFOUJOTFDUTQFDJFT
BSFDPOWFSHJOHPO.PVOU(SBIBNBOE
PUIFSQFBLTJOUIF1JOBMF×PT0UIFS
TPVUIXFTUFSOIJHIFMFWBUJPOGPSFTUT
BSFTVDDVNCJOHUPPVUCSFBLTPGJOTFDU
TQFDJFTUIBUXFSFQSFWJPVTMZJOOPDVPVT
PSVOLOPXOUPUIFSFHJPO TVDIBTUIF
TQSVDFBQIJE GPSNFSMZDPOTJEFSFEB
NBSJUJNFQFTU
8IZJTNPSFGPSFTUBSFBCFJOHBĊFDUFE
JOUIJTESPVHIUUIBOEVSJOHUIFT
ESPVHIU -ZODITVTQFDUTUIFDMJNCJOH
UFNQFSBUVSFTPGUIFQBTUGFXEFDBEFT
IFMQFYQMBJOUIFEJĊFSFODF
i*UTUPPIPU JUTUPPESZ BOEUIFSFBSF
UPPNBOZCVHT wBT-ZODITVNNFEJU
VQTVDDJODUMZUPUIFDPVQMFPGIVOESFE
QFPQMFBUUFOEJOHIFSQMFOBSZTFTTJPOBU
B4LZ*TMBOECJPEJWFSTJUZDPOGFSFODFJO
5VDTPOJONJE.BZiɨFESPVHIUJT
OPUTVċDJFOUUPFYQMBJOUIFFYUFOUPG
UIFEFWBTUBUJPOw
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF50

Six+spine Ips
Engraver! Ips
calligraphusnot actual size*

$MJNBUFDIBOHFJNQBDUT
*OUIF1JOBMF×P.PVOUBJOTPGTPVUI
FSO"SJ[POB TJNJMBSMZ UIFDVSSFOUJOTFDU
PVUCSFBLBNPOH1POEFSPTBBOEQJ×PO
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#FFUMFT DPOUJOVFE
#FFUMFT BOEUIFJO
TFDUTBUUBDLJOHIJHI
FSFMFWBUJPOTQSVDF
BOEmSGPSFTUT NBZ
CFBNPOHUIFBHFOUT
PGDIBOHFGPSUIJT
QSFEJDUFEDPOWFS
TJPO BMPOHXJUImSF


 

"TPOFFYBNQMFPGDMJNBUFDIBOHFJO
BDUJPO -ZODIGPDVTFEPOUIF.D/BSZ
TUBUJPOBU GFFUJOFMFWBUJPOJO
OPSUIFSO"SJ[POBT8IJUF.PVOUBJOT
4JODF UIFOVNCFSPGGSPTUEBZT
IBTEFDMJOFE XJUIUIFZFBSTGSPTUGSFF
QFSJPEJODSFBTJOHGSPNBOBWFSBHFPG
EBZTUPEBZT.FBOXIJMF CPUI
NJOJNVNBOENJEQPJOUUFNQFSBUVSFT
GPSUIFZFBSJODSFBTFEEVSJOHUIJTQFSJPE



  
 





.BOBHFNFOUJTTVFT

"MPOHXJUIDMJNC
JOHUFNQFSBUVSFT
i.VDIPGUIF3JNDPVOUSZJO"SJ[POB







BOEESPVHIU -ZODI
XBTQSFTVNFEUPCFCFFUMFQSPPG w
CMBNFEUIFiPWFS
-ZODITBJE/PUBOZNPSF#BSLCFFUMFT
  
  
HSPXOwTUBUFPG
BUUBDLFENPSFUIBOIBMGBNJMMJPOBDSFT
'JHVSF"#BSLCFFUMFBUUBDLTIBWFCFFOJODSFBTJOHJOUIF4PVUI
PG.PHPMMPO3JNGPSFTUNBOBHFECZUIF TPVUIXFTUFSOGPSFTUT XFTU FTQFDJBMMZJO"SJ[POB#BSLCFFUMFTLJMMUSFFTCZBUUBDLJOHUIF
DBNCJVNVOEFSUIFCBSL HJSEMJOHUIFNTPUIBUUIFZDBOOPMPOHFS
GPSUIFPOHPJOHJO
8IJUF.PVOUBJO"QBDIFBOECZ4JUH
SFBWFT/BUJPOBM'PSFTUTUBĊJOBOE TFDUBUUBDLT4IFBOE USBOTQPSUXBUFSUPUIFJSOFFEMFT%FGPMJBUPSTFBUUIFMFBWFTBOE
OFFEMFTPGUSFFTUIFJSBUUBDLTBSFOPUBMXBZTGBUBM
PUIFSFOUPNPMPHJTUT
 VQGSPNBUPUBMPG BDSFT
JOGFTUFEJO
BHSFFEUIBUSFEVD
BSFBT UIFCBSLCFFUMFTBSFEPJOHPVSKPCT
JOHUIFEFOTJUZPGUIFUSFFTJOBTUBOE 
BOEHPJOHJOBOEUIJOOJOH wTIFTBJE
5FNQFSBUVSFTGSPNUIFTPOIBWF
LOPXOBTUIJOOJOH DBOIFMQQSFWFOU
FTUBCMJTIFEOFXIJHITGPSUIFZFBS
PVUCSFBLT
%VSJOHBO"QSJMPVUJOHBUUIFSFTFSWB
QMVTJOTUSVNFOUBMSFDPSEPGUFNQFSBUVSF
UJPO TIFQPJOUFEUPBTFDUJPOPGHSFFO
JOUIFOPSUIFSOIFNJTQIFSF XJUI  i*BNBCJHQSPQPOFOUPGUIJOOJOH 
 BOEEPXOBTUIFUISFFIPU
UIJOOJOH BOEUIJOOJOH*EPOUDBSFIPX JOBOBSFBUIBUXBTPUIFSXJTFSFEEFOFE
UFTUZFBSTPOSFDPSEɨFFYUSBXBSNUI
PSMFGUCBSSFOCZCVHLJMMiɨBUTBOBSFB
ZPVEPJU w-ZODIQSPDMBJNFE JOEJDBU
JOHTIFTVQQPSUFEUIFVTFPGQSFTDSJCFE XIFSFXFUIJOOFEw
JODSFBTFTUIFMFOHUIPGUIFHSPXJOH
BOECFFUMFCSFFEJOHTFBTPO XIJMFUIF mSFTBOEDVUUJOHPGTPNFUSFFTUPSFEVDF
TUBOEEFOTJUJFT
ESPQJOGSPTUEBZTEFDSFBTFTPQQPSUVOJ
+JN:PVU[ BTVQFSWJTPSZGPSFTUFSBOETJM
UJFTUPLJMMPĊPWFSXJOUFSJOHCSPPET
WJDVMUVSJTUXPSLJOHGPSUIF#VSFBVPG*O
i:PVIBWFUPUIJO BOEUIFOJUIBTUPSBJO EJBO"ĊBJST'PSU"QBDIF"HFODZJOUIF
8IJUF.PVOUBJOTPGOPSUIFSO"SJ[POB 
"UFOEFODZUPXBSEFBSMJFSTQSJOHTBOE
PSTOPX wTIFBEEFE*GDMJNBUFSFNBJOT
SFQPSUFEBTJNJMBSPCTFSWBUJPO
MPOHFSHSPXJOHTFBTPOTBSFBNPOHUIF
ESZJOUIFXFFLTPSNPOUITGPMMPXJOHB
QSFEJDUFESFTVMUTPGDMJNBUFDIBOHFTUIBU UIJOOJOHFĊPSU UIFSFNBJOJOHUSFFTJOB 
i"MMPGUIPTFCJHQPDLFUTPGCBSLCFFUMF
BSFBMSFBEZPDDVSSJOHJOUIF4PVUIXFTU UIJOOFETUBOENBZCFNPSFWVMOFSBCMF
PVUCSFBLXFSFJOVONBOBHFETUBOET w
.BOZUSFFTQFDJFTXJMMGBDFBDIBOHFJO
CFDBVTFPGUIFJSJODSFBTFEFYQPTVSF
IFOPUFEBGUFSPCTFSWJOHBNPSUBMJUZ
UIFJSTVJUBCMFSBOHFBTBSFTVMUPGUIFTF
NBQGPSUIF8IJUF.PVOUBJOTTIPXOJO
BOEPUIFSJNQBDUTPGDMJNBUFDIBOHF 
7JDUPSJB8FTMFZ BTVQFSWJTPSZGPSFTUFS
BQSFTFOUBUJPOCZ'JU[HJCCPOi"OZBSFB
JODMVEJOHQSFDJQJUBUJPODIBOHFTɨF
BOEFOUPNPMPHJTUGPSUIF4BO$BSMPT
UIBUIBEUIJOOJOHJOUIFMBTUZFBST
IJHIFSFWBQPSBUJPOSBUFTUIBUBDDPNQBOZ "QBDIF3FTFSWBUJPO BHSFFEUIBUUIJO
OJOHPVUTPNFPGUIFUSFFTQPUFOUJBMMZ
EJEOUIBWFBOZTJHOJmDBOUNPSUBMJUZw
IJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFTBMTPBSFMJLFMZUP
DPVMETBWFUIFSFTUɨF CFFUMF
JODSFBTFESPVHIUGSFRVFODZ
LJMMFEUSFFTXJUIJOUIFSFTFSWBUJPOT
i*OBXBZ XFSFMPTJOHUSFFTXIFSFXF
 BDSFTPG1POEFSPTBQJOFGPS
OFFEUPMPTFUIFN w'JU[HJCCPOBHSFFE 
1POEFSPTBQJOFQPQVMBUJPOTDPVMEEF
DMJOFJO"SJ[POBZFUJODSFBTFJO/FX
FTUXFSFNPTUMZJOiJOPQFSBCMFBSFBT w
BMMVEJOHUPBUUBDLTPOEFOTFTUBOETPG
.FYJDP TVHHFTUFEBTUVEZMFECZ
XIFSFTUFFQPSSPDLZTMPQFTQSFWFOU
USFFTUIBUIBWFUVSOFENBOZ1POEFSPTB
3PCFSU4ɨPNQTPOPGUIF64(FP
NVDINBOBHFNFOU TIFUPME6OJWFSTJUZ GPSFTUTJOUPmSFIB[BSETBOETJUFTXIFSF
MPHJDBM4VSWFZɨFTUVEZBMTPQSFEJDUFE PG"SJ[POB$-*."4SFTFBSDIFSTFBSMJFS ESPVHIUBOECVHTBSFLJMMJOHPĊUSFFT
TQSVDF QJ×POQJOF MPEHFQPMFBOE
UIJTZFBS
UIBUFYQBOEFEJOUPNBSHJOBMBSFBTEVSJOH
%PVHMBTmS BOEHBNCFMPBLXPVMEEF
UIFXFUQFSJPEPGUIFTBOET
DMJOFJOUIF4PVUIXFTU
i*UIJOLTJODFXFSFOPUUIJOOJOHUIPTF
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF51
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#FFUMFT DPOUJOVFE
#VU-ZODIXPSSJFEUIBUUIFCFFUMFT
BQQSPBDIUPiUIJOOJOHwUFOETUPUBLF
PVUUIFMBSHFUSFFT TVDIBTPMEHSPXUI
1POEFSPTB XIFSFBTGPSFTUNBOBHFSTBOE
TVSGBDFmSFTUFOEUPUIJOPVUUIFTNBMMFS
USFFTJOBTUBOE
&WFOUIJOOJOHCZGPSFTUFSTDBOCBDLmSF
JGTMBTIGSPNUIFDVUUSFFTSFNBJOTJO
UIFGPSFTUBTBQPUFOUJBMMVSFGPSCFFUMFT
'PSJOTUBODF UIFBCBOEPOFETMBTIGSPN
UIJOOJOHPQFSBUJPOTBUUSBDUFEUIFSPVOE
IFBEFEQJOFCFFUMFUP5VDTPOT.PVOU
-FNNPOJOUIFGBMMPG CFGPSFUIF

USFFTPOUIFMBOETDBQFɨFMBSHFQBUDIFT
PGiSFEUSFFT wBMPOHXJUIUIFOFXMZ
BUUBDLFEUSFFTUSZJOHUPGFOEPĊCBSL
CFFUMFBUUBDLTXJUIWPMBUJMFDPNQPVOET 
4JNJMBSMZ VTJOHQSFTDSJCFECVSOTUP
GFFEUIFmSFTUIBUDBOSBHFUISPVHIUIF
UIJOTUBOETDBOCFSJTLZJOUIFVOVTV
BMMZEFOTFGPSFTUTPGUIJTDFOUVSZ BT/FX 4PVUIXFTUEVSJOHESZNPOUITMJLF.BZ
.FYJDPGPSFTUNBOBHFSTMFBSOFEUIFIBSE BOE+VOF"MTP TPNFPGUIFEFBEUSFFT
XBZ"QSFTDSJCFECVSONPSQIFEJOUP
UIBUSFNBJOTUBOEJOHPOUIFMBOETDBQF
BXJMEmSFBOEDPOTVNFEBCPVU 
DPVMETUPLFmSFTEFDBEFTGSPNOPX 
BDSFTPGGPSFTUBSPVOE-PT"MBNPTJOUIF XIFOUIFZmOBMMZGBMMPWFSUPBDUBTGVFM
TVNNFSPG
POUIFGPSFTUnPPS
DBUBTUSPQIJDXJMEmSFTPGBOE
TUSVDL 'JU[HJCCPOOPUFE

.FBOXIJMF UIFXJMEmSFSJTLJTHSPX
JOHXJUIUIFOVNCFSPGJOTFDUJOGFTUFE

"TXJUIDBUBTUSPQIJDXJMEmSFT UIFSFJT
MJUUMFIVNBOTDBOEPPODFCFFUMFTEFDJEF
UPDPOTVNFBUSFF)PNFPXOFSTDBO
XBUFSVSCBOUSFFTUPQSFWFOUBUUBDLT BOE
FWFOVTFQFTUJDJEFTUPQSPUFDUGBWPSJUF
USFFT CVUUIFTFUFDIOJRVFTSFNBJOUPP
FYQFOTJWFUPBQQMZUPMBSHFUSBDUTPG
GPSFTUT 'JU[HJCCPOTBJE&WFOUIJOOJOH
PQFSBUJPOTDBSSZBQSJDFUBHPGNBOZ
IVOESFETPGEPMMBSTBOBDSF
ɨBUQPJOUTUPPOFCJHXBZGPSFTUXPPE
EJĊFSTGSPNUIFXPPEGPVOEJOBOE
BSPVOEIPNFT*GCBSLCFFUMFTXFSFEF
WPVSJOHIPNFTJO1IPFOJYPS"MCVRVFS
RVF SFTJEFOUTXPVMECFmOEJOHXBZT
UPSFTJTUUIFEFTUSVDUJPO#VUUIFUSFFT
JOUIFGPSFTUIBWFUPSFMZPOUIFJSPXO
DIFNJDBMTUPmHIUGPSUIFJSMJWFTBOE
UIFZSFDPOUJOVJOHUPMPTFUIFCBUUMFPOB
MBSHFTDBMFɨFSFTOPFYQFDUBUJPOGPSBO
FOEUPUIFNPSUBMJUZBOZUJNFTPPO
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral
research associate with CLIMAS*
'JHVSF#%JBHSBNPGBEVMUT HBMMFSZQBUUFSOT 
BOEBUUBDLTJUFTPGCBSLCFFUMFTQFDJFT
*QTBWVMTVT *QTHSBOEJDPMMJT *QTDBMMJHSBQIVT 
%FOESPDUPOVTGSPOUBMJT BOE%FOESPDUPOVT
UFSFCSBOT 5IF*QTCFFUMFT UZQJDBMMZBCPVUUIF
TJ[FPGBHSBJOPGSJDF BSFUIFPOFTDBVTJOHUIF
NPTUUSPVCMFJOUIF4PVUIXFTUJOUIFSFDFOU
POTMBVHIUPO1POEFSPTBBOEQJ×POQJOFT
%BNBHFCZ%FOEPDUPOVTTQFDJFT JMMVTUSBUFE
IFSFCZTPVUIFSOQJOFCFFUMFTBOECMBDL
UVSQFOUJOFCFFUMFT BSFPDDVSSJOHBUBNVDI
TNBMMFSTDBMF5IFJNBHFTBUMFGUTIPXUIF
UZQJDBMSFQSPEVDUJWFiHBMMFSJFTwDSFBUFECZUIF
EJõFSFOUCFFUMFTQFDJFTVOEFSUIFCBSL*NBHF
QSPWJEFECZ3POBME'#JMMJOHT 5FYBT'PSFTU
4FSWJDF IUUQXXXGPSFTUSZJNBHFTPSH
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*THMPCBMXBSNJOHDSFFQJOHJOUP4PVUIXFTUGPSFTUT
&WJEFODFCVJMEJOHUIBU
XBSNJOHJTBMSFBEZ
BąFDUJOHUIFSFHJPO
ēĪ.ĖĝĒğĚĖ-ĖğĒģĥ
)PXEPXFSFDPHOJ[FHMPCBMXBSNJOH
XIFOXFDPNFGBDFUPGBDFXJUIJU "OE
JGXFTFFJUQFSIBQTJOUIFGPSNPGNJM
MJPOTPGBDSFTPGCFFUMFSBWBHFEGPSFTUT 
PSXIFOIBMGUIFSFNBJOJOHSFETRVJSSFM
IBCJUBUHPFTVQJOnBNFTIPXEPXF
DPOWFZUIBUNFTTBHFUPUIFQVCMJD 
ɨFTFRVFTUJPOTQFQQFSFEUIFUBMLTBU
B4FEPOBXPSLTIPQJONJE'FCSVBSZ
UIBUESFXGPSFTUNBOBHFSTBOETDJFOUJTUT
UPHFUIFSGPSBOFYDIBOHFPGWJFXTPODMJ
NBUFWBSJBCJMJUZBOEDIBOHFɨFXPSL
TIPQXBTTQPOTPSFECZUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG
"SJ[POB$PPQFSBUJWF&YUFOTJPO4FSWJDF 
BOEPSHBOJ[FSTBMTPJODMVEFEUIF6"T
$MJNBUF"TTFTTNFOUGPSUIF4PVUIXFTU
BOE/PSUIFSO"SJ[POB6OJWFSTJUZ

JO"SJ[POBCFUXFFOBOE BD
DPSEJOHUPBOPOMJOFBOBMZTJTBUUIF/B
UJPOBM$MJNBUF%BUB$FOUFSXFCTJUF4PB
XBSNJOHPGEFHSFFTCZUIFFOEPGUIJT
DFOUVSZXPVMECFNFSFMZGPMMPXJOHUIF
FYJTUJOHUSFOETJODF*O/FX.FY
JDP UIFBTDFOUXBTMFTTTUFFQ BUBCPVU
EFHSFFTQFSEFDBEFGPSUIFTBNFUJNF
GSBNF#PUISBUFTBSFIJHIFSUIBOUIF
EFHSFFTQFSEFDBEFGPSUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT
PWFSBMMGPSUIBUUJNFQFSJPE
*OQBTUSFQPSUT UIF*1$$QSFEJDUFEUIF
XBSNJOHXPVMECFHSFBUFSEVSJOHDPPM
TFBTPOT*OCPUI"SJ[POBBOE/FX.FY
JDP UIFXBSNJOHTJODFJTHSFBUFTU
JOTQSJOHɨJTNJSSPSTUIFOBUJPOBM
USFOEUPXBSEBOFBSMJFSTQSJOH XIJDIJO
FĊFDUNFBOTBTIPSUFSXJOUFS
ɨF*1$$BMTPQSFEJDUFEUIBUUIFQPMFT
XPVMEXBSNNPSFSBQJEMZUIBOUIF
QMBOFUBTBXIPMF*OGBDU UIFXBSNJOH
BSPVOEUIF/PSUI1PMFJTIBQQFOJOH
FWFOGBTUFSUIBOTDJFOUJTUTFYQFDUFE BOE
NBOZDPOTJEFSUIFNFMUJOHJDFBIBSCJO
HFSPGUIJOHTUPDPNF

$MJNBUFDIBOHF BLBHMPCBMXBSNJOH 
NBZCFTUPLJOHUIFnBNFTPGTPVUIXFTU
FSOXJMEmSFT BOEQSPNPUJOHiXPPEZ
FODSPBDINFOUwPGHSBTTMBOET JTTVFTUIBU iɨFTJHOBMUPOPJTFQSPCMFNUIBUNJHIU
FYJTUJOPUIFSQBSUTPGUIFXPSME
DPODFSOMBOENBOBHFST
EPFTOUFYJTUUIFSF w0WFS
QFDLUPMEUIFSPVHIMZ
)BTUIFXBSNJOHBMSFBEZTUBSUFE
XPSLTIPQQBSUJDJQBOUT)F
.FBOBOOVBMUFNQFSBUVSFJOUIF4PVUI
XFTUDPVMESJTFCZBTNVDIBTBUPBTUZ SFDBMMFEBSFDFOUUSJQUP
UPEFHSFFT'BISFOIFJUPSNPSFCZUIF UIF"SDUJDXIFSFIFXBT
FOEPGUIFDFOUVSZ QPJOUFEPVU+POBUIBO BXBLFOFEJOIJTUFOUCZUIF
0WFSQFDL EJSFDUPSPGUIF6"T*OTUJUVUF TPVOETPGSVOOJOHXBUFS
BOEDIJSQJOHCJSETEVSJOH
GPSUIF4UVEZPG1MBOFU&BSUI DJUJOHSF
UIFOPSNBMMZGSP[FOTQSJOH
TVMUTPGB+BOVBSZ/BUVSFBSUJDMF
4FBJDFIBTUIJOOFECZB
RVBSUFSUPIBMGJUTPSJHJOBM
ɨF*OUFSHPWFSONFOUBM1BOFMPO$MJ
NBUF$IBOHF *1$$ IBTMPOHQSFEJDUFE EFQUIEFQFOEJOHPOMPDB
UJPOTJODFTVCNBSJOFTCFHBO
HMPCBMXBSNJOHXPVMESFTVMUGSPNUIF
JOQVUPGHSFFOIPVTFHBTFTGSPNDBSTBOE NFBTVSFNFOUTJOUIFT 
FMFDUSJDBMQSPEVDUJPO"HSPXJOHCPEZPG IFOPUFE
FWJEFODFTVHHFTUTUIFXBSNJOHBMSFBEZ
4VDIDPNQFMMJOHFWJEFODF
LJDLFEJOEVSJOHUIFQSFWJPVTDFOUVSZ 
GPSHMPCBMXBSNJOHIFMQFE
FTQFDJBMMZUIFMBTURVBSUFS 'JHVSF 
DPOWJODFNPTUPGUIFXPSME
UPTVQQPSUUIF,ZPUPUSFBUZ 
.FBOBOOVBMUFNQFSBUVSFDMJNCFECZ
BCPVUPOFEFHSFF'BISFOIFJUQFSEFDBEF XIJDIXFOUJOUPFĊFDUMBTU

XFFLXJUIUIFTVQQPSUPGOBUJPOT
ɨF6OJUFE4UBUFTBOE"VTUSBMJBBSFUIF
POMZJOEVTUSJBMJ[FEDPVOUSJFTUIBUIBWF
OPUTJHOFEPOUPUIFQBDUUPIFMQTMPX
UIFSBUFPGHMPCBMXBSNJOHCZSFEVDJOH
FNJTTJPOTPGHSFFOIPVTFHBTFTMJLFDBS
CPOEJPYJEF
*UTTPNFXIBUNPSFEJċDVMUUPTFQBSBUF
BMPOHUFSNDMJNBUFXBSNJOHiTJHOBMw
GSPNUIFHBSEFOWBSJFUZVQTBOEEPXOT
iOPJTFw PGOBUVSBMDMJNBUFWBSJBCJMJUZJO
UIFNPVOUBJOPVTXFTUFSO6OJUFE4UBUFT
UIBOJOUIF"SDUJD5FNQFSBUVSFTESPQBU
BOBWFSBHFSBUFPGBCPVUEFHSFFT'BIS
FOIFJUGPSFWFSZ GPPUJODSFBTFJO
BMUJUVEF NBLJOHJUNPSFDIBMMFOHJOHUP
DBMDVMBUFBWFSBHFT5PP UIF4PVUIXFTUT
TFNJBSJEOBUVSFNBLFTJUBMBOEPGFY
USFNFT JOSBJOGBMMBTXFMMBTUFNQFSBUVSF
*NQBDUTPGIJHIFSUFNQFSBUVSFT
&WFOTP UIFXBSNJOHUSFOEPGSFDFOU
EFDBEFTBQQFBSTUPIBWFTQVSSFEJOTFDU
PVUCSFBLTJOIJHIFMFWBUJPOTPVUIXFTU
FSOGPSFTUT SFQPSUFEɨPNBT4XFUOBN 
EJSFDUPSPGUIF6"-BCPSBUPSZPG5SFF
3JOH3FTFBSDI
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF53
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#BSLCFFUMFTEBNBHFESPVHIMZGPVS
UJNFTBTNBOZBDSFTPG"SJ[POBGPSFTUT
EVSJOHQFBLPVUCSFBLZFBSTPGUIFDVS
SFOUESPVHIUDPNQBSFEUPUIFT
ESPVHIU"JSQMBOFBTTFTTNFOUTUBMMJFE
NJMMJPOBDSFTEBNBHFEJO 
DPNQBSFEUP BDSFTJO BD
DPSEJOHUPEBUBDPMMFDUFECZ64'PSFTU
4FSWJDFFOUPNPMPHJTU3PCFSUB'JU[HJC
CPOT "OPUIFS BDSFTXFSF
EBNBHFEJO/FX.FYJDPJO ɨF
HPPEOFXTJTUIFBUUBDLTPO"SJ[POBGPS
FTUTBQQFBSUPIBWFXBOFE TIFJOEJDBUFE 
XJUIBESPQUP BDSFTEBNBHFE
TUBUFXJEFJO
.FBOXIJMF BCPVUNJMMJPOBDSFTPG
$BOBEJBOGPSFTUTXFSFCFJOHSBWBHFE 
4XFUOBNOPUFE*OBEEJUJPO $BOBEJBO
SFTFBSDIFSTIBWFMJOLFESFHJPOBMUFN























 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   




























 

 

 

 

 

 


 

6OGPSUVOBUFMZ IJHIFMFWBUJPOGPSFTUT
SBSFMZIPTUXFBUIFSTUBUJPOT0OFUIBU
EPFTUIF.D/BSZTUBUJPOBU GFFU
JOFMFWBUJPOTIPXTBEFDSFBTFTJODF
JOUIFOVNCFSPGEBZTXJUIPVUTJH
OJmDBOUGSPTUFWFOUT CBTFEPOBOBOBMZ
TJTCZ64'PSFTU4FSWJDFSFTFBSDIFS"OO
-ZODI 'JHVSF -ZODI 4XFUOBNBOE
PUIFSTDPOTJEFSUIFTFIJHIFSUFNQFSB
UVSFTSFMBUFEUPUIFTFWFSJUZPGJOTFDU
JOWBTJPOTPGSFDFOUZFBST

 

iɨFDPNCJOFEXBSNUIBOEESPVHIU
NBZCFUIFSFBMLJDLFSIFSF w4XFUOBN
UPMEUIFHSPVQ"GUFSBMTPEJTDVTTJOH
SFDFOUJODSFBTFTJOUIFTDBMFPGTPVUI
XFTUFSOXJMEmSFT IFTBJE i.BZCFXFSF
BUUIBUQPJOUXIFSFXFDBOTBZDMJNBUF
DIBOHFJTBĊFDUJOHUIF4PVUIXFTUw


 
 















 

ɨFWBSJFUZPGJOTFDUTGFBTUJOHPOUIF
TQSVDFmSGPSFTUTBUPQ"SJ[POBT.PVOU
(SBIBNOFBS5VDTPOJODMVEFEFYPUJD
NBSJUJNFTQFDJFTUIBUIBEOUCFFOTFFO
JOUIJTSFHJPOCFGPSF IFOPUFEɨF
EFBEUSFFTUIFODPOUSJCVUFEWPMBUJMF
QJUDIBOEGVFMUPBmSFMBTUTVNNFSUIBU
CVSOFEUPWBSZJOHEFHSFFTBCPVUIBMGPG
UIFTQSVDFmSGPSFTUTUIFSFUIFXPSMET
POMZIBCJUBUGPSUIFFOEBOHFSFE.PVOU
(SBIBNSFETRVJSSFM



8BSNJOH DPOUJOVFE

'JHVSF$BSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMT UPQmHVSF BTNFBTVSFEPOUIF)BXBJBOJTMBOEPG.BVOB-PB
EFQJDUUIFPOHPJOHSJTFPGUIJTHSFFOIPVTFHBTJOUIFBUNPTQIFSF$%,FFMJOHBOEIJTDPM
MFBHVFTCFHBODPMMFDUJOHUIFTFNFBTVSFNFOUTJO%BUBGPSBWFSBHFBOOVBMUFNQFSBUVSF
JOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTBSFBMTPQMPUUFEGPSUIJTTBNFUJNFQFSJPE CPUUPNmHVSF XJUINFBOTFTUJ
NBUFECZUIF/BUJPOBM$MJNBUJD%BUB$FOUFSCBTFEPOBWBJMBCMFXFBUIFSTUBUJPOT"TQSFEJDUFE 
SJTJOHDBSCPOEJPYJEFSBUFTBSFBTTPDJBUFEXJUISJTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFT BMUIPVHIPUIFSGBDUPSTBMTP
BSFJOWPMWFEJOUIFBOOVBMVQTBOEEPXOT4PVSDFGPSDBSCPOEJPYJEFNFBTVSFNFOUT,FFMJOH
BOE8IPSGEBUBTFUTBWBJMBCMFBUIUUQDEJBDFTEPSOMHPWGUQUSFOETDPNBVOBMPBDP4PVSDF
GPS64UFNQFSBUVSFEBUBTFUIUUQXXXODEDOPBBHPWPBDMJNBUFSFTFBSDIDBHDBHIUNM

QFSBUVSFJODSFBTFTUPBDSFTCVSOFEJO
SFDFOUXJMEmSFT IFTBJE DJUJOHSFTFBSDI
SFQPSUFEJOUIF4FQUFNCFSJTTVFPG
(FPQIZTJDBM3FTFBSDI-FUUFST

QFSJPEDFOUFSFEPOUIFTFODPVS
BHFETFFEMJOHBOEUSFFHSPXUICFZPOE
XIBUESPVHIUDBOTVQQPSU0OUPQPG
UIJT UIFDBSCPOEJPYJEFUIBUFOIBODFT
UIF&BSUITOBUVSBMHSFFOIPVTFFĊFDU
BMTPTFSWFTBTBGFSUJMJ[FSGPSUSFFTBOE
PUIFSQMBOUT

8FTUFSO64XJMEmSFTIBWFBMTPCFFO
POUIFSJTFBTUFNQFSBUVSFDMJNCT BM
UIPVHIPUIFSGBDUPSTDPNFJOUPQMBZ'PS
JOTUBODF UIFTVQQSFTTJPOPGTVSGBDFmSFT "TBSFTVMU NBOZJOUFSJPSTPVUIXFTU
JO1POEFSPTBQJOFGPSFTUTQSPNPUFEQSP FSOGPSFTUTDPOUBJOSPVHIMZUXJDFUIF
BNPVOUPGCJPNBTTJF UIFDPN
MJGFSBUJPOPGTFFEMJOHTBOETBQMJOHT BT
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF54
EJEUIFIBSWFTUJOHPGMBSHFUSFFT"XFU
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.BOBHJOHEFOTFGPSFTUT
ɨJTiXPPEJmDBUJPOwPGGPSFTUT BTTPNF
TQFBLFSTDBMMFEJU GVFMTUIFMBSHFTDBMF
XJMEmSFTUIBUIBWFQMBHVFEUIF4PVUI
XFTUEVSJOHESZZFBST'PSJOTUBODF UIF
$FSSP(SBOEFmSFBSPVOE-PT
"MBNPTXBTUIFMBSHFTUXJMEmSFJO/FX
.FYJDPTIJTUPSZXJUIBCPVU 
BDSFTCVSOFE5XPZFBSTMBUFS UIF
3PEFP$IFEJTLJmSFJOOPSUIFSO"SJ
[POBT8IJUF.PVOUBJOTCVSOFEBCPVU
 BDSFT NBLJOHJUBOPSEFSPG
NBHOJUVEFMBSHFSUIBOBOZPUIFSmSFJO
"SJ[POBTEPDVNFOUFEIJTUPSZ

   

 

























 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


 

CJOFEESZXFJHIUPGUIFMJWJOHBOEEFBE
WFHFUBUJPOUIBOXPVMECFFYQFDUFE
HJWFOBOBUVSBMmSFSFHJNF FYQMBJOFE
3PO/FJMTPO B64'PSFTU4FSWJDFSF
TFBSDIFSCBTFEJO0SFHPOXIPIFBETUIF
.BQQFE"UNPTQIFSF1MBOU4PJM4ZTUFN
."144 QSPKFDU.PEFMTIFDPOTUSVDU
FEXJUIIJTDPMMFBHVFTTVHHFTUUIBUPOMZ
BCPVUPOFFJHIUIPGUIF64BDSFBHF
UIBUXPVMEOBUVSBMMZCVSOFBDIZFBS
EPFTTP'JSFTVQQSFTTJPOUIVTFODPVS
BHFTBOVOOBUVSBMCVJMEVQPGCJPNBTT



   

8BSNJOH DPOUJOVFE

'JHVSF5IFMFOHUIPGUJNFCFUXFFOGSPTUFWFOUTMBTUJOHNPSFUIBOBGFXIPVSTJO.D/BSZ 
"SJ[POB IBTHSPXOPOBWFSBHFCZSPVHIMZIBMGBEBZFBDIZFBS CBTFEPOBOBOBMZTJTPGEBJMZ
UFNQFSBUVSFTCZSFTFBSDIFS"OO-ZODI5IJTBOBMZTJTFYDMVEFEiJTPMBUFEGSPTUEBZT wJF UIPTF
XJUIGSPTUGSFFEBZTPOFJUIFSTJEF4PVSDF"OO.-ZODI SFTFBSDIFOUPNPMPHJTUXJUIUIF
64%FQBSUNFOUPG"HSJDVMUVSF'PSFTU4FSWJDF3PDLZ.PVOUBJO3FTFBSDI4UBUJPOJO'MBHTUBõ

USJCBMMBOET TVDIBTOPSUIFSO"SJ[POBT
"QBDIFSFTFSWBUJPOT BOEJO/FX.FYJ
DPT(JMB/BUJPOBM'PSFTU"MUIPVHIUIJT
UFDIOJRVFDBOCFNPSFFċDJFOUUIBO
UIJOOJOHXIFOJUXPSLT BJSRVBMJUZ
SFTUSJDUJPOTBOEUIFIJHIGVFMCVJMEVQT
DBONBLFUIJTBQQSPBDIDIBMMFOHJOHUP
BEPQUBOETBGFMZDBSSZPVUJOPWFSHSPXO
GPSFTUTɨF$FSSP(SBOEFmSFTUBSUFE
GSPNBQSFTDSJCFECVSO GPSJOTUBODF

TVSWFZPGMBOENBOBHFSTGPVOEBCPVU
IBMGPGUIFNVOTVSFXIFUIFSiXFFETw
XFSFJODSFBTJOHPSEFDSFBTJOH XJUIUIF
PUIFSIBMGSPVHIMZTQMJUCFUXFFOUIFUXP
PQUJPOT.PSFUIBOEJĊFSFOUBMJFO
JOWBTJWFQMBOUTIBWFCFFOSFQPSUFEJO
UIF4PVUIXFTU BOEPGUIFTFUISJWFJO
XPPEMBOET TIFTBJE

&DPMPHJTUTBOECJPDMJNBUPMPHJTUTBHSFF
UIBUHMPCBMXBSNJOHXPVMECFFYQFDUFE
UPTIVČFTQFDJFTBSPVOEBTUIFJSWBSJPVT
*OBEEJUJPOUPTUSVHHMJOHUPSFEVDFmSF
SJTLOFBSDPNNVOJUJFT MBOENBOBHFSTBU IBCJUBUTNPWFOPSUIPSTPVUI PSVQPS
UIFXPSLTIPQXPSSJFEBCPVUIPXHMPCBM EPXOBNPVOUBJO/FJMTPOTNPEFMJOH
XBSNJOHNJHIUJNQBDUFDPMPHJDBMOJDIFT XPSL GPSFYBNQMF QPJOUTUPMBSHFTDBMF
FYQBOTJPOPGXPPEMBOETBUUIFFYQFOTF
GPSWBSJPVTTQFDJFT'PSFYBNQMF TPNF
i(PJOHPVUUIFSFBOEUIJOOJOHUIFXPPE XPOEFSXIFUIFSUIFNJMMJPOBDSFT
PGHSBTTMBOET'PSJOTUBODF MJWFTISVC
JTBHPPEJEFB CVUZPVSFCVDLJOHUIF
PBLBOEBWBSJFUZPGPUIFSTQFDJFTDVS
PGTPVUIXFTUFSOQJOZPOQJOFEFWPVSFE
SFOUMZMJNJUFECZGSPTUDPVMEmOEUIFJS
UJEF w/FJMTPOUPMEUIFHSPVQ
CZCFFUMFTJOXJMMSFCPVOEJOUP
IBCJUBUIBEFYQBOEFEVQBOEPWFSUIF
DPNQBSBCMFQJOZPOKVOJQFSTUBOET PS
.PHPMMPO3JN
*OBEEJUJPOUPCFJOHBIVHFVOEFSUBLJOH  CFSFQMBDFECZTPNFUIJOHFMTF
UIJOOJOHUSFBUNFOUTBSFBOFYQFOTJWF
-BOENBOBHFSTBSFBMSFBEZSFQPSUJOH
UBTL'FXTBXNJMMTSFNBJOJOUIF4PVUI *OWBTJWFTQFDJFTBOEPUIFSDPMPOJ[FST
XFTU FYDFQUPOUSJCBMMBOETɨJTQPTFT i"SBQJEMZDIBOHJOHDMJNBUFGBWPSTUIPTF BOPOHPJOHiXPPEZFODSPBDINFOUwPG
BEJMFNNBGPSOBUJPOBMBOETUBUFGPS
TQFDJFTUIBUDBONBLFSBQJEUSBOTJUJPOT w TPVUIXFTUFSOHSBTTMBOETCZNFTRVJUF
FTUNBOBHFSTUSZJOHUPDMFBSUIFTNBMMFS XBSOFE,BUISZOɨPNBTPGUIF64
USFFTBOEPUIFSXPPEZQMBOUT8IJMF
USFFTUIBUJODSFBTFmSFSJTLZFUZJFMEMJUUMF (FPMPHJDBM4VSWFZT4PVUIXFTU#JPMPHJ
XPPEMBOETFYQBOEJOUPHSBTTMBOET 
DBM4DJFODF$FOUFS'PMMPXJOHUIJTMPHJD  HSBTTMBOETDPVMESFQMBDFTPNFTPVUI
UPOPQSPmUUPMPHHFSTBGUFSUSBOTQPSUB
UJPODPTUT"TBSFTVMU UIFTUBOEBSEUIJO HMPCBMXBSNJOHNJHIUGBWPSJOWBTJWF
XFTUFSOEFTFSUT BDDPSEJOHUP/FJMTPOT
TQFDJFT
OJOHSBUFGPSTNBMMUSFFUIJOOJOHUSFBU
NPEFMJOHSFTVMUT
NFOUTJTUP BOBDSF

ɨPNBTJTKVTUTUBSUJOHBmWFZFBSSF
-BOENBOBHFSTXJMMGBDFUPVHIEFDJTJPOT
1SFTDSJCFECVSOJOHJTBMTPVTFECZ
TFBSDIQSPKFDUUPEPDVNFOUXIBUT
BCPVUXIFUIFSBQMBOUJTBOJOWBTJWFPS
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF 555
TPNFGPSFTUNBOBHFST QBSUJDVMBSMZPO
IBQQFOJOHXJUIJOWBTJWFTSFHJPOBMMZ"
55
4PNFGPSFTUNBOBHFST TVDIBTUIPTF
JO"SJ[POBT8IJUF.PVOUBJOT BSFSF
TQPOEJOHUPUIFSJTLCZUIJOOJOHTPNF
PGUIFTNBMMFSUSFFTJOUIFGPSFTUTOFBS
SFTJEFOUJBMDPNNVOJUJFT
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8BSNJOH DPOUJOVFE
UIFSJHIUGVMJOIBCJUBOUPGBOFXOJDIFBT JOUIFBUNPTQIFSFVTJOHBOFMBCPSBUF
UIFDMJNBUFXBSNT ɨPNBTBOE/FJMTPO TZTUFNPGQJQFTBOEDPNQVUFSTɨFTZT
UFNNBJOUBJOTDBSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMTJO
BHSFFE
BOPQFOmFMEBUBCPVUUJNFTCBDL
HSPVOEMFWFMT)FBOEIJTDPMMFBHVFT
i%PZPVQSPUFDUUIFTQFDJFTUIBUXPVME
CFPVUDPNQFUFEJOUIF(SFBU#BTJOBOE IBWFDPOTJTUFOUMZGPVOEBOJODSFBTF
JOQIPUPTZOUIFTJTUIBUUSBOTMBUFTJOUP
IPMEUIBUUJEFCBDL 0SEPZPVGPTUFS
EJWFSTJUZJTOUEJWFSTJUZHPPE w/FJMTPO IJHIFSQMBOUCJPNBTT
BTLFE
#JPNBTTUZQJDBMMZJODSFBTFECZBCPVU
UPQFSDFOUVOEFSUIFFMFWBUFEDBSCPO
$BSCPOEJPYJEFGFSUJMJ[BUJPO
EJPYJEFJOXPPEZTQFDJFTMJLFDPUUPO
ɨFJOnVFODFPGDBSCPOEJPYJEFPOUIF
BOEHSBQF IFOPUFE BOECZBCPVU
QMBOUTUIFNTFMWFTBEETUPUIFVODFS
UBJOUZBCPVUXIBUUIFDIBOHFXJMMCSJOH QFSDFOUJOTPVSPSBOHFUSFFT
ɨFNBJOHSFFOIPVTFHBTCFIJOEHMPCBM
XBSNJOH DBSCPOEJPYJEF $0Ŏ JTBMTP *OHFOFSBM USFFTTFFNUPSFTQPOECFUUFS
BOFTTFOUJBMCVJMEJOHCMPDLPGQMBOUUJTTVF UIBOHSBTTFTUPFMFWBUFEDBSCPOEJPYJEF
SBUFT FTQFDJBMMZJGQSFDJQJUBUJPOSBUFT
JODSFBTF BDDPSEJOHUPB/FX1IZ
iɨFSFTOPDPOUSPWFSTZPWFSUIFGBDU
UIBU$0ŎMFWFMTBSFSJTJOH wOPUFE#SVDF UPMPHJTUQBQFS,JNCBMMSFDPNNFOEFE
CZ3PCFSU/PWBLBOEDPMMFBHVFTɨJT
,JNCBMM SFTFBSDIMFBEFSBUUIF64
EJĊFSFODFDPVMECFFODPVSBHJOHXPPEZ
%FQBSUNFOUPG"HSJDVMUVSFT.BSJDPQB
FODSPBDINFOU BMUIPVHI BHBJO PUIFS
GBDJMJUZCFUXFFO1IPFOJYBOE5VDTPO
iɨFSFXPVMECFTPNFDIBOHFTHPJOHPO GBDUPSTBSFJOWPMWFE
PVUUIFSFJOOBUVSBMFDPTZTUFNTXIFUIFS
"MPOHXJUIJNQSPWJOHHSPXUI FMFWBUFE
PSOPUHMPCBMXBSNJOHXBTHPJOHPOw
DBSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMTJNQSPWFBQMBOUT
'PSEFDBEFT ,JNCBMMIBTCFFOJOWPMWFE XBUFSVTFFċDJFODZɨJTGBDUPSDPVME
NBLFBCJHEJĊFSFODFJOIPXUIF4PVUI
JOUFTUJOHIPXWBSJPVTQMBOUTSFTQPOE
UPUIFJODSFBTFESBUFTPGDBSCPOEJPYJEF XFTUGBSFTVOEFSDMJNBUFDIBOHF

3FTPVSDFTPOUIF8FC
t 5IF*1$$QSPWJEFTJUTSFQPSUTBOEPUIFSCBDLHSPVOE
JOGPSNBUJPOBUIUUQXXXJQDDDIJOEFYIUNM
t 5IF/BUJPOBM$MJNBUJD%BUB$FOUFSQSPWJEFTJOTUSVNFOUBMEBUB
BUBWBSJFUZPGTDBMFTBU
IUUQXXXODEDOPBBHPWPBDMJNBUFSFTFBSDIDBHDBHIUNM

*NNFEJBDZJOUIFNFTTBHF
(JWFOUIFFOPSNPVTSJTLTBUIBOE POF
NJHIUBTLXIZ"NFSJDBOT XIPBTB
OBUJPOQSPEVDFBRVBSUFSPGXPSMEXJEF
DBSCPOEJPYJEFFNJTTJPOT XPOUTJHOPO
UPBOJOUFSOBUJPOBMFĊPSUUPTMPXEPXO
UIFSBUFPGHMPCBMXBSNJOH
6"&OWJSPONFOUBM1TZDIPMPHZ1SPGFTTPS
5FSSZ%BOJFMIBTBGFXIZQPUIFTFTBCPVU
XIZNBOZQFPQMFSFNBJOVODPODFSOFE
'PSJOTUBODF SFTFBSDIJOEJDBUFTUIBUJO
UIFIVNBONJOE iHMPCBMwUSBOTMBUFT
JOUPiUIBUTIBQQFOJOHTPNFXIFSFFMTFw
.FBOXIJMFi&WFSZCPEZJTFYQPTFE w
USBOTMBUFTJOUPi/PCPEZJTFYQPTFEw
"MTP TDJFOUJTUTBOETPDJFUZOFFEUPDPO
WFZBTQFDJmDDPVSTFPGBDUJPOUPUBLF 
OPUKVTUSFQPSUHMPPNBOEEPPN*UT
EJċDVMUUPCFBGSBJEPGTPNFUIJOHBC
TUSBDU BOEFWFONPSFEJċDVMUUPUIJOL
BCPVUJUJGUIFSFTOPTPMVUJPOJOTJHIU 
IFTVHHFTUFE
8IFOQFPQMFVOEFSTUBOEHMPCBMXBSN
JOHJTIBQQFOJOHJOUIFJSPXOCBDLZBSE 
PSBĊFDUJOHUIFJSGBWPSJUFQMBOUPSBOJ
NBMPSDPNNVOJUZ UIBUTXIFOUIFZMM
NPWFUPBDU %BOJFMUIFPSJ[FE*OTIPSU 
JGTDJFOUJTUTXBOUQFPQMFUPCFDPNF
DPODFSOFE UIFZOFFEUPDPOWJODFUIFN
UIBUHMPCBMXBSNJOHJTOPUBDFOUVSZ
BXBZJUTIFSFBOEOPX

t 5PTFFIPXUIFDVSSFOUXBSNJOHDPNQBSFTUP ZFBSUFNQFSBUVSFSFDPSET
SFDPOTUSVDUFEGSPNUSFFSJOHTBOEPUIFSBSDIJWFT HPUPQBHFBUUIFGPMMPXJOHMJOL
IUUQXXXMUSSBSJ[POBFEVUSUQEG
t .POUIMZEBUBPOBUNPTQIFSJDDBSCPOEJPYJEFNFBTVSFNFOUTDPMMFDUFECZ$IBSMFT
,FFMJOHBOEDPMMFBHVFTTJODFBSFBWBJMBCMFBU
IUUQDEJBDFTEPSOMHPWGUQUSFOETDPNBVOBMPBDP
t 'PSNPSFPOUIF.BQQFE"UNPTQIFSF1MBOU4PJM4ZTUFN ."144 QSPKFDU TFF
IUUQXXXGTGFEVTQOXDPSWBMMJTNESNBQTT
t "MTP BQBHFCBDLHSPVOEEPDVNFOUQSPWJEJOHTPNF."144SFTVMUTJTBWBJMBCMFBU
IUUQXXXGTGFEVTQOXQVCTTDJFODFVQEBUFQEG
t 'PSNPSFPO,BUISZO5IPNBTJOWBTJWFQMBOUQSPKFDU TFFUIF4PVUIXFTU&YPUJD1MBOU
*OGPSNBUJPO$MFBSJOHIPVTFBUUIFGPMMPXJOHXFCTJUF
IUUQXXXVTHTOBVFEV48&1*$JOEFYIUNM

0VUQVUGSPN/FJMTPOTWFHFUBUJPO
NPEFMTDPOTJEFSJOHQPUFOUJBMOJDIFTGPS
BCPVUUZQFTPGWFHFUBUJPOTIPXFE
UIBUUIFJNQSPWFNFOUTJOUIFXBUFSVTF
FċDJFODZSBUFBTFYQFDUFEVOEFSSJT
JOHDBSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMTDPVMEEJDUBUF
XIFUIFSUIF648FTUHSFFOTVQPS
CFDPNFTNPSFCBSSFOXJUIHMPCBMXBSN
JOHɨFFYUFOUPGUIFXBSNJOHBOE
QPUFOUJBMDIBOHFTJOQSFDJQJUBUJPOBMTP
XPVMENBLFBEJĊFSFODF

Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral
researcher with the Climate
Assessment for the Southwest*
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/BUVSFTDMPDLSJOHJOHJOFBSMJFSTQSJOHT

1MBOUBOEBOJNBMDZDMFTTIPXFBSMJFSBOEMPOHFSXBSNXFBUIFSTFBTPOT
ēĪ.ĖĝĒğĚĖ-ĖğĒģĥ
/BUVSFTCJPMPHJDBMDMPDLNFBTVSFTUJNF
XJUIUIFBSSJWBMPGCJSET UIFHSFFOJOH
PGMFBWFT BOEUIFCVEEJOHPGnPXFST
/PXJUTFFNTUIFDMPDLIBTTQFEVQ
XIFOJUDPNFTUPTQSJOHTBSSJWBM BMFBQ
UIBUNBOZWJFXBTBSFTQPOTFUPHMPCBM
XBSNJOH
i*IBWFIFBSEUIBUUIFNBZnPXFSTIPVME
OPXCFDBMMFEABQSJMnPXFSCFDBVTFJUT
TXJUDIJOHJUTCMPPNUJNF wTBJE&MJTB
CFUI#FBVCJFO OBUJPOBMDPPSEJOBUPS
PGUIF$BOBEJBOQSPHSBN1MBOU8BUDI
4JNJMBSMZ IFSSFTFBSDIIBTTIPXORVBL
JOHBTQFOUSFFT BENJSFEGPSUIFJSXIJUF
CBSLBOEZFMMPXGBMMMFBWFT BSFCMPPNJOH
BCPVUFJHIUEBZTFBSMJFSPOBWFSBHFJO
&ENPOUPOTJODFUIFNJET *OUFS
OBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG#JPNFUFPSPMPHZ "V
HVTU "TQFOUISJWFTJONBOZ64
TUBUFTBTXFMM BMUIPVHIJUTCMPPNUJNFT
JOUIJTDPVOUSZHFOFSBMMZHPVOSFDPSEFE
$PODFSOPWFSUIFTFDIBOHFTJOUJNF 
BOEUIFMBDLPGB64OFUXPSLUPTZT
UFNBUJDBMMZNPOJUPSUIFN ESFXBCPVU
UISFFEP[FOTDJFOUJTUTUP5VDTPOGPSB
MBUF"VHVTUXPSLTIPQTQPOTPSFECZUIF
*OTUJUVUFGPSUIF4UVEZPG1MBOFU&BSUI
BUɨF6OJWFSTJUZPG"SJ[POB 6" 
XJUIGVOEJOHTVQQPSUGSPNmWFGFEFSBM
BHFODJFTɨFHSPVQIPQFTUPMBVODI
BOBUJPOXJEFNPOJUPSJOHQSPKFDUTPPO 
FYQMBJOFEXPSLTIPQPSHBOJ[FS+VMJP#F
UBODPVSUPGUIF64(FPMPHJDBM4VSWFZ

JODMVEJOH$BQSJPSFDFOUMZSFQPSUFE
UIBUUIFPCTFSWBUJPOTTIPXMJMBDBOE
IPOFZTVDLMFnPXFSTJOUIF8FTUXFSF
CMPPNJOHUPEBZTFBSMJFSPOBWFS
BHFJOUIFTFDPOEIBMGPGUIFo
$PPSHBOJ[FS.BSL4DIXBSU[PGUIF
6OJWFSTJUZPG8JTDPOTJO.JMXBVLFFIBT SFDPSEDPNQBSFEUPUIFmSTUIBMG #VMMF
BMSFBEZTFUVQBQSPUPUZQFXFCTJUFXIFSF UJOPGUIF"NFSJDBO.FUFPSPMPHJDBM4PDJFUZ 
BOZPOFDBOTJHOVQUPTVCNJUUIFJSPXO .BSDI 6OGPSUVOBUFMZ UIFOVN
OBUJPOBMBOESFHJPOBMPCTFSWBUJPOT 4FF CFSPGWPMVOUFFSTESPQQFEQSFDJQJUPVTMZ
TJODF$BQSJPSFUJSFEJOUIFFBSMZT
TJEFCBSPOQBHF 
BOE6"iɨJTJTQSPCBCMZTPNFUIJOH
XFDBOHFUHPJOHCZUIFOFYUHSPXJOH
TFBTPO w#FUBODPVSUTBJE

*OBNPSFDPNQSFIFOTJWFTUVEZ 5FSSZ
3PPUBOEIFSDPMMFBHVFTBU4UBOGPSE
6OJWFSTJUZDPNQBSFEQIFOPMPHJDBMSF
DPSETGPSTQFDJFTJODMVEJOHUSFFT 
JOTFDUT nPXFST BOECJSETGSPNTJUFTJO
&VSPQF "TJB BOE/PSUI"NFSJDBɨFZ
GPVOEUIBUGPVSPVUPGmWFTQFDJFTFYBN
JOFEIBETIJGUFEUIFJSTFBTPOBMUJNJOHJO
BXBZUIBUBQQFBSFESFMBUFEUPUFNQFSB
UVSFJODSFBTFTGSPNIVNBOJOnVFODFE
HMPCBMXBSNJOH 1SPDFFEJOHTPGUIF/B
UJPOBM"DBEFNZPG4DJFODFT .BZ 
%VSJOHUIFBTTFTTFEUJNFGSBNF XIJDI
*OUIF4PVUIXFTU UIFNPOTPPOTBSSJWBM WBSJFECZTQFDJFTBOESFDPSECVUBWFS
BHFEZFBST UIFNFBTVSFETFBTPOBM
IBTMPOHCFFOIBJMFEBTBOPQQPSUVOJUZ
FWFOUTGPSCJSETBOEUSFFTTIJGUFEBIFBE
GPSHSPXUI CZ)PIPLBNGBSNFSTXIP
QMBOUFECFBOTBOETRVBTIPOnPPEQMBJOT BCPVUmWFEBZT XIJMFIFSCBDFPVTQMBOUT
UIPVTBOETPGZFBSTBHPUISPVHINPEFSO MJLFHSBTTFTBOEXJMEnPXFSTXFSFTUBSU
EBZHBSEFOFSTXIPDPMMFDUSBJOJOCBSSFMT JOHBCPVUUXPEBZTFBSMJFS
#VUXIJMFDMJNBUPMPHJDBMSFDPSETQJO
QPJOUJOHUIFNPOTPPOTBSSJWBMTIPXVQ "MUIPVHIUIFFBSMJFSTQSJOHTNBZTPVOE
HPPEUPTOPXCPVOEOPSUIFSOFSTXIP
JOTDJFOUJmDMJUFSBUVSFBOEPOUIFXFC 
CJPMPHJDBMSFDPSETEPDVNFOUJOHOBUVSFT TFFSPCJOTBTBTJHOPGQFOEJOHSFMFBTF
GSPNXJOUFSTHSJQ UIFTFQIFOPMPHJDBM
SFTQPOTFUPTFBTPOBMDMJNBUFFWFOUTSF
TIJGUTDBOTJHOBMQSPCMFNTSBOHJOHGSPN
NBJOSBSFGPSUIJTDPVOUSZ
FBSMJFSBMMFSHZBUUBDLTUPQPUFOUJBMNJTT
JOHMJOLTJOUIFGPPEDIBJO
0OFPGUIFTFSBSFCMPPNSFDPSETJO
WPMWFTBMJMBDOFUXPSLMBVODIFEJO
1PUFOUJBMQSPCMFNT
CZ+PTFQI$BQSJPPG.POUBOB4UBUF
"OFBSMJFSTUBSUUPUIFQPMMFOTFBTPO
6OJWFSTJUZ XIPBMTPTIBSFEJOTJHIUTBU
TFFNTUPCFPOFDPOTFRVFODFPGXBSN
UIFXPSLTIPQ"UJUTQFBL NPSFUIBO
 WPMVOUFFSTGSPNXFTUFSOTUBUFT  JOHUFNQFSBUVSFT CBTFEPOSFTFBSDIJO
UIF/FUIFSMBOETCZ"SOPMEWBO7MJFU
XFSFQPTUJOHJOGPSNBUJPOPOUIFMPDB
UJPOBOECMPPNJOHUJNFTGPSMJMBDTISVCT PG8BHFOJOHFO6OJWFSTJUZBOEDPM
MFBHVFT *OUFSOBUJPOBM+PVSOBMPG$MJNB
$BQSJPBMTPEJTUSJCVUFEDMPOFEIPO
UPMPHZ /PWFNCFS ɨJTTIPVME
FZTVDLMFCVTIFTUPBTNBMMFSHSPVQPG
DPODFSOUIFSPVHIMZQFSDFOUPGUIF
WPMVOUFFST%BO$BZBOPG4DSJQQT$MJ
NBUF3FTFBSDI%JWJTJPOBOEDPMMFBHVFT
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF 575757
$JUJ[FOOFUXPSLT
%VSJOHUIFXPSLTIPQ #FBVCJFOBOE
PUIFSQSPHSBNNBOBHFSTTIBSFEBEWJDF
BCPVUTFUUJOHVQDJUJ[FOOFUXPSLTUP
PCTFSWFQIFOPMPHZ UIFUJNJOHPGBOOVBM
MJGFDZDMFFWFOUT"MUIPVHIUIFXPSE
JUTFMGTPVOETVOGBNJMJBSUPNBOZQFPQMF 
UIFQSBDUJDFPGQIFOPMPHZTUSFUDIFTCBDL
UPUIFMBTUJDFBHF #FBVCJFOSFQPSUFE
4IFOPUFEUIBUBODFTUPSTPGUIF#MBDL
GPPUUSJCFVTFEUIFCMPPNJOHPGCVĊBMP
CFBOBTBTJHOUPIVOUCJTPOCVMMT

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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)PXFWFS FDPMPHJTUTXPSSZUIBUEJT
KPJOUFETIJGUTCZEJĊFSFOUTQFDJFTDPVME
CSFBLGPPEDIBJOMJOLTBOEDSFBUFPUIFS
QSPCMFNT1MBOUTPWFSBMMBSFSFTQPOEJOH
NPSFRVJDLMZUPUFNQFSBUVSFUIBOCJSET 
BOEJOTFDUTBSFSFBDUJOHGBTUFTUPGBMM FY
QMBJOFE+JMM"UUFOCPSPVHI QSPHSBNEJ
SFDUPSPGBQSPKFDUUIBUDPMMFDUTQIFOPM
PHZEBUBGSPNNPSFUIBO SFHVMBS
PCTFSWFSTJOUIF6OJUFE,JOHEPN

 

ɨF/FUIFSMBOETTUVEZBMTPGPVOEUSFFT
XFSFSFTQPOEJOHNPSFSBQJEMZUIBO
HSBTTFT XJUIKVOJQFSBOEPBLSFMFBTJOH
QPMMFOOFBSMZUISFFXFFLTFBSMJFSJOUIF
TUIBOUIFZIBEJOUIFT*O
UIJTDBTF UIBUTHPPEOFXTGPSBMMFSHZ
TVĊFSFST BTHSBTTQPMMFOTUFOEUPBHHSB
WBUFBMMFSHJFTUIFNPTU

  

QPQVMBUJPOXIPTVĊFSGSPNIBZGFWFS 
BOEDPVMECFQSPCMFNBUJDGPSUIPTFXJUI
BTUINBBTXFMM OPUFEWBO7MJFU XIPBU
UFOEFEUIFXPSLTIPQ



/BUVSFTDMPDL DPOUJOVFE
 
 











    





'JHVSF$BSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMTGSPN.BVOB-PB )BXBJJ nVDUVBUFXJUIOPSUIFSOIFNJTQIFSJD
QMBOUHSPXUIJOTQSJOHBOEEJFCBDLJOGBMM7BMVFTGPSUIJTBUNPTQIFSJDHSFFOIPVTFHBTBSF
TIPXOIFSFCZNPOUICBTFEPOEBUBDPNQJMFECZ$%,FFMJOHBOE518IPSG

UFNQFSBUVSFTNBZIBWFJOnVFODFEJUT
TDBMF#FFUMFTEFWBTUBUFEBCPVUNJM
MJPOBDSFTPGTPVUIXFTUFSOQJOFGPSFTUT
GSPNUISPVHI BDDPSEJOHUP
FTUJNBUFTGSPNUIF64'PSFTU4FSWJDFT
4PVUIXFTUFSO3FHJPO

8PSLTIPQQBSUJDJQBOUTXFSFGPDVTFEPO
UIFDPMMFDUJPOPGQIFOPMPHZEBUBUPJN
QSPWFTPDJFUZTVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGDMJNBUF
WBSJBCMJUZBTXFMMBTDIBOHF'PSNBOZ 
UIFVMUJNBUFHPBMXPVMECFUPQSPEVDF
NPSFTLJMMGVMDMJNBUFGPSFDBTUTBOECFUUFS
QSFEJDUSFTQPOTFUPDMJNBUFTXJOHT

i*UIFMQTQFPQMFVOEFSTUBOEUIBUUIF
TZODISPOZPGUIFOBUVSBMXPSMEJTCFJOH
UISFBUFOFE w"UUFOCPSPVHITVHHFTUFE
ɨF6,OFUXPSLJTTVQQPSUFECZUIF
FĊPSUTPGɨF8PPEMBOE5SVTU BOPO
QSPmUHSPVQUIBUJOKPJOFEFĊPSUT
UPSFDSVJUWPMVOUFFSPCTFSWFSTBGUFSJEFO
UJGZJOHDMJNBUFDIBOHFBTUIFTJOHMFCJH i#BTJDBMMZXFTFFQIFOPMPHZBTBOJOEJDB
UPSPGDMJNBUFJNQBDUT XIFUIFSJUTGSPN
HFTUUISFBUUPBODJFOUGPSFTUT
OBUVSBMWBSJBCJMJUZPSIVNBOJOEVDFE w
WBO7MJFUTBJE)FOPUFEUIBUUIFMBUUFS
*OTFDUSFTQPOTF
4DJFOUJTUTXIPTUVEJFEJOTFDUPVUCSFBLT JODMVEFTUIFVSCBOIFBUJTMBOEFĊFDU
JOTPVUIXFTUFSOGPSFTUTIBWFCFFOXPSL UIBUPDDVSTBTQBWFEBSFBTFYQBOEGSPN
DJUZDFOUFST
JOHUPEPDVNFOUIPXXBSNUFNQFSB
UVSFTDPOUSJCVUFEUPSFDFOUBUUBDLT
5FNQFSBUVSFWTSBJOGBMM
*OUIF4PVUIXFTU QMBOUTPGUFOSFTQPOE
iɨFQSPCBCJMJUZPGPVUCSFBLTXJMMJO
UPSBJOGBMMWBSJBCJMJUZNPSFESBNBUJDBMMZ
DSFBTFBTUFNQFSBUVSFJODSFBTFTCFDBVTF
UIBOUPUFNQFSBUVSF BTUIFHSFFOJOH
JOTFDUTBSFDPMECMPPEFE wBT/FJM
PGUIFEFTFSUUIJTQBTUZFBSESBNBUJDBMMZ
$PCCPG/PSUIFSO"SJ[POB6OJWFSTJUZ
EFNPOTUSBUFE
FYQMBJOFEEVSJOHBXBUFSTVNNJUJO
'MBHTUBĊMBTUNPOUI'SFF[JOHXJOUFS
UFNQFSBUVSFTIFMQLFFQJOTFDUTJODIFDL i.BOZPGUIFTIPXJFTUTQFDJFTSFRVJSF
MBSHFBNPVOUTPGSBJOGBMMXIFOUFN
"MUIPVHIESPVHIUDMFBSMZDPOUSJCVUFEUP QFSBUVSFTBSFDPPMCVUOPUDPME wTBJE
BSFDFOUCBSLCFFUMFPVUCSFBL FOUPNPM +BOJDF#PXFST B64(4SFTFBSDIFS)FS
PHJTUTTVTQFDUXBSNFSUIBOVTVBMXJOUFS SFTFBSDIGPVOEUIFCFTUXJMEnPXFSZFBST
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

JOUIF4POPSBO%FTFSUSFTVMUFEXIFO
SBJOGBMMSBUFTXFSFBCPVUQFSDFOU
IJHIFSUIBOVTVBMGSPN4FQUFNCFS
UISPVHI.BSDI8IBUTNPSF UIFTF
IJHIFSSBJOGBMMZFBSTUFOEFEUPPDDVS
XIFOUIF+VMZo%FDFNCFSJOEFYTJHOBMFE
BO&M/J×PQBUUFSOXBTBDUJWFJOUIF
USPQJDBM1BDJmD0DJFBO +PVSOBMPGUIF
5PSSFZ#PUBOJDBM4PDJFUZ +BOVBSZ 
ɨF&M/J×PUIJTQBTUZFBSVTIFSFEJO
SFECSPNF DIFBUHSBTT BOEPUIFSJOWB
TJWFHSBTTFTUIBUIFMQFETQBSLBSFDPSE
mSFZFBSJO"SJ[POB"TPG4FQUFNCFS
 NPTUPGUIFTUBUFT BDSFTJN
QBDUFECZmSFUIJTZFBSCVSOFEJOHSBTT
MBOETBOEHSBTTDPWFSFEEFTFSUSBUIFS
UIBOGPSFTUT JOEJDBUFE$IVDL.BYXFMM
PGUIF4PVUIXFTU$PPSEJOBUJPO$FOUFS
.FBOXIJMF POMZ BDSFTCVSOFE
JO/FX.FYJDP 
3BJOGBMMDFSUBJOMZFODPVSBHFEUIFFYUFO
TJWFHSBTTDPWFS CVUXBSNFSTQSJOHUFN
QFSBUVSFNBZIFMQHJWFJOWBTJWFHSBTTFT
BGPPUIPMEPWFSOBUJWFTQFDJFT TPNF
SFTFBSDIFSTTVTQFDU 4PVUIXFTU$MJNBUF
0VUMPPL 'FCSVBSZ 6OMJLFUIF
NPSFTQBSTFDPWFSPGOBUJWFXJMEnPXFST 
BDPOUJOVPVTHSBTTDPWFSDBOTQSFBEmSF
UISPVHIPVUEFTFSUFDPTZTUFNT#SVTIFT
XJUImSFDBOCFGBUBMUPUIF4PVUIXFTUT
QPTUFSDBDUVT UIFTBHVBSP
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF58
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/BUVSFTDMPDL DPOUJOVFE
TVQQPSUUIFJSBSHVNFOUUIBUUIJTDBSCPO
ɨFQIFOPMPHZOFUXPSLBDUVBMMZDPVME
EJPYJEFTIJGUSFnFDUFEJODSFBTFEQMBOU
IFMQCBUUMFUIFQSPCMFNPGJOWBTJWF
HSPXUIEVSJOHBMPOHFSHSPXJOHTFBTPO
HSBTTFTMFBEJOHmSFTJOUPUIFTBHVBSPT
/BUVSF "QSJM  ɨFZFTUJ
SFBMN OPUFE#FUBODPVSU'PSJOTUBODF 
NBUFEUIBUUIFOPSUIFSOHSPXJOHTFBTPO
BDJUJ[FOOFUXPSLSFQPSUJOHUIFHSPX
JODSFBTFECZSPVHIMZEBZTCFUXFFO
JOHQSFTFODFPGCVĊFMHSBTTDPVMEBMFSU
BOE
XJUIUXPUIJSETPGUIF
PċDJBMTUPUBLFBDUJPO TVDIBTTQSBZJOH
DIBOHFBUUSJCVUFEUPBOFBSMZTQSJOHBOE
IFSCJDJEFTCFGPSFUIFHSBTTDPOTVNFE
UIFSFNBJOEFSGSPNBEFMBZFEBVUVNO
UIFMBOETDBQF8PSEPGstarthistle
SFBDIJOHUIFnPXFSJOHTUBHFDPVMEJO
TQJSFPċDJBMTUPSFMFBTFBOBUVSBMFOFNZ ɨFPQQPSUVOJUZUPDBMJCSBUFTBUFMMJUF
iHSFFOVQwJNBHFSZXJUIEPDVNFOUFEPO
MJLFUIFZFMMPXTUBSUIJTUMFTFFEnZ IF
UIFHSPVOEMFBmOHPVUXBTUPVUFEBTBO
BEEFEɨFTFBDUJPOTDPVMECFDPNF
PUIFSJNQPSUBOUSFBTPOGPSBDPOUJOFOUBM
NPSFJNQPSUBOUBTSJTJOHUFNQFSBUVSFT
TDBMFQIFOPMPHZOFUXPSLJOUIJTDPVOUSZ
ESZPVUHSBTTFTFBSMJFSJOUIFTFBTPO
.PSFPGUIFTFDPNQBSJTPOTXJMMIFMQ
ɨFMPOHFSXBSNXFBUIFSTFBTPOTTIPX TDJFOUJTUTVOEFSTUBOEIPXPSHBOJTNTUIBU
GPSNUIFQMBOFUTCJPTQIFSFBSFSFTQPOE
JOHVQJOSFDPSETDPVMEUSBOTMBUFJOUP
JOHUPDMJNBUFWBSJBCJMJUZBOEDIBOHF
MPOHFSBOENPSFTFWFSFmSFTFBTPOTBT
TPJMTPODFDPWFSFECZTOPXGBDFUIF
IBSTIMJHIUPGEBZGPSFYUFOEFEQFSJPET 8JUINPSFUIBODPVOUSJFTBOEB
ɨFMJUBOZPGQSPCMFNTUIJTXPVMECSJOH HSPXJOHOVNCFSPG64TUBUFTWPXJOH
UPSFEVDFUIFJOQVUPGDBSCPOEJPYJEF
JODMVEFTUIFSFMFBTFPGNPSFDBSCPOEJ
JOUPUIFBUNPTQIFSF UIFIFMQGVMSPMFPG
PYJEFCBDLJOUPUIFBUNPTQIFSF
QMBOUTJTEFTUJOFEUPSFDFJWFNVDIBU
UFOUJPOCZUIPTFUSZJOHUPNPOJUPSUIF
$BSCPOnVDUVBUJPOT
ZFBSUPZFBSDIBOHFTJOUIFDBSCPODZDMF
ɨFESZNBTTPGQMBOUTBOEUSFFT
ɨFJNQMJDBUJPOTGPSHMPCBMXBSNJOHHP
BNPVOUTUPBCPVUIBMGDBSCPOBMMPG
CFZPOEDBSCPOEJPYJEFEZOBNJDT BT
JUESBXOBUTPNFQPJOUGSPNDBSCPOEJ
WFHFUBUJPODPWFSDBOBMTPJODSFBTFUIF
PYJEFJOUIFBJS#FDBVTFDBSCPOEJPYJEF
&BSUITSFUFOUJPOPGEJSFDUTPMBSSBEJBUJPO 
JTUIFNBJOHSFFOIPVTFHBTJNQMJDBUFE
FTQFDJBMMZXIFODPNQBSFEUPTOPXDPWFS
JOUIFBDDFMFSBUJPOPGHMPCBMXBSNJOH 
JUTVQTBOEEPXOTBĊFDUUIFBNPVOU
*OBEEJUJPO GBSNFST SBODIFST UPVSJTUT 
PGIFBUUIFBUNPTQIFSFSFUBJOTBUUIF
EPDUPST UFBDIFST CJPMPHJTUT KPVSOBMJTUT 
&BSUITTVSGBDF/PSUIFSOIFNJTQIFSF
HBSEFOFST MBOENBOBHFST BOENBOZ
DBSCPOEJPYJEFMFWFMTSJTFBOEGBMMXJUI
PUIFSNFNCFSTPGTPDJFUZBMTPTUBOEUP
UIFTFBTPOTBTQMBOUTESBXEPXOUIJT
CFOFmUGSPNDPOUJOFOUBMTDBMFJOGPSNB
HSFFOIPVTFHBTJOTVNNFS UIFOSFMFBTF
UJPOMJOLJOHDMJNBUFnVDUVBUJPOTUPUIF
NVDIPGJUWJBEFDBZXIFOUIFZEJFPS
TFBTPOBMDZDMFTPGQMBOUTBOEBOJNBMT 
ESPQUIFJSMFBWFTJOXJOUFS 'JHVSF 
QBSUJDJQBOUTQPJOUFEPVU8JUITPNBOZ
QPUFOUJBMCFOFmDJBSJFT UIFNFTTBHFGSPN
-JLFNVDIQMBOUHSPXUIJUTFMG UIF
UIFXPSLTIPQSBOHPVUMPVEBOEDMFBS
TFBTPOBMUJNJOHPGUIFDBSCPOEJPYJEF
*UTUJNFGPS64SFTJEFOUTUPTZODISP
iESBXEPXOwIBETIJGUFEGPSXBSECZVQ
OJ[FUIFJSXBUDIFTBOEDMPDLOBUVSFT
UPBXFFLBTPGUIFNJETDPN
CJPMPHJDBMDZDMFT
QBSFEUPUIFFBSMZT BTSFQPSUFE
CZBMPOHUJNFDBSCPOEJPYJEFSFDPSE
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
LFFQFS UIFMBUF$IBSMFT,FFMJOH BOE
associate with the Climate Assessment for
DPMMFBHVFT /BUVSF +VMZ  *O
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
BGPMMPXVQQBQFS ,FFMJOH MFBEBVUIPS article archive can be accessed at the fol3BOHB.ZOFOJPG#PTUPO6OJWFSTJUZ 
lowing link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
BOEPUIFSTGPVOETBUFMMJUFFWJEFODFUP
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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Grassland dynamics shift with climate fluctuations
B M L
As the drought deepened, ranchers and
others at a January workshop brainstormed ways to keep southwestern grasslands resilient despite rising temperatures
and pendulum-like swings in rainfall.

mate Assessment for the Southwest
(CLIMAS), noted that El Niño exerts
a tremendous influence on regional
winter precipitation tallies. When El
Niño reigns, sea surface temperatures
run higher than average in the eastern
Pacific Ocean. Often this helps pull jet
stream moisture down to this region
for the winter and sometimes through
the spring, as it did last year. But things
have changed.

influences affecting the PDO is limited
to a few years, the authors indicated in
their paper.

Global warming’s influence falls on
top of fluctuations of El Niño, the
PDO and other climate patterns. It
launches a relatively predictable rise in
“I make my living when it rains,” ranchtemperatures accompanied by largely
er Dennis Moroney of the CrossU Catunpredictable changes in precipitation
tle Company told the group of about
patterns. Following the ongoing trend
130 ranchers, range managers, and
for increasing temperatures, globally
natural resources specialists gathered
“This winter’s temperatures in the eastern 2005 registered as the hottest or secondfor the two-day Climate and Rangeland Pacific, although not officially a La Niña, hottest year on record, depending on
workshop and Society for Range Manare cooler than average. We think that’s
the analytical method used.
agement (SRM) meeting held near San
what initiating this dry episode,” Garfin
Carlos, Arizona. “Last spring I said, ‘If
told the group. Conditions officially
In time, the Southwest might experithis is global warming, I’ll take it.’ I’m
met National Oceanic and Atmospheric ence more heat waves and recordnot so sure today,”said Moroney.
Administration standards for a La Niña
breaking highs and fewer frost days,
event the following week, after eastern
Garfin explained, citing a research paper
Plentiful rainfall during the winter
Pacific sea surface temperatures had
by Noah Diffenbaugh and others (Proand usually bone-dry southwestern
remained cooler than average for the
ceedings of the National Academy of Scispring in 2004–2005 put a dent in the
required three months. This suggests the ences, November 2005). ) Precipitation
drought that has plagued Arizona and
drought is likely to continue through
is also likely to become more extreme,
New Mexico since at least 1998, but
the winter at least, Garfin indicated.
in effect featuring more droughts and
a dearth of rainfall since October has
floods as the water cycle speeds up along
plunged much of the Southwest back
Garfin had worse news to convey. He
with evaporation rates.
into drought over the last few months.
is among the climatologists who susOn the first day of the January 25 work- pect that a related influence commonly
Grassland thresholds
shop, Phoenix had not received a drop
known as the Pacific Decadal OscillaThe one-two combination of rising temof rain in 98 days, and Tucson had only tion (PDO) switched in the late 1990s
peratures and more drought can really
received about 0.1 inches during that
into a phase that spells long-term
impact grasslands and other ecosystems.
same period. Meanwhile, northern Aridrought for the Southwest. While El
Grasslands rank among the most sensizona was still without snowpack.
Niño works at the seasonal scale with
tive ecosystems to climate fluctuations,
phases that typically last only a year or
“As we left town, we were getting our
two, the PDO can stay in one phase for
first significant snowfall of the year,”
20 years or more.
noted Northern Arizona University
(NAU) Professor George Koch, who
El Niño variations represent one of
drove up from Flagstaff on the morning three processes influencing PDO phases,
of January 26. “This is shaping up to be Garfin told the group, referring to rethe driest winter since the driest winter
search by Niklas Schneider and Bruce
a couple of years ago,” he added. On
Cornuelle (Journal of Climate, NovemFebruary 7, Flagstaff’s National Weather ber 2005). The other two influences
Service office announced that the 2.49
are the Aleutian low, an atmospheric
inches of precipitation received between measure of sea level pressure that flucSeptember 1 and February 6 representtuates much faster than El Niño; and
ed a new record low in 109 years.
the Kuroshio-Oyashio Extension, an
ocean current that responds to El Niño
Gregg Garfin, program manager for
phases but fluctuates much more slowly.
the University of Arizona’s (UA) CliAt this point, skill in predicting the
continued on page 603
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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whether from natural variability or climate change.
“We’re working with an ecosystem that
has very quick responses to climate
variability,” noted Michael Crimmins,
a UA Cooperative Extension climatologist who helped organize the workshop
along with others from cooperative extension, CLIMAS, and SRM. Climate
influences act along with past management actions, soil type, competition
between species, and environmental
disturbances, he added. “These increasing temperatures, even if precipitation
remains the same, are going to change
things.”

grasslands during
times of drought, Sisk
noted, with or without a dictate from the
government agencies
that issue grazing permits. Often, people
have a tendency to
“wait, hope, and pray”
rather than reduce
livestock numbers, he
observed.

Ecosystem State

Grassland dynamics, continued

Threshold
“If it’s really late, or
we pray for a really
Figure 1. Grasslands and other ecosystems have “thresholds” relelong time, then we
vant to specific states, such as forage production. Changes in climate
may cross that thresh- can theoretically shift the grassland from one stable state (top) into
old,” he added. The a different stable state (bottom). Once the system has passed the
Changes in climate can push a grassland field of decision the- threshold, it is difficult for it to return to its pre-existing state. Source:
system over a “threshold” into a new
ory weighs the costs Thomas Sisk, NAU.
state, NAU Professor Thomas Sisk said.
of changing manageexplained. Winter storms often extend
He showed an image of an idealized
ment against the risks of inaction or of
across the state for several days, he inconceptualization of thresholds (Figure
making a bad decision. In an acknowldicated, while summer thunderstorms
1). A ball resting in the bottom of a pit
edgement of the difficulty in making
pop up almost randomly over small
represents one ecosystem state. Drought, decisions based on an uncertain future,
areas.
global warming, or related disturbances
Sisk noted that the best decision somecan metaphorically lift the ball out of
times can be to wait out a dry spell—if
During years when the monsoon falters
this “steady state” and shift it up and
it does rain in time to save the ranch.
and sputters, like last summer, ranchers
over the edge of a threshold into an enface a tough decision about whether to
tirely different steady state.
“The response when it rains is phebuy feed while hoping for rain, seek out
nomenal,” said Moroney, whose ranch
greener pastures for a few months, or
“Where are those thresholds? That’s sort
in McNeal reacts rapidly to rain, like
prematurely sell some of their carefully
of the $64,000 question,” Sisk told
most southwestern grasslands. “You see
bred herd. If large-scale drought leads
the group. “It’s chaotic, unpredictable.
change take place in three or four days.” ranchers to flood the market with cattle,
That’s why we’re here today.”
prices will drop for everybody.
Summer rains can make or break a
Protecting grasslands
rancher’s fiscal year. Yet the success of
A greener pasture
Sisk is working with the Diablo Trust,
climate predictions for southwestern
“Grass banking” can help ease the risk
a collaborative rangeland management
summer rainfall—largely dependent
of running out of forage before the
group in northern Arizona, to monitor
on the monsoon circulation that drives
calves are fatted. For instance, a group
how selected plots respond to differin the rain—lags far behind the skill
of ranchers might set aside a common
ent grazing approaches. Monitoring
in forecasting winter precipitation,
field for times of trouble, or individual
involves keeping track of rangeland
mainly because of El Niño’s influence
ranchers can use their own land in ways
conditions by systematically measuring
on the latter. Arizona state climatolothat lessen the impact of grazing in any
variables such as soil moisture and the
gist Andrew Ellis, though, has found
one spot, Moroney suggested.
percentage of desirable vs. undesirable
that late monsoons often equate to
plants within a specific area. This can
weak monsoons (International Journal of “I moved my cows 11 times last year.
help ranchers understand when they are Climatology, February 2004). The 2005
We do that to shorten up the amount
risking a threshold change.
monsoon fit the bill on both counts.
of time they spend in a pasture,” he
said. “Then we’re always feeling pretty
Ranchers may need to remove some
The larger spatial coverage of winter
good that we have feed ahead of us and
grazing animals from shriveling
storms eases predictability, Crimmins
continued on page 61
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Grassland dynamics, continued
behind us in case rain doesn’t come
through.”

ranchers need to have a fire at least every pathway to photosynthesize, such as
10 years to keep juniper off highly protrees and many cool-season grasses
ductive, non-grazed landscapes, Archer
including bromes and cheatgrass. SoHe noted that he favors pastures with
reported. On grazed sites, the window
called C4 plants, which include most
mesquite trees—generally considered
of opportunity to prevent juniper enwarm-season grasses and invasive species
undesirable by ranchers—during the
croachment can shorten to five years, he like lovegrass and buffelgrass, are not as
season when dangling bean pods serve
explained. His research has shown that
affected.
as a protein supplement for cows.
cattle grazing can help woody plants invade by removing the grasses, known as The rising levels of carbon dioxide offer
Moroney also suggested that adaptive
fine fuels, needed to carry fires capable
a high note that may interest farmers
management ideas could include putof suppressing trees and shrubs. Less
as well as ranchers: Most crops are C3
ting cattle out in the desert when grasses productive sites or more heavily grazed
species, while most “nasty weeds” are
encroach, as they did in 2005. The
sites may need to be burned even more
C4 species, Sisk noted. However, there’s
spread of grasses into the desert during
often because the sparser ground cover
also some evidence that insects need to
last year’s plentiful spring rains caused
translates to reduced fuel loads and
eat more when dining on plants grown
trouble. The grasses quickly cured into
hence patchier fires with lower intensiunder higher carbon dioxide levels.
fuel for summer fires that sparked a reties, he indicated.
cord number of acres burned in Arizona.
Increasing resiliency
A quarter of a million of these acres
Other factors
A growing list of disturbances join
burned outside Phoenix in the Cave
Drought, global warming, fire, and
drought in impacting grasslands. GrassCreek Complex fire, killing many of the woody plant encroachment all can
land dynamics are likely to become
Sonoran Desert’s signature cactus, the
change grassland dynamics. So can inva- more complex with the changing clisaguaro.
sive grasses and weeds, insects, and carmate and related factors, increasing the
bon dioxide. Grassland insect invasions
risk of crossing a vegetation threshold,
Fire in grasslands
often track the ups and downs of rainwith major shifts in the species compoWhile fire spells disaster for saguaros, it
fall. Invasive plants, too, can respond to sition and productivity of rangelands.
can help grasslands win the competition plentiful rainfall, as Sahara mustard and
against other woody plants like juniper,
red brome did when colonizing desert
Although rancher Richard Collins menmesquite, and creosote.
lands last spring.
tioned he was having a difficult time
maintaining his natural optimism when
Grasses “expressed themselves dramatiThe greenhouse gas carbon dioxide, refaced with the workshop news, Garfin
cally” after Moroney worked with the
sponsible for about 60 percent of the
compared the growing understanding
Natural Resource Conservation Service
ongoing warming, also affects invasive
of the climate risks facing grassland
to fight off mesquite trees by spraying
plants, insects, and other factors inmanagers to the awareness that had
several hundred acres with herbicides.
fluencing rangelands dynamics. For
grown in Louisiana over the past couple
In recent decades, mesquite trees have
instance, woody plants such as trees and of decades that a major hurricane could
been invading his ranch, along with
shrubs tend to grow more quickly than
devastate New Orleans.
grasslands throughout the Southwest.
grasses in experiments exposing them
But the chemical treatments cost too
to the carbon dioxide levels expected by “We did not reduce vulnerability and
much and are fairly ineffective without
about mid-century. Desert landscapes
increase resilience,” Garfin noted. “And
a follow-up by fire, he said, so the plan
have undergone “reverse desertification” I think that’s the task. We’ve got the
is to conduct some prescribed burns to
when exposed to these elevated levels of information. The challenge is to take
further control the mesquite invasion.
carbon dioxide, with 40 to 50 percent
climate change information … and try
increases in productivity, Sisk pointed
to translate that into something that
The proper fire regime can maintain
out. (For more information, see the
converts into a real and practical mangrasslands facing invasions from woody
2004 review paper by Robert Nowak
agement plan.”
plants such as juniper as well, UA Proand colleague in New Phytologist.)
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
fessor Steven Archer told the group.
associate with the Climate Assessment for
Even among grasses, the extra carbon
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
Based on research about how long it
dioxide in the air will favor some spearticle archive can be accessed at:
takes juniper to establish and grow in
cies more than others. It provides a
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/ climas/
similar Texas and Oklahoma grasslands, bigger boost to plants that use the “C3” forecasts/swarticles.html
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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Rising temperatures bump up risk of wildfires
Global warming adds firefighting challenges in both forest and desert
 M L
The Grand One looks doomed. The
world’s largest recorded saguaro, it stood
its ground on a hillside near Phoenix
while last year’s Cave Creek Complex
fire raced through on knee-high grasses
and, worse, lingered in nearby shrubs.
Now yellow lines radiate up several of
its roughly dozen arms as the magnitude
of the event sinks in (Figure 1).
It may soon join the list of casualties
from wildfire—a list expected to grow
longer with the days of summer as
the southwestern climate continues to
warm. The input of greenhouse gases
mainly from burning oil, coal, and
gas has temperatures on the upswing
around the globe, including the southwestern United States.

When it’s hot
Climbing temperatures
are expected to bring
more raging infernos,
in desert, grasslands,
and forests alike—and
the homes constructed
among them. The 47,000
acre forest fire around
Los Alamos, New Mexico
ruined about 260 homes
and required the evacuation of about 20,000 people in 2000. The 468,000
acre Rodeo-Chediski
forest fire in northern
Arizona destroyed about
400 homes and forced
30,000 people to evacuate in 2002.

In both cases, high temThe ancient saguaro looks worse than
perature extremes in the
it did even a few months before, range
three months leading up
and watershed specialist Carol Engle
to the fire ranked right
said on a day in late March. Now she
up there with low precip- Figure 1. The world’s largest recorded saguaro was damhas doubts about whether it will pull
itation extremes (Table 1). aged last year during a fire near Phoenix, Arizona. The lower
righthand inset shows a close up of the fire damage. Source:
through, as she and many others had
Stephanie Doster, Institute for the Study of Planet Earth
been hoping. She pointed out splits
Firefighters managed to
where insects could penetrate its masshield homes in the Scottsdale area of
After wet winters like 2005, even norsive trunk, larger than a refrigerator at
Phoenix from the 248,000 acre Cave
mal southwestern temperatures in May
the base. Between the trunk and an arm, Creek Complex fire, which torched
and June soon convert invasive and nabubbles of black char look like a belated about two-thirds of the 50,000 acres of
tive grasses alike into what firefighters
attempt to form protective bark. Or, to
Sonoran Desert that burned in 2005.
call “fine fuels”—dried-out stalks that
use Engle’s analogy, like a marshmallow This important ecosystem features the
feed a surface fire.
that’s toasted for too long.
saguaro cactuses (Carnegiea giganetea)
exclusive to the southwestern United
Tonto National Forest fire manager
Singed during a record Arizona fire year States and northern Mexico.
Gary Daniel provided an example of
that burned more than 700,000 acres in
how temperatures affect fine fuels, refer2005, The Grand One could serve as a
Some researchers suspect warming tem- ring to his work on prescribed burns. If
poster illustration about how wildfires
peratures and an early spring are aiding
grasses remain moist after the cool of
could worsen with global warming and
and abetting the invasive grasses that
evening, he and his crew had an easy
related changes. 2005 nearly tied 1998’s helped carry last year’s fires into saguaro solution: “We just let the sun beat on it
record for world’s warmest year since
territory (Southwest Climate Outlook,
a little more, let the ambient air temperinstrumental records became relatively
April 2005). Although native grasses
ature dry out, and we’re ready,” Daniel
reliable in the late nineteenth century.
and wildflowers can also carry fire folrecalled. “An hour in full sunlight would
While the fire raged, Phoenix set its own lowing rainy winters, their clumpy, unhave a tendency to dry that grass out.”
record lows for humidity and highs for
even cover proves less efficient at carrytemperatures.
ing fire than an even, continuous cover
of monocultural grasses.
continued on page 63
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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Wildfire risk, continued
Forest drying
In the forest, it takes about 40 hot, dry
days (roughly a thousand hours) to
convert fallen branches on the forest
floor into flammable material that will
magnify a fire’s heat—perhaps enough
to ignite live saplings. These saplings,
in turn, can become ladders to lift the
flames into the crowns of established
trees. Branches and logs from three to
six inches in diameter are the “thousandhour fuels” that firefighters worry about
when gauging forest fire danger and
evaluating whether a surface fire might
transform into a crown fire.

Donald McKenzie and colleagues found
higher temperatures led to a “sharp
increase” in area-burned in the historical record, using data for the years 1916
through 2002 (Conservation Biology,
August 2004). New Mexico’s annual
area-burned fluctuates with spring temperatures in particular, the analysis by
McKenzie and colleagues showed.

Similarly, research by The University
of Arizona’s Michael Crimmins and
Andrew Comrie found low-elevation
fires in southern Arizona increased during warm springs when they followed
wet winters (International Journal of
Woody materials are likely to remain dry Wildland Fire, 2004).
longer as the climate warms, Timothy
Brown of the Desert Research Institute
The results fit the pattern for the Southin Nevada and colleagues projected,
west fire season to start during the dry
based on the expected impact of warmer days of May and June and end within
temperatures and their influence on
weeks of the summer’s monsoon season
relative humidity (Climatic Change, Jan- arrival, usually in July. It also sparks
uary 2004). Their modeling experiment concern for those anticipating the confocused on forests, comparing conditinuation of global warming, as spring
tions for two decades through 1996 to
temperatures in New Mexico and Arithose projected for two decades through zona are rising as are temperatures in
2089 using a global warming scenario.
other seasons (Figure 2).
“The key thing was an increase in the
number of days of high fire danger,”
Brown said. “We basically found throughout the West that the number of days
increased by about two to three weeks.”

Some of these factors combined in
2005 in the Phoenix-area Cave Creek
Complex fire, the union of several
lightning-started fires. Local daytime
temperatures in the “hundred and
teens” and relative humidity levels
that dipped as low as 2 percent turned
the grass-invaded desert into a sea of
flames, reported Jeff Whitney, a natural
resource manager who helped battle
the blaze. Even at night, relative humidity only rose to about 9 percent,
well within the 20 percent range that
firefighters peg as dangerous.
“We’ve usually got a better opportunity
to work on suppressing the fire at night,”
Whitney said. “But we didn’t have
those conditions during the Cave Creek
Complex—it burned through the night.”
Air temperature wields an important
effect on relative humidity. Hot air can
hold more moisture than cool air, which
is partly why higher daytime temperatures are linked to higher evaporation
rates. Conversely, when air cools during
the night, its relative humidity increases,
sometimes to the point of saturation. If
the air drops down to the “dewpoint
temperature” some of the moisture it
contains will condense into dew, fog, or
some other form of precipitation.

It’s the heat and humidity
Temperature has an established link
with fire danger on several fronts. Fires
light more readily when the sun is beating down and raising daily temperatures.
Lightning bolts fly more often with
Whether moisture condenses or not,
In another analysis, of 11 western states, higher temperatures, too, providing
higher relative humidity levels reduce
New Mexico and Arizona were among
more opportunities for fire ignitions.
fire danger, Daniel noted.
the most sensitive to temperature efAnd fires can spin out of control more
fects on the annual “area-burned”—the
easily when overlying air is warm, espe- “In the evening, temperatures will go
amount of land crossed by fire in a givcially in the absence of cool nights that
down and the humidity levels will start
en year. U.S. Forest Service researcher
help the fire to “lay down.”
to increase again. We call it a recovery.
If we have not much of a recovery at
all at night, we can have active burning
Temperature rank
Precipitation rank
Fire event
State
during the night and this can also make
(highest)
(lowest)
it worse the next day,” he said.
Los Alamos (2000)

2

1

New Mexico

Rodeo-Chediski (2002)

4

3

Arizona

Hayman (2002)

12

2

Colorado

Biscuit (2002)

17

15

Oregon

Table 1. While seasonal precipitation tended to rank among the lowest during three months
leading up to major western fires, temperatures tended to rank among the highest. Climate
records go back to 1895. Source: Data from Western Regional Climate Center.
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Both global warming and the urban
heat island effect tend to boost nighttime temperatures more than daytime
temperatures. That’s because greenhouse
continued on page 64
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Wildfire risk, continued

A warm surface, whether caused by a
fire or a mountainside baking in the hot
summer sun, will lift air parcels up into
the atmosphere. A fire tends to do so
faster, which adds to the instability. The
ascent of these air parcels leaves a void
that surrounding air quickly moves to
fill. These winds further fan the flames.
As with thunderstorms, the air parcels
uplifted by fires often become clouds as
they rise and cool. These clouds, known
as pyrocumulus, contain moisture they
extracted from fuel, soil, and especially
living trees, Maxwell noted.
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“If you have warmer surface temperatures, the atmosphere is more unstable.
That’s more conducive to strong convection and to blow-up fires” like the Rodeo-Chediski, Maxwell said. “Instead of
having a fire driven by the wind and environment, the fire becomes a lot more
powerful and controls the environment
and dictates the weather. It’s very similar
to a thunderstorm, the way it works,”
Maxwell said.
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Hot air
Warm air tends to be more “unstable”
than cool air in a meteorological sense,
too, explained Charles Maxwell, fire
weather program manager for the
Southwest Coordination Center.

2
Temperature Difference
(degrees Fahrenheit)

gases and concrete both absorb solar radiation. After a long day of solar heating, they release some of the energy
they’ve collected as infrared radiation—
i.e., heat. This is most noticeable at
night, once the sun’s direct rays are out
of the picture.

Figure 2. The difference between Arizona and New Mexico’s average monthly temperatures in
the past five years (2000–2005) compared to the full record (1895–2005) is shown above. The
difference was most pronounced in winter and spring. Data: Western Regional Climate Center.

wood “blows up” into the clouds, it can
form raindrops. “It used to be wood but
now it’s rain,” he added.
Like the updrafts that helped form the
clouds, downdrafts can accompany pyrocumulus rainfall. These sudden, erratic
winds further vex firefighters by spreading flames in unpredictable directions.
Warmer air also tends to increase the
incidence of lightning, which causes
about 80 percent of the fire starts in the
West. However, lightning strikes remain
relatively unpredictable despite their importance in igniting western wildfires.

Alex McCord, a longtime Arizona Division of Emergency Management hazards
officer, elaborated on this, noting that
combustion also contributes moisture by
converting stored carbohydrates in trees
back into carbon dioxide and water.

The fuel factor
Seasonally, fire danger fluctuates with
the moisture condition of grasses and
downed wood, respectively known as
fine and heavy fuels in firefighter parlance. At longer time scales, explosive
growth of saplings makes southwestern
forests more prone to large-scale crown
fires (Southwest Climate Outlook, February 2005).

“Even if it’s bone dry, there’s moisture
in the wood,” McCord said. When this

“A lot of our landscapes are primed,” as
Whitney observed. Like many fire man-

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

agers and historians, he noted that ongoing efforts to smother most blazes as
upstarts means the ones that do manage
to mature generally have loads of material to fuel their flames. Nationwide,
only about an eighth of the acreage that
would naturally burn each year typically
escapes suppression efforts, according
to an analysis by U.S. Forest Service researcher Ron Neilson and others.
The bark beetles and drought that killed
millions of pines in recent years appear
to have contributed to reducing fire
risk—at least temporarily—by reducing
the amount of flammable foliage in the
forest. At an August 2005 water summit
in Flagstaff, Northern Arizona University researcher Neil Cobb reported that
the ponderosa and pinyon that had
succumbed to bark beetles in 2003 and
2004 retained only about 13 percent of
their needles, on average.
“If you don’t have a canopy—all you
have is dead sticks sitting up there—
you probably decrease the risk of
catastrophic crown fires,” Cobb told
continued on page 65
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Wildfire risk, continued
the group. However, once the beetlekilled trees start falling to the ground,
their wood will join the thousandhour fuels that can potentially ignite
future conflagrations.
Management efforts to thin forest
stands or clear out invasive grasses can
reduce fire danger locally. Tree-thinning
projects in forests in Arizona’s White
Mountains and Flagstaff reduce fire
hazards in sections of pine forest. Not
surprisingly, efforts focus on areas where
forests border communities.
However, climate variability and change
also influences fuel build-up to an extent that makes it difficult for people to
reduce fire danger on the regional scale
without allowing a return to the natural
fire regime. Global warming is likely to
increase climate variability, with larger
swings from wet to dry and back again.
Some project global warming will increase the magnitude of events associated with El Niño and La Niña (Southwest
Climate Outlook, January 2006).
Records compiled from historic observations, tree rings, and charcoal deposits
all indicate large climate swings boost
the potential for severe fires in highland
forests. Wet periods encourage abundant growth in forests—many small
trees pop up to celebrate the moisture.
This increases the risk of stand-level
drought during dry periods that follow,
with a multitude of tree stems drawing from the same pool, like too many
straws in a drink.
Back in the desert
In lowland systems like grasslands and
desert, wildflowers and grasses tend to
flourish following above-average winter
rainfall, which typically coincides with
El Niño events, U.S. Geological Survey
researcher Janice Bowers has found
(Southwest Climate Outlook, September
2005). Ironically, this often increases fire
danger because grasses soon dry out to
become fuel loads.

Evidence indicates some invasive grasses
can load conditions even more than native grasses. For instance, the invasive
buffelgrass yields a longer-lasting fuel
than many native grasses. Buffelgrass is
sensitive to winter lows, so the warmer
temperatures that come with global
warming may be encouraging its spread.
Another invasive grass, red brome, appears to gain a stronger foothold based
on an aspect of global warming— higher
carbon dioxide levels. Rising atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels account for about
60 percent of the modern warming. They
also tend to boost plant growth, favoring
some plants more than others.
In one experiment considering the effect of futuristic carbon dioxide levels,
red brome grew 50 percent bigger and
more dense on average than three native grasses found in the Sonoran Desert
(Nature, November 2000). Atmospheric
carbon dioxide levels in the experiment
were roughly double the pre-industrial
level of 280 parts per million, while
today’s levels are about one-third higher
than pre-industrial levels.
An invasion of red brome helped carry
fire into the desert areas torched by the
Cave Creek Complex fire last year. During a March visit to a 30-degree slope
that tapers down to the Verde River,
the desert area touched by the fire was
sprouting flowers again.

ing grasslands over woody plants like
juniper and mesquite (Southwest Climate Outlook, February 2006). Saguaros
are also woody plants, as their ribbed
remains on the desert floor indicate.
Some vegetation models of global
warming effects predict grasslands will
encroach upon major expanses of southwestern desert, given an increase in
precipitation as well as temperature. For
instance, in one climate change scenario
considered by the Mapped AtmospherePlant-Soil System project, a rise in average temperature of 12 degree Fahrenheit
with an increase of average precipitation of 22 percent in the model led to
grasslands taking over deserts in most of
southern Arizona and some of southern
New Mexico (Pacific Northwest Research
Station Science Update, January 2004).
The Sonoran Desert may be starting to
head in that direction already, if 2005 is
any indication of what warmer temperatures will bring during wet years. With
help from invasive grasses, wildfires
can fly across low-elevation grasslands
and even deserts, as during this recordsetting year in Arizona. Meanwhile,
warmer temperatures during dry years
can help set the high-elevation forests
ablaze. Dense thickets of saplings can
feed the conflagrations, as in the RodeoChediski and Los Alamos fires.

From afar, the classic Sonoran Desert
landscape looked less damaged than the
charred oak scrub nearby. But up close,
many of the cactuses looked scarred.
Past experience indicates that many of
the saguaros straddling this steep slope
could take another five years before they
realize they’re dead, researchers indicate.

Management efforts to defuse forests
through thinning projects and protect
deserts by weeding grasses and shrubs
around saguaros can help. But unless
there’s a quantum leap in the number
of acres treated through such efforts,
southwesterners should brace themselves for longer, potentially severe fire
seasons in years to come as the climate
continues to warm.

Research on the effects of fires in saguaro territory remains limited, so it’s
unclear exactly what it would take to
bring this system down. However, fire
has a well-documented role in promot-

Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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Population growth, warming, and water supply
Water for the ongoing influx of people in the Southwest will come at a cost
B M L
Expanding cities and warming climate
merge dramatically in the Southwest
to boost water demand. The combined
effect of rising population, temperature
and water use, meanwhile, threatens to
take a toll on quality of life.
“We have put ourselves on a trajectory to
make this a hotter, drier place,” keynote
speaker Grady Gammage cautioned during a June workshop in Phoenix, called
“Providing water to Arizona’s growing
population: How will we meet the obligation?” A lawyer, Gammage helped
secure regional water supplies by serving
on the Central Arizona Project (CAP)
board of directors for 12 years before taking his current post at the Arizona State
University’s (ASU) Morrison Institute.
While many workshop speakers expressed confidence that Arizona could
find water to support the ongoing influx
of people, their words supported Gammage’s premise that residents would pay
a price for continued population growth.
Higher water bills clearly will be coming
down the pipeline in many cities, with
current as well as future residents anteing up. Declining water quality could
represent another cost as water managers consider saltier sources.
Shrinking rivers also follow rising water
demand, as acknowledged by speakers
at the June workshop, organized by The
University of Arizona’s Water Resources
Research Center, and at an August event
in Tucson. Another cost of the growing
population and the water policy it will
inspire will be measured in degrees.
Temperatures had already reached 110
degrees on the morning of the first
day of the workshop, as the sun was
reaching its annual peak in intensity
on the summer solstice. Unrestrained

population growth will make Arizona cities hotter for several reasons, Gammage
suggested, naming more xeriscaping, agricultural water buy-outs, and city infill.
Xeriscaping—using desert vegetation in
landscaping—uses less water, but it also
does less to cool residential areas than
lush grass and trees. Shifting agricultural
allotments permanently to cities will
reduce the region’s ability to weather
drought years by temporarily turning off the supply to agriculture. This
increases the chances for urban water
use restrictions. Promoting the infill of
population within city centers saves on
pipelines and other infrastructure, but
makes cities even hotter as heat-trapping
concrete replaces cooler open spaces.
The “urban heat island effect”—a result
of concrete, buildings, and asphalt
covering open land—worsens as cities
become more densely populated. For
instance, temperatures in Tempe (near
Phoenix) increased by about 10 degrees
Fahrenheit over the last century, ASU
researchers have found, with about
two-thirds of the difference related to
the urban heat island effect and the remainder linked to global warming. The
population of metropolitan Phoenix
roughly doubled in three decades to top
1.4 million in 2005.
Residents who bought homes in 2005
in Arizona’s central area—Maricopa,
Pinal and Pima counties—can expect
the surrounding population to nearly
double again by the time they pay off a
conventional mortgage in 2035. Their
roughly 9.6 million neighbors in the
merging three-county urban sprawl will
contribute to a projected near doubling
of water demand during that same time
frame, as described in a discussion paper
drafted for the workshop.
The central Arizona region can support
only about 8.5 million people with the

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

water considered “currently secured,” according to the paper’s preliminary analysis led by ASU researcher Jim Holway, a
former assistant director with the Arizona Department of Water Resources. Beyond that population level, projected for
about 2020, the supply would depend
on securing additional sources such as
agricultural water and wastewater effluent (Figure 1).
Additional water sources are “likely”
to become available, including from
the Colorado River allocations to agriculture, but are not secured at this
point. Water managers are pursuing the
prospect of treating wastewater effluent,
among other sources, to keep up with
the growing demand for potable water
(For more information:
http://sustainability.asu.edu/gios/
waterworkshop.htm).
Projections for global warming, meanwhile, indicate regional temperatures
could continue to rise throughout the
century by perhaps a degree Fahrenheit
a decade. That’s the rate already registering in Arizona since about the mid1970s, based on data from the Western
Regional Climate Center. It’s several
times faster than the average rate for the
world as a whole.
Higher temperatures boost water demand, especially in summer when residents run evaporative swamp coolers
and water wilting plants. An average
household in Tucson, for example, uses
a third more water during the warm
months of May through October than
in cooler months.
Global warming causes other regional
climate changes as well. Along with
temperatures, it increases evaporation
rates, rainfall variability and the risk of
heat waves and drought.
continued on page 70
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Water supply, continued
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Modeer and other water managers for
Tucson have been alerting residents to
the potential need to start converting
wastewater effluent into drinking water
within the next decade. Pima County
residents must decide in the next few
years whether to accept what some critics characterize as a “toilet to tap” plan.

Wastewater effluent

2005

“I think the climate is going to change.
We need to be able to react to what that
change might be.” Tucson Water Director David Modeer said.

1200

Billions of Gallons (projected)

“We’re going to have to prepare for more
intense droughts than we’ve had in
the past,” acknowledged Steve Olson,
executive director of the Arizona Municipal Water Users Association that
covers metropolitan Phoenix. By one
climate change assessment that models a
slight drop in Colorado Basin precipitation along with an ongoing temperature
rise, the river could run short about a
quarter of the time in the coming century (Climatic Change, March 2004).

Year
Figure 1. The population of central Arizona is projected to exceed the “secured supply” of
renewable water by about 2020 given current population growth. Water managers are pursuing the prospect of treating wastewater effluent, among other sources, to keep up with the
growing demand for potable water.

“Ultimately, urban and rural Arizona are
competing for the same water supplies,”
Gammage told the group, some of who
needed no reminding.

It may be a tough sell. Tucson residents
twice voted against even allowing Colorado River water directly into their drink- “We’re a target and we know it,” said
ing water, citing water quality issues.
Roger Gingrich, Yuma’s water resources
Residents finally agreed in 2000 to accept coordinator. He noted that Yuma leta blend of CAP water with groundwater. tuce growers supply the country, helpThe Tucson Water Plan indicates they’ll
ing Arizona’s third largest metropolitan
soon be asked to consider a saltier blend, area earn $1 billion a year from crops.
with a greater share of Colorado water.
The resources, including water, supporting this industry would not be given
Tucson renewable groundwater could
away lightly, he indicated.
sustainably support a population of
roughly 375,000—less than half the
“It’s more, what are you willing to pay?
current population of the city’s metroWhen it comes to water, you’ll be paying
politan area. In theory, Tucson’s allota lot,” he said. Noting that bottled water
ment of Colorado water could supply
sells in stores for more than $1 a gallon,
another 1 million people at current use
he tallied the price for an acre-foot of
rates. That would assume that drought
water at about $365,000. Gingrich was
doesn’t limit the supply, and the city re- speaking mostly with tongue in cheek,
tains its entire share for residential use.
but he said he was serious in conveying
that farmers would not sell water at the
Currently, about 70 percent of Arizona’s going rate. Currently, Tucson residents
water, and 80 percent of its Colopay about $15 for their first 11,200 galrado River allocations, goes to support
lons of water a month. At this rate, water
agriculture on private and tribal lands.
costs about $450 an acre-foot.
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Arizona residents would pay an estimated $3,000 an acre-foot for desalinated water in a plan proposed by CAP
Deputy General Manager Larry Dozier.
The desalination approach he outlined
would boost an average water bill to
$150 to $200 a month, he said.
It would involve erecting a desalination
plant and an electrical plant to power
it on the Gulf of California in Mexico,
given the approval of Mexico’s burgeoning tourism industry on the gulf. The
desalinated ocean water could help
cover the million acre-feet of Colorado
River water promised to Mexico, Dozier
said, freeing up more of the river’s share
for Arizona.
Arizona’s share of the Colorado could
then support future development. Under current law, developments can go
up in Arizona even where water supplies are deemed “inadequate” to supply
homes for the century or more they
may exist. Also, landowners currently
can withdraw unlimited quantities of
continued on page 71
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Water supply, continued
groundwater from below their land,
with some caveats, even if doing so dries
up nearby rivers and neighbors’ wells.
In a day of interactive sessions during
the June workshop, people suggested
policy makers should consider the property rights of existing residents before
permitting new developments. Participants also stressed the need to protect
rivers when evaluating the potential
impacts of new developments.
Southwestern rivers that once flowed
year-round have been reduced to intermittent streams in areas where growing populations increasingly tap into
groundwater or surface flows, such as
Tucson’s Santa Cruz River.
Even the San Pedro River has been faltering in recent years, with population
growth in Sierra Vista and Benson as
well as drought reducing stream flow.
About seven miles northeast of Sierra
Vista, the San Pedro dried up for 12
days in the summer of 2005—for the
first time at least since continuous monitoring began there in 1930. It almost
repeated its disappearing act in late June,
but reaped the benefits of an early start
to the monsoon season.
The impact on the San Pedro from
water withdrawals depends in part on
where wells go, explained hydrologist
John Hoffman of the U.S. Geological
Survey. To illustrate, Hoffman showed
a map of the San Pedro River where it
flowed through Arizona northeast of the
Huachuca Mountains and explained the
modeled impacts of 50 years of pumping
33 millions of groundwater—an amount
that would support less than a thousand
people a year at current use rates.
Wells located around the river near Fort
Huachuca’s eastern edge would draw
about 95 percent of their supply from
water that would otherwise feed the San
Pedro River, Hoffman’s preliminary map
indicated. In contrast, wells located west

of the river near the Huachuca’s southern boundary would draw only about
30 percent of their supply from water
that would otherwise go to the stream.
The area’s newest spate of wells are going in exactly where Hoffman’s analysis
shows they would do the most damage,
pointed out Patrick Graham of The
Nature Conservancy, alluding to some
of the development occurring in the
budding towns of Hereford and Palominas right along the river.
“Groundwater supports those rivers.
While there’s not a legal recognition,
it’s a fact,” Graham said. Many states,
including Arizona, fail to consider the
impact groundwater withdrawals have
on nearby rivers, as Robert Glennon describes at length in his book Water Follies: Groundwater Pumping and the Fate
of America’s Fresh Waters.
Graham compared groundwater basins
to bathtubs, noting that rivers flow only
when the basins are full enough to overflow into channels. Yet surface waters
serve millions of birds as “nature’s highways, hospitals, hotels, and restaurants,”
he said. Conservationists consider the
San Pedro especially crucial as an oasis
for migratory birds, as it encompasses
the northern limits for some tropical
species and the southern edge for some
species traveling from cooler climates.
Tourism and recreation also thrive due
to surface water, such as the inner tubing industry on Phoenix’s Salt River.
Concern for rivers and their functions
drew a crowd of about 250 people to an
August talk in Tucson by Jackie King. A
researcher from South Africa, King assesses ecological, social, and economic
values of river systems around the world
and how they change with development.
Noting that Arizona policy encourages
population growth, she outlined how
continued on page 72
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A natural
source of water
B M L
Homeowners can turn their yards
into oases by capturing rainwater and
recycling household water, explained
Brad Lancaster, author of Rainwater
Harvesting for Drylands.
He describes harvesting principles
that allow plants to thrive and thus
cool the area around homes, a form
of climate control that becomes more
crucial with temperatures rising and
populations growing.
“We’re truly desertifying our so-called
desert,” Lancaster said during a talk
this year at The University of Arizona’s
Water Resources Research Center.
“Here’s where the rivers are today,”
he added, showing a slide of a Tucson
street flooded by monsoon rains.
Paved streets, concretized river banks,
and hard bare soil all channel water away before it can soak into the
ground—sometimes whisking it out
of town even before it can recharge
groundwater aquifers, he noted.
A permaculturist based in Tucson,
Lancaster learned some of his techniques in Zimbabwe, which has a
semi-arid climate similar to that in
the Southwest. There, a man he calls
Mr. Phiri taught him how to “plant
water before planting trees” and other
lessons. These include:
•

Start by observing your landscape during rains, noticing how
water moves and collects. Then
revise after noticing what does
and doesn’t work.

•

Start at the top of your “watershed,” which on a residential lot
may be a roof. Capture and/or
continued on page 72
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Water supply, continued
researchers could assess some of the benefits and costs of proposed water withdrawals to encourage more informed
policy decisions (River Research and Applications, Fall 2003).
Using extensive data on historical,
present-day, and future river flow patterns and location of riparian plants,
researchers could project how proposed
withdrawals might impact water quality,
wildlife, and tourism, for example.
“If you take half your diet away, you
will change. If you take half the river
water away, it will change,” King told
the crowd gathered at The University
of Arizona. Later she reminded, “Good
quality of life doesn’t just mean a nice
house and food in the fridge.”
King noted that her approach includes
working with various interest groups
and individuals. With her recommended approach, scientists restrict their role
to evaluating and presenting data, leaving policy decisions to the governments
and stakeholders involved.
In the concluding remarks at the June
conference, Kathy Jacobs encouraged water managers and the research
community to explain the impact of
decisions so policy makers could avoid
working “in a vacuum.” A onetime water manager, Jacobs now directs the triuniversity Arizona Water Institute.
Water managers need to create a better
link between water availability and population growth management, Gammage
suggested, adding, “I don’t think water
managers can continue the attitude of
‘We’re the plumbers. You tell us what we
need to do and we’ll do it.’ ”
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Natural source, continued
direct gutter water toward plants or
into a storage tank.
•

Start small. Use simple strategies
that slow and spread the flow of water across the land, giving it time to
seep down into soil.

•

Maximize ground cover, especially
living ground cover. Plants and
mulch help soils quickly soak up
water, so it won’t be available for
mosquito breeding.

“If nothing else, raise your pathways
and patios and sink your planting areas,” Lancaster suggested. That way
plants will receive some of the water
running off the impermeable surfaces.

Figure 2. Brad Lancaster in front of the cistern that stores rainwater in his yard. Photo
credit: Melanie Lenart

During an early September tour of his yard, he pointed out a 1,200 gallon cistern—now full—that stores water channeled from his roof (Figure 2). A spigot
on the side yields some of its contents with a turn of the faucet. A driveway and
a strategically sliced curb pull in some of the street’s flow during monsoon rains,
where native plants benefit from the spillover. Corrugated zinc on the roof of his
workshop drains water in rivulets into an area sprouting orange and fig trees.
The thriving saplings also receive water every time Lancaster washes a load of
clothes. Recycled water draining from showers, washing machines, and other
household pipes is known as greywater.
Arizona has begun encouraging residents to use greywater for landscaping, as
long as they avoid draining from kitchen sinks or, of course, toilets. In 2007, the
state will start providing up to $1,000 in tax credits per household to help reimburse residents who set up greywater-harvesting systems.
When employing greywater, Lancaster recommends using liquid detergents rather than powders, which use salt as filler. Also, unlike rainwater, greywater should
not be stored in a tank. Lancaster encourages people to deposit it directly into
mulched and vegetated soil.
Water harvesting can make a crucial difference when living in any desert. Lancaster’s mentor, Mr. Phiri, became a role model for his village in Zimbabwe after
turning a barren wasteland into a productive farm over the years.
“There are other people in his village literally dying of thirst in drought years,
and he is raising fish,” Lancaster said. “And they could be doing the same.”
More information about the tax credit program, suitable detergents for greywater systems, and Lancaster’s book can be found at his website:
http://www.harvestingrainwater.com.

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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ɨJT JOUVSO SFEVDFTUIFSBUFBUXIJDI
XBUFSDBOJOmMUSBUFTPJMBOETPJODSFBTFT
UIFSVOPĊSBUF JFUIFSBUFBUXIJDI
XBUFSXJMMnPXPWFSUIFMBOEBOESFBDI
TUSFBNT 'PSNPSFEFUBJMT TFFi'MPPE
JOHBGUFS'JSFwGSPNUIF.BZQBDL
FUBUIUUQXXXJTQFBSJ[POBFEV
DMJNBTGPSFDBTUTBSDIJWFNBZ
NBZmHT@'MPPETIUNM
-JLFUIF8IJUF.PVOUBJOMPHHJOHUSFBU
NFOU UIF"TQFOmSFPO5VDTPOT
.PVOU-FNNPODBVTFEQFBLTUSFBN
nPXJODSFBTFTXIFOTFWFSFMZCVSOFE
XBUFSTIFETXFSFFYQPTFEUPNPOTPPOBM
SBJOT SFQPSUFE&WBOT XIPIFMQFENPO
JUPSTUSFBNnPXXJUIJOUIF4BCJOP$BO
ZPOBOE$BOZPOEFM0SPESBJOBHFT"G
UFSNBLJOHBEKVTUNFOUTGPSQSFDJQJUBUJPO
EJĊFSFODFT IFFTUJNBUFETUSFBNnPX
IJHITPOTPNFDSFFLTESBJOJOHUIFCVSO
BSFBXFSFNPSFUIBOmWFUJNFTHSFBUFS
UIBOUIFZIBECFFOCFGPSFUIFmSF
6OGPSUVOBUFMZ UIFFYDFTTJWFTUSFBNnPX
UVSOFEJOUPBXBMMPGXBUFSUIBUDBSFFOFE
UISPVHIUIFUPXOPG0SBDMFJO"VHVTUPG
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF75
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3VOPą DPOUJOVFE
 TXFFQJOHZFBSPMEOFXTQBQFS
QVCMJTIFS+JN)VOUJOHUPOUPIJTEFBUI
1FBLTUSFBNnPXJODSFBTFTBMTPPDDVSSFE
POXBUFSTIFETESBJOJOHGPSFTUTBĊFDUFE
CZUIF3PEFP$IFEJTLJmSF'PSJO
TUBODF DPODFSOTPWFSQPUFOUJBMnPPET
MFEPċDJBMTUPFWBDVBUFUIFUPXOPG
$BSSJ[PUISFFUJNFT &WBOTTBJE#VUOP
EFBUITSFMBUFEUPmSFDBVTFEnPPETXFSF
SFQPSUFE
ɨF3PEFP$IFEJTLJmSFPGTFU
UIF"SJ[POBSFDPSEGPSmSFTFWFSJUZJO
UIFQBTUDFOUVSZ XJUIBCPVU 
BDSFTCVSOFEUPWBSZJOHEFHSFFT4PQFS
IBQTJUTOPUTVSQSJTJOHUIBUUIFIJHIFTU
NFBTVSFEJODSFBTFJOTUSFBNnPXQFBLT
PDDVSSFEXJUIJOUIBUCVSOBSFB JO'GPM
MJPUUTFTUJNBUJPO

4BMU$FEBS DPOUJOVFE
UIFDBTFPGTFWFSFmSF IJHIFSFSPTJPO
SBUFTUFOEUPBDDPNQBOZUIFESBNBUJD
JODSFBTFJOTUSFBNnPXQFBLT XJUITPJM
PGUFOTFBSFEBOEGPSNFSMZQSPUFDUJWF
WFHFUBUJPOTISJWFMFEPSEZJOH
0OUIFTFWFSFMZCVSOFEXBUFSTIFEPG
UIF3PEFP$IFEJTLJmSF 'GPMMJPUUBOE
/FBSZNFBTVSFEQPTUmSFTFEJNFOUZJFME
SBUFTPGBCPVUUPOTQFSBDSFɨJTJT
BCPVUmWFUJNFTIJHIFSUIBOUIFCBTFMJOF
SBUFTPGUPUPOTQFSBDSFUIFZDBMDV
MBUFEGPSUIFoUJNFGSBNF

XPVMERVPUFUIFTFmHVSFTUIBUUIFZXFSF
VTJOHUPNFUFSTPGXBUFSBZFBS CVU
UIFZEJEOUIBWFHPPENFUIPETGPSNFB
TVSJOHJUw
.PSFSFDFOUUFDIOJRVFTVTJOHTPQIJT
UJDBUFEUFDIOPMPHZIBWFGPVOEUIBU
TBMUDFEBSUSFFTXFSFVTJOHDPNQBSBCMF
BNPVOUTPGXBUFSBTUIFOBUJWFDPUUPO
XPPEBOEXJMMPXUSFFTUIFZBSFTFFOBT
SFQMBDJOH

iɨFZ SFTFBSDIFST GPVOEUIBUJUBDUV
BMMZVTFTMFTTXBUFSUIBO#FSNVEBHSBTT
4JNJMBSMZ &WBOTOPUFEUIBUUIF+VMZ
4PZPVSCBDLMBXOJTBDUVBMMZVTJOH
/VUUBMM$PNQMFYXJMEmSFPO.PVOU
NPSFXBUFSUIBOTBMUDFEBS w(MFOOTBJE
(SBIBNMFEUPFSPTJPOUIBUEVNQFEBU
/BHMFS (MFOOBOEPUIFSTSFQPSUFEJO
MFBTUGFFUPGTFEJNFOUJOUPUIF'SZF
BQBQFSJO"HSJDVMUVSBMBOE'PSFTU
.FTB3FTFSWPJS#VU BTJOUIFDBTFPG
.FUFPSPMPHZUIBUTBMUDFEBSBDUVBMMZBQ
TUSFBNnPXBOEXBUFSZJFME IFFTUJNBU
QFBSFEUPDPOTVNFMFTTXBUFSUIBODPU
FEUIBUJUHFOFSBMMZUBLFTBCPVUmWFZFBST UPOXPPE CBTFEPOMFBGBSFBJOEJDFT
PSMFTTGPSBNPVOUBJOTJEFUPTUPQTIFE
'GPMMJPUUXBTXBUDIJOHUIFUFMFWJTFE
EJOHUPQTPJMBUVOVTVBMMZIJHISBUFT
BDDPVOUPGUIFmSFJOBDUJPOXIFOIF
"ZFBSMPOHTUVEZDPOEVDUFECZ4UFWF
OPUJDFEUIBUJUXBTTQSFBEJOHUPBOBSFB
)BOTFO BOBTTJTUBOUBSFBNBOBHFSGPS
4USFBNnPXQFBLTPOUIFDSFFLT'GPMMJPUU UIF"MCVRVFSRVFPċDFPGUIF64#V
UIBUIFBOEPUIFSTIBEXPSLFEPOJO
JTNPOJUPSJOHBUUIF3PEFP$IFEJTLJ
UIFT"MUIPVHIUIFZIBEmOJTIFE
SFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPO 64#3 BOEDPM
TJUFBSFBMSFBEZDPNJOHCBDLUPOPSNBM  MFBHVFTGPVOEUIBUTBMUDFEBSBUUIFTJUF
UIFQSPKFDUJO UIFZIBEMFGUUIF
nVNFBOETPNFPUIFSNFBTVSJOHEFWJDFT BUMFBTUBUUIFMBSHFSTDBMFPGUIFXBUFS
UIFZNFBTVSFEJOUIFMBUFTVTFE
TIFE IFJOEJDBUFE
JOQMBDFBOEXFSFBCMFUPSFMPDBUF
BCPVUGFFUPGXBUFSBZFBSɨJTJTBCPVU
UIFNXJUIJOBXFFLBGUFSUIF3PEFP
POFUIJSEPGUIFNFUFSTJUIBECFFO
i"DUVBMMZ QFBLnPXEFDMJOFERVJUFSBQ
$IFEJTLJTEFWBTUBUJOHQBTTBHFUISPVHI
BDDVTFEPGDPOTVNJOH BMUIPVHIWBMVFT
JEMZEPXOUPQSFmSFDPOEJUJPOT*UIJOL XPVMEWBSZTPNFXIBUCZTJUF4BMUDFEBS
UIFBSFB
XFTUJMMIBWFTPNFFMFWBUFEnPXTDPNJOH VTFEBCPVUUIFTBNFBNPVOUPGXBUFSBT
UISPVHI CVUJUTOPUIJOHMJLFJOUIBU
i*UXBTBUSBHJDFWFOU CVUJUXBTB
BMGBMGB BOESPVHIMZQFSDFOUNPSFXB
mSTUZFBS wIFTBJEi%VSJOHPVSmSTUUSJQ UFSUIBODPUUPOXPPE )BOTFOTSFTFBSDI
VOJRVFSFTFBSDIPQQPSUVOJUZ w'GPMMJPUU
PVUUIFSF JUXBTEVSJOHUIFNPOTPPO
TBJEPGUIFmSF)FBOE64'PSFTU4FS
JOEJDBUFE
WJDFQSPKFDUMFBEFS%BOJFM/FBSZVTFE
BOEUIVOEFSTUPSNTTUBSUFE:PVGFMUB

BIJHIXBUFSNBSLUPFTUJNBUFUIBU BU
MJUUMFVOFBTZ-JUFSBMMZ XFXFSFUIFPOMZ (MFOODSFEJUFE+VMJFU4USPNCFSH BO
POFQPJOUEVSJOHNPOTPPOBMSBJOTBGFX MJWJOHUIJOHTPVUUIFSF/PXJUTHFUUJOH BTTPDJBUFQSPGFTTPSBU"SJ[POB4UBUF
XFFLTBGUFSUIFmSF TUSFBNnPXUISPVHI HSFFOBHBJO XIJDIJTLJOEPGOJDFw
6OJWFSTJUZ XJUIMBVODIJOHUIFFĊPSUUP
UIFQMVNFQFBLFEBUGFFUQFSTFDPOE
FYBNJOFUIFTBMUDFEBSJTTVFPCKFDUJWFMZ
BCPVU HSFBUFSUIBOUIFQFBL
/BUVSFIBTBUSBDLSFDPSEPGSFCPVOEJOH
PGGFFUQFSTFDPOEUIFZNFBTVSFE
GSPNEJTUVSCBODF XIFUIFSJUTGSPNmSF  4USPNCFSHFYQMBJOFECZUFMFQIPOFUIBU
EVSJOHUIFoFYQFSJNFOUPOUIF JOTFDUJOWBTJPOPSUSFFDVUUJOH"TTVN
TIFGBMMTJOUPUIFDBNQPGSFTFBSDIFST
JOHUPQTPJMSFNBJOT WFHFUBUJPOXJMMmOE XIPTVTQFDUTBMUDFEBSIBTQSPMJGFSBUFE
TBNFDSFFL
BXBZUPSFTQPOEXJUIBGSFTInVTIPG
CFDBVTFPGDIBOHFTJOTUSFBNnPXQBU
ɨFBSSJWBMPGUIFNPOTPPOTFBTPOOFBS HSPXUIUPUIFJOIFSFOUQSPEVDUJWJUZPG
UFSOT MJWFTUPDLHSB[JOH XBUFSBWBJMBCJM
BTJUFXIJDIJTCBTFEPOUIFJOQVUPG
UIFUBJMFOEPGUIFTPVUIXFTUFSOmSF
JUZ BOEXBUFSRVBMJUZ(JWFOTVċDJFOUMZ
TVOTIJOF TOPXBOESBJO"TJUEPFT UIF IJHIXBUFSUBCMFTBOEOBUVSBMnPPE
TFBTPODPOUSJCVUFTUPQFBLTUSFBNnPX
BOEFSPTJPOFYUSFNFTUIBUBMPOHXJUI USBOTJFOUCFOFmUPGJODSFBTFEXBUFSZJFME SFHJNFT XIJDISFEVDFTPJMTBMJOJUZ BOE
XJMMGBEFBXBZMJLFBGBSBXBZDMPVE
ESPVHIUIFMQEFmOFUIFTFNJBSJE
QSPUFDUJPOGSPNHSB[JOH DPUUPOXPPE
DPOUJOVFEPOQBHF76
ESJGUJOHBDSPTTUIFIPSJ[PO
MBOETPGUIF4PVUIXFTU1BSUJDVMBSMZJO
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4BMU$FEBS DPOUJOVFE
USJCVUFEUIJTUPBOJOBCJMJUZUPNFBTVSF
BOEXJMMPXXJMMHSPXUBMMFSUIBOTBMU
DFEBSBOEUIFSFGPSFNBJOUBJOEPNJOBODF XBUFSMFWFMTBDDVSBUFMZFOPVHIUPEFUFDU
BEJĊFSFODF)FDPNQBSFEUIFDPODFQU
JOTUBOET IFSSFTFBSDIJOEJDBUFT
PGNFBTVSJOHBEJĊFSFODFUPUSZJOHUP
EFUFDUIPXNVDIXBUFSBQFSTPOIBT
iɨFSFJTBOBTTVNQUJPOUIBUTBMUDFEBS
IBTDPOUSJCVUFEUPDIBOHFTJOTUSFBNIZ DPOTVNFECBTFEPOBDIBOHFJOUIFJS
ESPMPHZBOEHFPNPSQIPMPHZUIBUIBT JO XFJHIU*OTUFBE IFTVHHFTUFEJUJTNPSF
UVSO SFEVDFEUIFBCJMJUZPGDPUUPOXPPE BDDVSBUFUPNFBTVSFUIFBDUVBMBNPVOU
BOEXJMMPXUPTVSWJWF wTIFFYQMBJOFE
PGXBUFSUIFQFSTPODPOTVNFE BTXJUI
TUVEJFTMJLFIJTUIBUEPDVNFOUIPX
)PXFWFS TFFETGSPNCPUIOBUJWFTQF
NVDIXBUFSBTBMUDFEBSUSFFDPOTVNFT
DJFTBSFEJTUSJCVUFEBOEOPVSJTIFECZB
OBUVSBMnPPESFHJNF XIJDIUZQJDBMMZJT (JWFOUIFSFMBUJWFMZTNBMMQPSUJPOPGUIF
MBDLJOHJOUIFEBNSFHVMBUFEFOWJSPO
XBUFSBMMPUNFOUDPOTVNFECZiQISF
NFOUPGXFTUFSOSJWFST*OBEEJUJPOUP
BUPQIZUFTwMJLFTBMUDFEBS DPUUPOXPPE 
TBMUDFEBS IPVTFTUFOEUPMJOFUIFSJWFST  BOEXJMMPXXIJDIUIF64#3FTUJNBUFT
BOEJUTEPVCUGVMNBOZSFTJEFOUTXPVME BUBCPVUQFSDFOUPGJUTUPUBMXBUFS
XFMDPNFBOOVBMnPPET"MTP UIFPOHP
CVEHFUBMPOHUIFMPXFS$PMPSBEP3JWFS
JOHXBUFSVTFCZUIFHSPXJOHQPQVMBUJPO GSPN)PPWFS%BNUP.FYJDPJUTFWFO
PGQFPQMFBOECZMPOHUJNFGBSNFSTNBZ NPSFVOEFSTUBOEBCMFUIBUBEJĊFSFODF
CFMPXFSJOHUIFXBUFSUBCMFCFZPOEUIF
XPVMECFEJċDVMUUPEFUFDU#BTFEPO
UPMFSBODFPGDPUUPOXPPEBOEXJMMPX
UIFQFSDFOUQSPQPSUJPO FWFOJGTBMU
DFEBSSFQSFTFOUFEBMMUIFQISFBUPQIZUFT
i*GTBMUDFEBSJTOPUUIFDBVTFJGJUTKVTU BOEXBTDPNQMFUFMZSFQMBDFEXJUIDPU
UPOXPPETUBOETUIBUVTFEQFSDFOU
TPSUPGBTZNQUPNUIFOJGZPVDMFBS
MFTTXBUFS UIFCFTUUIF#VSFBVDPVME
UIFTBMUDFEBSZPVIBWFOUBEESFTTFE
IPQFGPSXPVMECFBCPVUBQFSDFOU
UIFSPPUDBVTFPGWFHFUBUJPODIBOHF w
JODSFBTFJOUPUBMBWBJMBCMFXBUFSBMPOH
TIFBEEFE3BUIFSUIBOOBUJWFWFHFUB
UJPO TBMUDFEBSJTMJLFMZUPSFUVSO VOMFTT UIJTTUSFUDI
DIBOHFTPDDVSJOUIFNBOBHFNFOUPG
SJWFSTBOEnPPEQMBJOMBOET
4UJMM JOUIF.JEEMF3JP(SBOEF UIFTBW

JOHTFTUJNBUFEGSPNUIFBQQSPYJNBUFMZ
/FX.FYJDPQMBOOFSTIBWFOPUZFU
 BDSFTDPWFSFECZTBMUDFEBSJO
NPWFEGVMMZJOUPUIFTUBHFPGSFFTUBC
QPUFOUJBMMZXPVMEBNPVOUUPBCPVU
MJTIJOHOBUJWFWFHFUBUJPOUPSFQMBDFUIF
 BDSFGFFUPGXBUFS )BOTFOOPUFE
"STFOBMLJMMFETBMUDFEBSTUBOET"MUIPVHI )PXFWFS JGSJWFSTJEFUSFFTGPMMPXXBUFS
UIPVTBOETPGTBMUDFEBSTMJOJOHUIF.JE
VTFQBUUFSOTTJNJMBSUPNPVOUBJOUPQ
EMF3JP(SBOEF3JWFSBSFiEFBEFSUIBOB USFFT UIFXBUFSZJFMEJODSFBTFNBZCF
IBNNFS wNBOZPGUIFNSFNBJOTUBOEJOH NPSFPCWJPVTEVSJOHXFUZFBSTUIBOESZ
POUIFMBOETDBQFXIJMFPċDJBMTDPOmSN
POFT 4FFSFMBUFETUPSZJOUIJTJTTVF 
UIFJSEFNJTF )BOTFOTBJE4UBUFPċDJBMT
BSFUSZJOHUPmHVSFPVUXIBUUPEPXJUI "MTP JUTBCJUNPSFDPNQMJDBUFEUIBO
BMMUIFEFBEXPPE XIJDIDBOBDUBTB
BPOFUPPOFSFQMBDFNFOUPGTBMUDFEBS
GVFMTPVSDFJODBTFPGmSF PSUSBOTGPSN
XJUIOBUJWFWFHFUBUJPOCFDBVTFDPUUPO
JOUPEBOHFSPVTXPPEZEFCSJTJODBTFPG XPPEBOEXJMMPXUSFFTXPOUOFDFTTBSJMZ
nPPET6OUJMUIFO MJUUMFDBOCFEPOFUP CFBCMFUPTVSWJWFJOUIFTBNFQMBDFT
SFFTUBCMJTIOBUJWFTQFDJFT IFJOEJDBUFE PDDVQJFECZTBMUDFEBS OPUFE'SFE/JC
MJOH BSFTFBSDICPUBOJTUGPSUIF64#3T
%FOWFSPċDF
4USFBNnPXJOSJWFSTUSFUDIFTJOXIJDI
TBMUDFEBSXBTLJMMFEBSFOPUTIPXJOH
iɨFEJĊFSFODFJTUIFGPPUQSJOUPOUIF
DMFBSTJHOTPGBOJODSFBTFJOXBUFSZJFME
UFSSBJOUIBUTBMUDFEBSJTDBQBCMFPGPDDV
TJODFFSBEJDBUJPO TBJE)BOTFO XIPBU

64#VSFBVPG3FDMBNBUJPOTDJFOUJTUTXPSL
PONFUIPETGPSSFWFHFUBUJPOUIBUDBOCF
VTFEPODFUIFZFSBEJDBUFUIFTBMUDFEBSMJOJOH
UIFCBOLTPG1FDPT3JWFSOFBS$BSMTCBE /FX
.FYJDP"MUIPVHINPTUTBMUDFEBSFSBEJDBUJPO
FõPSUTJO/FX.FYJDPJOWPMWFVTJOHDIFNJ
DBMDPOUSPM UIFBSFBBCPWFJTBCPVUmWFNJMFT
GSPNB1FDPT3JWFSTJUFXIFSFTDJFOUJTUTBSF
USZJOHCJPMPHJDBMDPOUSPMCZJOUSPEVDJOHBCFF
UMFUIBULJMMTTBMUDFEBS1IPUPCZ'SFE/JCMJOH

QZJOHJTNVDIHSFBUFSUIBOUIBUPGDPU
UPOXPPEBOEXJMMPX wIFFMBCPSBUFE4P
UIFFSBEJDBUJPOQSPHSBNDPVMEIFMQUIF
64#3JOJUTNJTTJPOUPEFMJWFSUIFBMMPU
UFEXBUFSUPJUTDMJFOUFMF XIJDIJODMVEFT
GBSNFSTOFBS/FX.FYJDPT&MFQIBOU
#VUUF3FTFSWPJSXIPIBWFOPUSFDFJWFE
UIFJSGVMMBMMPUNFOUGPSTFWFSBMZFBST
4BMUDFEBSJTDPOTJEFSFEBOJOWBTJWF
TQFDJFTCZNPTUFDPMPHJTUT*UXBTJOUSP
EVDFEUPUIF8FTUGSPN"TJB JOQBSUUP
IFMQDPOUSPMFSPTJPO*UTBCJMJUZUPMJWF
BMPOHSFMBUJWFMZESZDIBOOFMTUIBUEPOPU
TVQQPSUPUIFSSJQBSJBOTQFDJFTEPFTIFMQ
QSFWFOUFSPTJPO CVUTBMUDFEBSJTBMTPBD
DVTFEPGNBLJOHUIFTPJMNPSFTBMJOFWJB
MFBĊBMM BOEPGDPOUSJCVUJOHUPnPPESJTL
CZOBSSPXJOHDIBOOFMT

/JCMJOHBDLOPXMFEHFEUIBUUIFTJUVBUJPO
QPTFEBOFOWJSPONFOUBMDIBMMFOHF XJUI
UIFHPBMPGDPOUSPMMJOHJOWBTJWFQMBOUT
TBMUDFEBS DPNQFUJOHXJUIUIFHPBMUP
QSPUFDUFOEBOHFSFETQFDJFT JODMVEJOH
UIFXJMMPXnZDBUDIFS XIJDIEPFTXFMMJO
TBMUDFEBSTUBOET 
i*UTBOJOUFSFTUJOHRVBOEBSZ w/JCMJOH
TBJEi*UTSFBMMZBDIBMMFOHFUPPVSTDJ
FOUJmDTLJMMTUPNBLFJUXPSLGPSCPUI
HSPVQTw
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral re+
search associate with the Climate As+
sessment for the Southwest*
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Global warming inspires a look at solar, wind energy
Southwest eyeing ways to cut emissions from fossil fuels such as oil and coal
B M L

A. Arizona Emissions

Now that many Americans accept the
reality of global warming, they want to
do something about it. In the Southwest, that desire is being harnessed into
initiatives to improve energy efficiency
and boost alternative forms of power,
such as solar and wind energy.

11%

The rising temperatures of recent decades trace back largely to emissions
of greenhouse gases, mainly from the
burning of fossil fuels like coal, gas, and
oil. So the first step toward reigning in
global warming involves reducing fossil
fuel emissions.
The United States releases more greenhouse gases from fossil fuels than any
other nation. Per-person emissions tally
about six times higher in the United
States than in China, the runner-up
for title of world’s biggest producer of
greenhouse gases. Yet the U.S. government has declined to join the international effort to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, known as the Kyoto Protocol.

5%

7%

B. New Mexico Emissions
23%

38%

40%

4%

9%
39%

7%

17%

Electricity
Transportation
Agriculture
Fuel use in buildings
Other
Fossil Fuel industry
Figure 1. The pie charts show the source of greenhouse gas emissions in Arizona (a) and New
Mexico (b) based on 2000 data. New Mexico has an additional category, Fossil Fuel Industry,
which largely reflects its coal mining and processing operations.

identified major sources of greenhouse
gases (Figure 1) and recommended
ways to reduce them. (See links to these
documents on page 6.)

Many states, cities, companies, and individuals are attempting to fill the void
left by the federal government. New
Mexico and Arizona are making efforts
to reduce fossil fuel emissions by supporting alternative fuels and improving
energy efficiency. The state efforts also
affect cities, companies, and individuals,
especially those interested in powering
their homes and offices with solar energy.

In September, Arizona Governor Janet
Napolitano responded to the report by
issuing an executive order requiring the
state to drop back to 2000 levels by
2020, and to 50 percent below 2000
levels by 2040. At the time, she noted
that the proposed recommendations
would actually save money, amounting
to $5.5 billion through 2020 and more
in subsequent years.

Statewide initiatives
“The governors are moving on this primarily because the federal government
is not,” explained Sandra Ely, New
Mexico’s Energy and Environment Coordinator. Ely served as the point person
for the state’s Climate Change Advisory
Group, which released an action report
in December. Arizona released its action report in mid-2006. The groups

In New Mexico, Governor Bill Richardson had issued an executive order in
2005 setting up the advisory group and
asking it to think of ways to reduce the
state’s total greenhouse gas emissions
to 2000 levels by the year 2012, to 10
percent below those levels by 2020 and
to 75 percent below by 2050. To address the quotas, the advisory group
decided to focus on the electricity

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

consumed within the state, which represents roughly a quarter of the all the
greenhouse gas emissions produced. The
governor followed up with an order last
month prescribing some actions, including making new buildings and cars
more energy-efficient.
Both states face the challenge of trying to
stabilize greenhouse gas emissions even as
their populations explode. The number
of Arizona residents rose by 40 percent
during the 1990s, while New Mexico’s
population increased by 20 percent.
Population growth averaged 13 percent
in the nation during this time frame.
Arizona’s population growth is translating directly into the country’s highest
growth rates in greenhouse gas emissions, noted Kurt Maurer, an Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality
employee who helped organize Arizona’s
Climate Change Advisory Group.
continued on page 78
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Sun and wind, continued
“Our growth rate is outpacing astronomically what other states are experiencing.
We’re the fastest growing state in the
country,” Maurer said.

Arizona falls below the national average
for greenhouse gas emissions per person,
in part because the region’s mild winters
demand less heating. Still, electricity demands for Arizona homes have quadrupled in recent years as developers build
larger structures and air conditioners
replace swamp coolers.
Better buildings
Energy use in buildings accounts for
about two-fifths of greenhouse gas
emissions in the Southwest, counting
the lighting and cooling provided by
electricity. This has inspired leaders in
both states to push for more energyefficient structures.
Governor Richardson has promised
to move forward on several regulatory
fronts that don’t need legislative approval. These include requiring contractors
to follow the green building rating standards known as LEED, for Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design.
This energy-efficient approach offers one
of the best economic returns, Ely said.
“You may have some initial upfront
costs of maybe 2 percent more, but
you get so much back from that initial
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New Mexico’s large coal industry
coupled with its relatively small population help make the state’s per-capita
greenhouse gas emissions about double
the national average. The New Mexico
advisory group targeted changes in this
sector as one of the most effective ways
to reduce overall emissions.

10,000

Megawatts

In both states and the country as
a whole, per-capita greenhouse gas
emissions—measured in metric tons of
carbon dioxide equivalent per person—
remained roughly stable since 1990.

12,000

Year
Figure 2. Wind power installments, measured by the capacity of windmills set up each year,
rose by an average of 24 percent a year since 2000. Data from the Global Wind Energy Council.

investment that you make the money
back fairly quickly,” she noted. Although homeowners will pay a bit extra
for the home, the longer-term energy
savings would amount to about $12
per ton of carbon dioxide equivalent by
2020, the report projects.
Even existing homes sometimes can
benefit from improvements in energy
efficiency, noted Tom Goldtooth, executive director of the Indigenous Environmental Network. Some reservation
homes even have ice building up in
corners, a sign that energy is leaking
out of the cracks, he explained during a
December Tribal Lands Climate Conference held in Yuma.
Federal tax credits for home improvements including insulation continue
through this year. (See links on page 6.)
Fuel-efficient cars
Greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles
rival the amount coming from energizing buildings in Arizona. Transportation

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

accounts for about 39 percent of fossil fuel emissions in Arizona and 17
percent in New Mexico. Our nation’s
driving habits account for about half of
the auto emissions around the planet,
a 2006 Environmental Defense study
showed, in part because Americans favor large vehicles with low gas mileage.
New Mexico plans to shift into more
stringent vehicle emission standards by
adopting California’s Clean Car guidelines. California’s interest in reducing its
greenhouse gas emissions and related air
pollution inspired Fran Pavley and other
legislators to set a quota for electrical
cars and restrict the sale of vehicles with
low fuel efficiency. Auto makers and
their organizations have sued to keep
the state from implementing the law.
Arizona is holding off on adopting the
California standards until the lawsuit is
settled, Maurer said. In the meantime,
the governor issued an executive order
requiring that departments purchase
continued on page 79
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Sun and wind, continued
fuel-efficient or hybrid vehicles so that
the official fleet will meet these standards by 2010.

800

Plans are also moving forward for Arizona Grain, Inc., to open an ethanol production plant in Maricopa by mid-year.
The company plans to convert corn into
50 million gallons a year of a fuel blend
containing 85 percent ethanol. Ethanol
is an alternative to oil that emits fewer
pollutants than a conventional system,
including perhaps 20 percent fewer
greenhouse gases.
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Wind power
Whether cars reap the bounty of wind
energy in the Southwest or not, utilities
in both states will be employing more
windmills to meet requirements that renewable energy comprise a greater share
of their generating capacity. Existing
laws require Arizona to meet 15 percent
of its electrical needs from renewable
sources by 2025, while New Mexico
must obtain 10 percent by 2011.
New Mexico already has a 204megawatt wind farm in House, with
windmills dotting the landscape on
private ranches amid grazing cattle, Ely
pointed out.
“The ranchers love it. It’s a great utilization of their ranchland,” she added. The
leases for windmills provide an ongoing
source of income to ranchers with a
livelihood that is subject to change with
climate fluctuations.
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However, some policy experts worry
that its widespread adoption could
worsen conditions for the world’s poor
in the long run. Lester Brown, president
of the Earth Policy Institute, has cautioned that a large-scale move to ethanol
would force less developed countries
to compete with wealthy countries for
world grain supplies. Because of this
risk, Brown instead promotes developing
wind energy to power electric vehicles.
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Year
Figure 3. Electrical generation from solar cells lags behind wind globally, but the rate of
increase surpasses 30 percent a year since 2000. Data here are estimates based on published
graphs of information from PV Energy Systems, Inc.

According to Ben Luce, director of
the New Mexico Coalition for Clean
and Affordable Energy, New Mexico
will need more electricity transmission
lines to profit from wind potential. The
coalition supports adding transmission
lines throughout eastern New Mexico, a
windy area that could eventually supply
4,000 to 8,000 megawatts of wind
power—enough to power the whole
state, he said
“A lot could change in this whole discussion in the next couple of years if we get
this off the ground. Basically we could
displace coal in the Southwest,” Luce
ventured. “The beauty is this is all local
technology, so it won’t hurt the economy. It could even help it.”
New Mexico could develop a wind turbine manufacturing plant in an Albuquerque railyard under one proposal on
the table, Luce said. Discussions call for
the plant to produce windmills that can
generate between 1.5 megawatts and 4
megawatts of electrical power each.

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

A shortage of windmills threatens to
derail some U.S. projects in the short
term. Many experts consider the shortage temporary, soon to be relieved with
upcoming windmill production plans.
China currently overwhelms the windmill market with its demand, but lately
the nation of 1.3 billion people has
been stepping up its own production of
windmills in hopes of meeting its needs
independently. An upswing in windmill
production in China and other countries is expected to ease the shortage
within a few years.
At 10 cents a kilowatt-hour and falling,
wind energy prices compete directly with
electricity produced from fossil fuels.
This helps explain their growing popularity around the world (Figure 2). Creating
solar-powered electricity, meanwhile,
remains relatively expensive, although
passive solar heating of water pays off
quickly. As a result, solar electrical
systems haven’t been keeping pace with
wind except in rates of increase (Figure 3).
continued on page 80
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Sun and wind, continued
Solar power
Both Arizona and New Mexico provide
cash incentives to homeowners to supplement federal subsidies for renewable
energy. As a result, the government covers about half the cost of rooftop panels
using photovoltaic cells (PVCs). (See
links to the right.)
A roof-mounted system from American
Solar, which participated in Arizona’s
climate change advisory group, would
cost about $14,000 after cashing in federal and state credits, explained spokesman Tom Alston. A system this size
would supply half the electrical needs of
a typical Arizona home, he said.
American Solar’s systems run about $3
per watt of electrical energy installed, or
$3,000 per kilowatt, Alston estimated.
Electric bills come in kilowatt-hours,
which measures the number of hours in
which a system uses 1,000 watts of energy. Although solar energy is produced
only while the sun is shining, Southwestern homeowners generally can sell
their extra electricity to their utility
companies at retail prices, then buy
back what they need during the night.

1-megawatt solar plant on the Gila River
Indian Reservation south of Phoenix.
Luce hopes to lure PVC manufacturing
plants into New Mexico, especially in
places like Demming and Las Cruces
where they could supply viable sunny
sites nearby. An Albuquerque development known as Mesa del Sol might benefit from Sandia Laboratory efforts on a
version of power known as concentrated
solar power, he said.
With the concentrated approach, lens
arrays follow the sun’s daytime passage
through the sky, focusing the captured
light onto PVCs, explained Roger Angel,
director of The University of Arizona’s
Mirror Lab.The Mirror Lab is researching concentrated solar power, applying
its expertise in astronomy to the effort.

“It’s like many little telescopes looking at
the sun,” said Angel. With the focused
energy, fewer PVCs can yield more electricity compared to conventional solar.
Angel has a team of investigators working to refine the materials and technique
in the hope of bringing costs into the
commercial range. “There’s no difficulty
in making energy from the sun,” he said.
The investment pays off before the 25“The key issue is can you do it for $1 a
year warranty runs out, Alston said, not- watt [installed], not $4 a watt.”
ing it would yield a 6 and a half percent
return over its lifetime assuming a mod- Creating energy from PVCs remains
est increase of about 3 percent a year in
relatively high for several reasons. Gerelectricity rates.
many’s appetite for solar panels is helping to keep demand greater than supply.
“But it’s also like buying an energy future,” Also, a shortage of refined silicon, an
Alston added, referring to the stock mar- essential material for PVCs, limits proket tactic of banking on the likelihood
duction. Concentrating solar power could
of future price increases. “Every time the help get past this barrier because it prorates go up, the system becomes more
vides more energy per unit-area of PVCs.
valuable. I’m essentially ensuring my
rates don’t go up for the next 25 years.”
The Southwest is leading the way on
concentrated solar, as befits the region
Arizona Public Service has one of the
with the lion’s share of the nation’s harworld’s largest electrical plants using
vestable sunshine. An APS project in
solar power. Its Springerville, Arizona,
Red Rock, Arizona, is planning to use
plant hosts a 5-megawatt facility. Ameri- concentrated solar power to heat oil to
can Solar also is finalizing plans for a
generate power, Alston said.
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

By tapping into the power of the sun
and wind and improving the energy efficiency of buildings and cars, officials
hope to curb the growth of greenhouse
gas emissions. This, in turn, could help
stabilize climate and avoid some of the
impacts of the ongoing global warming.
There’s still a long way to go, but government mandates are fueling a revived
interest in alternative power and conservation. Those who buy into these efforts
enjoy the satisfaction of knowing they’re
doing their share to stabilize climate.
An upcoming article will address efforts
to reduce greenhouse gas levels via forest
management, carbon sequestration, and
renewable energy credits.
Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Helpful Links
Arizona Climate Change Advisory
Group
http://www.azclimatechange.us/
New Mexico Climate Change
Advisory Group
http://www.nmclimatechange.us/
Database of State Incentives for
Renewables & Efficiency
http://www.dsireusa.org/
Energy Star on federal incentives
http://www.energystar.gov/
index.cfm?c=products.pr_tax_credits#1
New Mexico Coalition for Clean &
Affordable Energy
www.nmccae.org
Calculating individual greenhouse
gas emissions
http://www.cool-it.us/
index.php?refer=&task=carbon
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Everybody counts when reigning in global warming
What businesses and individuals can do to mitigate carbon dioxode emissions
B M L
Imagine a drier and warmer Southwest,
a region in which heat waves, droughts
and, paradoxically, floods become increasingly frequent, and snow cover
dwindles. These projections, made by
the world’s leading climate scientists,
suggest that climate change will hit
the Southwest harder and sooner than
some other areas of the country if global
warming continues unchecked.

A carbon offset investment, which varies by individual habits, allows people
to virtually erase their greenhouse gas
emissions, supporters say. Critics charge
that the international carbon trading
system and the U.S. adaptation of it
create illusions about what needs to be
done to reign in global warming.
The Cool It! campaign lets people offset
their carbon emissions by supporting
a 66-megawatt wind farm in southern
California. The campaign gives people
Renewable Energy Credit certificates
(RECs), also known as green tags,for
the energy produced when their money
brings the generated wind energy down
to market value, explained Julio Magalhães of the Sierra Club, one of the
groups involved in the campaign.

of the hardware cost of a 750-kilowatt
wind turbine on the Rosebud Sioux
Reservation in South Dakota. Now the
Rosebud Sioux Tribe is working out
the final details of a 30-megawatt wind
farm, also with support from selling
green tags, he said.
Offset projects often sell credits based
on the expected life span of the project.
Putting up a windmill involves taking
out a loan that requires operators to
maintain the system for its expected life
span, typically 25 years, Gough noted.

In the face of such a dire scenario, how
can the average citizen possibly help?
Certainly not everybody can afford to
Many southwestern utilities allow their
put solar panels on their roofs to reduce
clients to support renewable energy by
their contribution to global warming,
adding a surcharge to their bill, which
but there are many ways individuals and
in some cases is applied toward the
businesses can reduce their impacts on
purchase of solar energy from other cusclimate. Purchasing carbon offsets from
tomers. The U.S. Environmental Protecvarious groups, planting trees, driving
“You’re actually paying only this tiny cost tion Agency (EPA) lists the utilities that
less, adjusting the thermostat, and other difference, which is the difference beprovide this option on its Green Power
individual efforts collectively add up to
tween the price of coal versus wind,” he website (see links on page 5).
valuable cuts in the emissions that consaid. A penny or two per kilowatt-hour
tribute to global warming.
can thus go a long way, explaining why
But not everyone supports the concept of
the cost is relatively low. “For the price
carbon offsets. At this stage, no national
Energy credits
of a café latte per week, you can offset
accounting system guarantees a carbon
For about $20 a month, the average
your carbon emissions,” he added. The
offset credit is sold only once or that
American can eliminate greenhouse gas
contributions are also tax-deductible.
it delivers what it promises, said Tom
emissions, according to the Cool It!
Goldtooth, the executive director of Incampaign, a carbon offset project run
In another effort to cut emissions, Nadigenous Environmental Network and coby a coalition of four groups (Figure 1). tiveEnergy, a majority tribally-owned
author of the 2006 book Carbon Trading.
It sounds almost too good to be true,
company, uses contributions to support
considering all of the problems associrenewable energy, said Robert Gough,
“The elders said if there is something
ated with rising industrial greenhouse
of the Intertribal Council on Utility
you can’t translate, beware. How can
gas emissions and their role in global
Policy. The carbon offsets in this case
you translate trading hot air?” he asked
warming. Society’s current production
count as green tags. NativeEnergy’s efrhetorically during a December Tribal
of greenhouse gases—mainly from the
forts support the construction of new
Lands Climate Conference held in
burning of gas, oil, and coal—is protribally-owned renewable energy projYuma, Arizona. Goldtooth directed his
jected to boost Southwest temperatures
ects that might not be built otherwise,
harshest criticism toward the internaabout 0.7 degrees Fahrenheit a decade
Gough said.
tional carbon trading market. “One of
on average throughout this century.
the concerns is that it provides no inThat rise brings a host of predictable
“That money is there to finance renewcentives for clean energy,” he said.
changes, such as a reduction in snow
able energy projects. The finance piece
cover and an increase in heat waves, as
NativeEnergy brings is a significant facOffset programs can give Americans a
well as the potential for troublesome
tor in getting that project built,” Gough false sense that by writing a check, they
climate surprises.
said. For instance, offsets purchased by
can stop worrying about how much
NativeEnergy covered about 25 percent
continued on page 82
http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html
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Reigning in global warming, continued
they drive or use air-conditioning, he
indicated. “The carbon trading culture
continues to feed our addiction and
doesn’t address the issues of consumption.”
Tree-planting projects can allow companies to gain carbon offset credits for
planting monocultural plantations, including some that displace indigenous
communities as well as native species,
Goldtooth said. Also, there’s no guarantee that forests will survive the length of
some credits. Just as some groups will
sell credits for the expected life span of a
windmill, others will tally forestry credits by assuming each tree will survive for
several decades. Yet if a forest goes up in
flames, some of the carbon that was presumed offset goes up in smoke. Development could also take down some tallied trees. Neither the Cool It! campaign
nor NativeEnergy includes carbon offset
projects that involve tree-planting.
The power of plants
Global warming adds another
challenge to the fate of some forests. Temperatures—and therefore
evaporation rates—are rising. Changes
in precipitation patterns remain mostly
unpredictable, although the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) summary released February
2 projects that dry regions in general
could get drier. Trees need relatively
high moisture levels to survive, so
lengthy droughts or shifts in wind and
rain patterns could convert some forests
into grasslands and deserts.
Plants and the ocean currently absorb
about half the carbon dioxide emitted
by fossil fuels globally. These natural
systems also absorb the carbon dioxide
released by worldwide deforestation. So
plants, especially trees, can help curb
global warming. Plants build their tissues from water and carbon dioxide.
Using energy from sunlight, they transform these raw materials into carbohydrates that they use to survive and grow.

Annual
Carbon Dioxide
Emitted

Monthly
Cost to
Offset

Car Travel

10,900 lbs

$9.87

Air Travel

1,500 lbs

$1.41

Electricity Use

6,000 lbs

$5.42

Natural Gas Use*

2,000 lbs

$1.82

Total:

20,400 lbs

$18.52

Sources of Emissions

*Values are a bit higher for propane or heating oil use
Figure 1. The values above show what the average American contributes every year in carbon
dioxide emissions from driving, flying, powering, and home heating, as tallied by the Cool It!
campaign. Values do not include contributions from the manufacturing of products purchased,
waste disposal, or other activities.

New Mexico forests capture about 21
million metric tons of carbon dioxide
a year, while Arizona forests absorb an
estimated 7 million, according to the respective states’ Climate Change Advisory Group reports featured in last month’s
Southwest Climate Outlook article.
But when they burn, forests release
some of that carbon dioxide. Arizona’s
forests, for example, released the equivalent of about 2.7 million metric tons
of carbon dioxide during wildfires in
2002. (This value comes by applying
IPCC and EPA conversion factors to
emissions data collected by the Western
Regional Air Partnership.) The estimate
for how much carbon dioxide Arizona’s
forests absorb each year took wildfires
into consideration, including the 2002

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Rodeo-Chediski forest fire that burned
468,000 acres in the White Mountains.
Forest management practices can reduce
the risk that a wildfire will reach into the
treetops, which releases more carbon and
kills more trees than a surface fire. Thinning out some of the trees can reduce
the odds that a surface fire will explode
into crown fires in southwestern forests,
according to a study led by B.A. Strom
of Northern Arizona University assessing
damage from the Rodeo-Chediski fire.
The wood from trees thinned out of
forests can heat homes, schools, and
businesses or provide electricity when
burned. Forest Energy Corporation converts the thinned trees from White Mountain forests into pellets that burn clean
continued on page 83
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Reigning in global warming, continued
enough to use even on smog-alert days,
explained Robert Davis, president of the
Show Low, Arizona-based company.
Burning plant products has less impact
on modern greenhouse gas levels than
burning fossil fuels because of the time
frames involved. The carbon from fossil
fuels was captured millions of years ago,
while the carbon from plants came from
modern times. As long as the forest or
farm that provided the plant products
remains in place, new plants can start
sequestering carbon all over again.
Carbon sequestration
In the context of managing greenhouse
gases, carbon sequestration includes protecting forests and reforestation projects.
Carbon sequestration also involves pulling carbon dioxide out of industrial emissions before they leave the smokestack
and placing them into long-term storage.
Many policy analysts consider the sequestration of smokestack carbon essential, as the world’s two biggest producers
of greenhouse gases—the U.S. and
China—both have centuries’ worth of
coal reserves to power electrical plants
and industry. Coal emits almost twice
as much carbon dioxide as natural gas
to supply an equal amount of energy.
At this point, it’s expensive to sequester
carbon, so few companies will embrace
the practice without government incentives or mandates. So far this method
has been restricted to small demonstration projects, but that could change in
the near future. The U.S. Department
of Energy plans to build a power plant
that will gasify coal and capture all
the plant’s emissions for storage, while
British Petroleum and General Electric
are working together on a California
power plant that will sequester carbon for
long-term storage (Science, February 9).
Individual acts add up
When the carbon is tallied at the end
of the day, individual acts to conserve

energy count. Fortunately, saving energy
often means saving money.

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Emissions add up household by household,
car by car—and energy savings will too.
Among the largest contributors to
With creative innovations for sequestergreenhouse gases in the United States
ing carbon, a willingness to support
are vehicles. U.S. vehicles generate
renewable energy, recognition of the
about half of the world’s greenhouse gas value of plants, and many small efforts
emissions, according to a 2006 report
by individuals, this country can begin
by the Environmental Defense Fund.
to reign in global warming. The time to
Driving smaller cars or hybrids, walking or act is now, before our climate changes
biking, living closer to work, keeping tires into something unrecognizable that will
full, or even lumping errands together
make even seasoned southwesterners
for more efficient trips can help save gas,
wonder how to handle the heat.
which translates into fewer emissions.
In the Southwest, heating water with
the sun alone can work with a passive
solar system. In summer, even conventional water heaters can be turned
off if they’re located in the outdoor
sun. Washing clothes in cold water
and installing low-flow shower heads
and water-saving toilets all contribute
to valuable savings. Turning down the
thermostat in the winter and turning it
up in summer generates savings. Similarly, choosing a swamp cooler over an
air-conditioner is more energy-friendly
and economical. Landscaping also cools
the local environment via the water
evaporated through plant leaves. Taller
species can provide shade, perhaps even
reducing home cooling costs. By using
a permaculture approach, homeowners
can conserve energy without increasing their water bills. (Southwest Climate
Outlook, September 2006).
Using compact fluorescent light bulbs
and turning off lights that aren’t in
use can cut down on energy use.
Unplugging appliances contributes because most electronic devices continue
to draw energy even when shut down. Recycling, buying fewer products, and using
second-hand products also reduce energy
consumption because of the emissions
generated in the manufacturing industry.
In short, there is no replacement for individual action to conserve energy and

http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Melanie Lenart is a postdoctoral research
associate with the Climate Assessment for
the Southwest (CLIMAS). The SWCO feature
article archive can be accessed at the following link: http://www.ispe.arizona.edu/
climas/forecasts/swarticles.html

Helpful Links
Green Power Locator
http://www.epa.gov/greenpower/
locator/index.htm
NativeEnergy
http://www.nativeenergy.com/
Green-e
http://www.green-e.org/
Climate Neutral
www.climateneutral.com/
Carbon Trading: A Critical
Conversation on Climate Change,
Privatization and Power
www.dhf.uu.se
More ideas on Taking Action
http://www.climatecrisis.net/
takeaction/
Forest Energy Corporation
http://www.forestenergy.com/
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change summary
http://www.ipcc.ch/SPM2feb07.pdf
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